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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Recovering from a Career Setback
Professional setbacks come in many different forms: a costly mistake, an unsatisfactory performance review, a confrontation with a manager, a demotion, or,
worst of all, a layoff. Certainly, no one enjoys enduring these situations, but virtually everyone has experienced at least one of them at some point in his or her
career.
The key to your long -term job
satisfaction is to know how to turn
your situation into a learning opportunity. Here are several suggestions on how to use a career setback
as a springboard to future success.
• Acknowledge you've had a setback. While emotionally difficult,
this step will help you deal with the
accompanying disappointment.
This is particularly important if you
are laid off. Accepting what has
happened is the first step toward
moving on.
• Identify the role that you
played. This, too, may be challenging, but taking responsibility for
your situation will give you the opportunity to make necessary
changes that can increase your val0
0
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ue to your current company or a
prospective employer.
• Avoid dwelling on the negatives. Sometimes career setbacks are out of your control.
But spending too much time blaming others only delays
the ability to rebound.
• Keep your perspective. Recall how you've managed
previous disappointments. Consider how significant the
setback was in the context of your company or your caSTRATEGIC FINANCE I November 2 0 0 0

reer. If similar situations
have occurred in the
past, stop and think
about how you handled
them at the time. What
did you learn from the
experience? Look for
ways to apply this
knowledge to help you
better manage the current problem.
• Maintain interest
in your work. Enthusiasm is the catalyst for
creativity, leadership,
and productivity, and
without it you may have
difficulty performing
your day -to -day duties.
Make sure you do something to preserve your
morale. Go to the gym,
try a new sport, take a
long- awaited vacation, or sign up for a professional development course. These activities can help you "recharge,"
which can ultimately enhance your job performance. After the setback, you will want to convince your employer
that you still have the energy and focus to be a valuable
team player.

0
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• Move forward. Develop a strategy for overcoming the situation. To
do this well, you need to have a clear
understanding of your supervisor's
perspective. Ask yourself, "What
were his or her reasons behind the
decision ?"
Once you've identified the central
issues, prepare a list of ways to address them. Then present a plan of
action to your manager. For example, if you were passed over for a
promotion because you're perceived
to have trouble meeting deadlines,
offer to provide weekly updates on
the status of your projects. Being
proactive will not only gain the confidence of your supervisor —it will
also allow you to focus your efforts
on moving forward.
• Set long -term goals. Use this
time to take stock of the direction
you'd like your career to take. What's
your primary objective? A new job?
A positive performance review? A
raise? Once you have answers, create
a plan for achieving your goal. For
example, if you want to find a different position, set a target for the
number of r6sumes you'll send out
each day. If you're striving to become
more knowledgeable in a particular
area of your company, arrange after work meetings with employees who
can advise you.
• Move on, if necessary. After taking stock, you may conclude that
your abilities will be better recognized at a different company or in
another industry. Or you may want
to change career paths entirely.
While your skills and personality
may not suit one profession, they
may be ideal for another. Meeting
with a career counselor can provide
you with valuable insights and ultimately help you determine your
direction.
• Have a strategy for dealing with
10
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your past. If you've been fired, be
prepared to answer questions about
the situation during job interviews.
While you shouldn't state on your
r6sum6 the reason for leaving, potential employers are likely to ask
about it when you meet. Explain the
circumstances to the interviewer
while trying to keep things as positive as you can. For example, you
may point out that you knew things
weren't working out but chose to
stay to complete an important project. Most important, be honest because the truth will probably come
out during the reference - checking
process. It's better to give the hiring
manager a chance to consider your
situation than to be ruled out automatically for being dishonest.

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

Lrw&n

• Don't offer too much. The interviewer is responsible for guiding
the conversation, and you don't have
to volunteer information about less than- favorable aspects of your professional background unless you've
been asked a specific question.
• Network. This is particularly
important during challenging times.
Talking with friends, colleagues, or
family members can bolster your
spirits and give you a fresh perspective. Contacting a former mentor
may also help you to consider a new
approach or pinpoint a solution to a
current problem.
• Get involved. Professional organizations, industry associations, and
other community groups provide
excellent opportunities to meet people who'll value your contributions
and help you build your self - esteem.
Consider joining a support group
for people who have experienced career setbacks. Talking to people who
are facing the same issues can be extremely valuable.
• Use this time to build your
knowledge. Assess your skills to determine which areas to improve and
which you would like to develop further. Consider taking classes that will
help you develop those abilities.
Don't let professional disappointments prevent you from achieving
your goals. Keep in mind that you
have energy, ideas, and skills that are
valuable. Take pride in your accomplishments and abilities. While others or situations of your own doing
can set you back temporarily, only
you can take steps to move your
career ahead. ■
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

That Partnership Feeling
BUSINESS PARTNE RSHIP HAS BEEN THE
Holy Grail for finance professionals since the beginning
of the 1900s. While teaching at the University of Chicago
prior to World War I, J.O. McKinsey wrote about the importance of this role in his first books on budgeting. As
part of its decentralization in the early 1920s, Du Pont
developed many of the financial concepts used to measure performance: Not least, Gen - - -'
Electric inaugurated its training
curriculum for the finance
staff in 1925.
The importance of business partnership persists.
Many of the administrative
improvement initiatives
launched in the 1980s and
1990s specified that one goal
was to increase the time and
attention the finance organization devoted to the business.
They saw the need for finance to help the line grow revenues, improve operations, and address e- commerce.
Looking back, what strikes you is the realization that
business partnership has been largely about analytic
tools, measurement practices, diagnostic frameworks, and
planning, budgeting, and decision - making processes. In
other words, the profession has emphasized the development of the intellectual content and process methodology
needed to master the partnership role. But where is the
emphasis on the human dimension —the soft side of being a business partner?
Everyone "knows it" when they see a business partner
adeptly navigate an emotionally stormy issue, and competency models describe requisite behaviors extremely
well, yet people have a hard time articulating the underlying capacities of people who perform the role with ease.
12
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Most often, line mangers and peers attribute such easy
mastery to good chemistry or a special knack — "He's a
good people person."
There's some truth to these assertions because what is
essential to the business partner role is so often invisible
to the eye. It's the feelings that come from inside —feelings that go beyond the spoken word to create the right
for the particular moment,
matter how challenging that
noment may be.
Consider the commonplace
words used to define good
business partners and how
easily they evoke deeper
feelings:
e Respect —the feeling of
appreciation or esteem that
comes from treating others
the way that you want to be
ated yourself;
e Trust —the feeling of warmth and reliance that
stems from knowing that you will never deliberately do
harm to others;
e Faith —the sense of certainty or assurance that
comes from knowing something is true even though you
can't prove it;
e Hope —the courage to face the unknown because
you know that possibilities exist beyond your personal
knowledge and experience; and
e Service —the sense of gratitude and love that comes
from helping others achieve their dreams and grow as
human beings in the process.
The feelings, not the words, are the salient point once
you realize that your behavior flows invisibly from your
inner emotional state. Another way of saying this is that
your actions are a manifestation of your state of mind.

that each of us knows.
For example, when you are angry,
it's hard not to be critical of coworkers; when you are worried, it's hard
not to be distracted by what others
are saying; when you are joyful, it's
hard not to be happy, even in the
face of adversity.
So if a business partner's thoughts
of faith are generating an inner sense
of well- being, is it likely that he or
she will become so anxious as to suffer "analysis paralysis"? What conflict
can't be resolved by one whose actions are based on the warmth that
flows from an inner sense of trust? If
the business partner and the client
are both respectful and reverent
about their mutual well- being, are
they likely to be overwhelmed by
feelings of stress or busyness? How
can worry get a foothold if one is
being hopeful and feeling confident
about the future? And how can selfishness and egocentrism gain traction where love inspires a natural
humility and a desire to help others
succeed?
Reflect on these words. Don't you
see how just reading about these
deeper feelings has a calming effect
on your state of mind? Isn't that inner voice giving you insight into
what this essay is pointing toward?
Don't your common sense and inner
intelligence seem more accessible?
Unlocking the mystery of becoming a good business partner is as
simple as seeing that whenever profound feelings are present you have
unfettered access to wisdom— unfettered because your mind isn't cluttered by busy thoughts, paralyzed by
fear, defeated by jealousy, confused
by analysis, or blinded by arrogance.
In this state of mind, the insights,
intuitions, and perspectives that line
14
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managers seek from their business
partners seem as easy as breathing in
and breathing out. Not only is all acquired knowledge and relevant experience accessible, but so, too, is the
universal intelligence that lies just
beyond the frontier of what each of
us already knows.
But the business partner's influence doesn't stop there. The expression of deeply felt emotion can be
infectious, for all of us are attuned to
respond to human feelings. The
mood of a roomful of people can instantly improve. Meetings can become more lighthearted as rapport
deepens and people feel more affinity for one another. Personal agendas
suddenly seem so obvious that people stop paying attention to them
and start looking to serve the team's
needs and interests.
As people stop paying attention to
their minds' inner chatter and become truly curious about what others are trying to convey, they suddenly start listening more thoughtfully and with more respect.
As they see things freshly and gain
more perspective about the essence
of unresolved questions, they find
themselves creatively attacking even
the thorniest problems.
Collaboration becomes tangible as
people see their interconnectedness
and recognize how much team efforts can accomplish. Because they
are grateful for being part of something larger than anything they could
ever hope to achieve working alone,
they stop worrying about such things
as how much recognition their individual contributions will receive.
In one sense, many finance organizations see this picture already. Every
competency model for business partnership points to the kinds of behaviors described in this essay. But not
one makes the link explicit —that

these quintessential partnership behaviors are nothing more than the
manifestations of our thoughts expressed as feelings. Since we all have
the power to create our own lives via
our thinking, why not act from clear mindedness as evidenced by powerful and profound feelings?
This is not to say that worry, aggravation, or stress cannot hijack
your state of mind from time to
time, no matter how sincerely you
intend to act with these deeper principles in mind. Repetitive or self centered thinking can overtake anyone. We all get out of the wrong side
of bed from time to time. Illness can
muddle our thinking and make it
difficult to pay attention to business.
But as humans we have been given
a wonderful gift. We intuitively comprehend that we are the thinkers. In
that sense we know that we can
choose which thoughts to pay attention to and which thoughts to ignore. It isn't a matter of mind control. Rather, the knowledge that our
thoughts precipitate our behavior
gives us the natural resilience to recover from habitual thinking or low
moods.
Awakening our deeper intelligence
Our journey
is just a thought
through life may be principally a
voyage of discovering how the natural quietude and calmness of our
minds permits us to tap our deepest
capacities and express them moment
to moment. Seeing this for yourself
is all it takes to play the business
partner role with grace and ease. ■
away.

This is a matter of simple logic. It is
something every child shows and

Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity ofstaff
functions. You can call Bob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
beunn!RgynnVartners.com.
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Neal Hannon, Editor

XBRL Update: Over 13
Taxonomies Are Being Developed
WELCOME TO THE IMA'S EXTENSIBLE BUSINESS

Reporting Language (XBRL) update. In this column
you'll learn about the latest developments in XBRL and
how they will impact you. Very exciting things are happening in the financial profession, and it's a great time to
be a financial professional.
First, let me explain how fast things are moving. When
the XBRL steering committee met in July, we had around
40 members, including the IMA. After the first XBRL taxonomy (data dictionary for financial statements) was released that month, another 30 organizations joined the
effort in a true international spirit of
contribution and development. Now
more than 13 unique taxonomies are
under development with many more in
the planning stages.
An XBRL taxonomy is a hierarchical
listing of all the accounts and information needed to compile a full set of financial statements according to a specific authoritative source, tagged in XML.
For example, when you open a new financial software package for the first
time, the software normally contains a
list of suggested accounts for your use. The list of suggested accounts included in financial software is called a
taxonomy. XBRL taxonomies include over 1,800 elements
of financial statements commonly used by U.S. industrial
and commercial corporations to produce financial statements according to U.S. generally accepted accounting
practices (GAAP).
Why is work progressing on over 13 different XBRL
taxonomies? Although the XBRL for U.S. industrial and
commercial corporations (U.S. ci) covers a vast majority
16
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of the financial reporting needs for most entities, it
doesn't for everybody. For example, a taxonomy is under
development that addresses the additional financial reporting needs in the not - for -profit business sector. The
not - for -profit taxonomy will be an extension to the base
U.S. ci taxonomy.
Fortunately, the development of a not - for -profit XBRL
taxonomy doesn't have to start from scratch. Depending
on how the developers of the not - for -profit taxonomy go
about their job, they can reuse as much as 80% to 90% of
the code already generated in the new taxonomy. Developers are also working on financial reporting for federal departments and
agencies, which has the potential to
bring XBRL into all governmental business reporting. The federal government
taxonomy is scheduled for public comment through November 30, and you
can see it on the www.xbrl.ore website.
XBRL for U.S. financial statements is
already like a large tree, spreading
seedlings near and far. Taxonomies are
under development in Germany, Australia, Singapore, Canada, and the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC). Once
produced, these jurisdictional taxonomies will spawn new
industry- specific XBRL taxonomies, similar to the ones
under development in the United States.
Summary Points about XBRL:
• XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is the industry-wide chosen method for delivering both content and
structure over the Internet. There are no competing standards vying for the public's attention in the business reporting arena.

continued on page 80
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Wizards speed you
through common tasks
and make short work
of opening a new
company, adding and
disposing of assets,
editing book data,
importing, and more.
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What type of asset did you buy?

twvWd office copier treated as
h a i f t e q f i p w i t 11
a

ForinformationonTrainingor
DataConversionServices
call1-800-424-2938
Next Dimension offers data entry, data
management, and reporting capabilities
beyond any program you might be
using. Indeed, Next Dimension's
unique open timeline gives you unparalleled flexibility and control, setting you
free to generate reports for prior, current, and future years and view historical data for all assets at any time. If you
thought you couldn't improve fixed asset
depreciation in your office, see what
you've been missing ... and try Next
Dimension!
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If you think you might need a more powerful program, checkout the Enterprise
Edition on pages 3 and 4. Or review the
handy comparison chart on page 5 to see
which program is right for you.
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Just a few of Next Dimension's
features ...
• Calculates depreciation for GAAP,
TAX, AMT, ACE, E &P, and up to 99
user - defined books
• Open timeline gives you
unlimited flexibility to
print, view, and change asset
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• Entry or import of an unlimited
number of assets
• Expert wizards handle common functions from creating a new company to
disposing of an asset
• Import and export capabilities
• A full suite of 25 reports, including
seven fileable tax forms and worksheets
• And more!

gives you complete
access to all asset
data and calculated
results. You can easily
switch your view
between all books for
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system allows you to
add an unlimited numher of reports whose
content you define. Run
reports one at a time or
use ND "s batch
reporting capability.
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BNA SOFTW ARE

• Asset count is automatically printed for each report
grouping level.
• Page header report options.
• Report legend.
• Can elect to have any report force a page break at any
report grouping level.
• Copy or save any report definition for later recall and reuse.
• Print to screen, printer, or file.

BNAFixedAssets
NextDimension
ProgramFeatures
System Features
■ Wndows"95/98/2(xxNNT.
• Dynamic online analytical processing (OLAP) apabili,
■ Built with a Sybase database and has 32 -bit processing
capabilities.
• Extensive online help system.
• Built -in backup, restore, and compress capabilities.

Company and Book Features

• File security system with which authorized users can enter
their own passwords.
• Company templates to facilitate new company setup.
• Configurable asset list.
• Calculates depreciation for GAAP, TAX, AMT, ACE,
E &P, and up to 99 user- defined books.
• Audit trail available for every depreciation book and for
any time interval (month, quarter, or year).
• Mass company update allows you to update any number
of selected companies in a single batch operation.

Asset Entry and Maintenance Features

• Entry or import of an unlimited number of assets.
• Open timeline.
— Historical data for all assets can be viewed at any time.
— All reports can be generated for prior, current, and
future years.
• Full data entry validation.
• Full audit trail: onscreen Asset Viewer details all calculations
of expense, gain /loss, and balances, by month, quarter, or
year for each individual asset. Disposal dare is also displayed
on Asset Viewer asset tab.
• Ability to reconstruct depreciation for a single asset or for
all assets for any depreciation book.
• Open structure provides information about and control
over data defaults used to create data.
• Defined current period shades selected time intervals as
"proteaed."
• Allows you to preserve all values reported in the past, and
to make any corrections in the future.

Asset Operation Features

•
•
■
■
•
■

Expert system guides you through editing assets.
Mass asset operations: copy/delete /retire.
Mass data change.
" Picklists"for all dam text fields as part of the Add Asset Wizard.
33 additional user - defined fields.
Each customizable, user - defined field maybe assigned a
name, a "pick list," and one or more default values.

ProgramWizards

■
■
•
•
■
■
■
■
•
•
•

Add Asset Wizard
Dispose Asset Wizard
Edit Book Data Wizard
Edit Accumulated Depreciation Wizard
Edit Asset Type Properties Wizard
Mass Data ChangeWizard
New Company Wizard
New Template Wizard
Mass CompanyUpdate Wizard
Import Wizard
Export Wizard

ReportingFeatures

■ Batch report management system allows creation,
maintenance, and printing of batch report files.
■ Reconciliation - oriented reports support fixed asset
accounting, tax, property tax, and management needs.
■ Focus periods allow you to define both the start and stop
dates for any report you run.
■ Direct access to any asset detail in a report via an onscreen
Asset Viewer.
• Asset -by-asset detail or subtotals -onlyoptions.
• Five -level asset grouping criteria.
• Reports an be grouped by acquisition date to support
property tax reporting.
• Full support for asset selection through savable queries.

Tax & Accounting Solutions

Full suite standard reports, each infinitely
customizable, including.

of

• Asset Reports:
— Net Book Value Summary
— Asset Comments
— Asset Record.
• Activity Reports:
— Asset Balance Reconciliation
— Asset Acquisitions
— Asset Dispositions
— Asset Exchanges
— Mid - quarter /Section 179
— Journal Entry.
• Calculation Reports:
— Comprehensive Depreciation
— Depreciation Expense
— Calculation Basis
— Gain /Loss
— Calculation Revisions
— Depreciation Comparison.
• Projection Reports:
— Asset Depreciation (annual and monthly)
— FASB 109.
• Property Tax Report:
— Personal Property Tax Report.
• Fileable TaxForms and Worksheets:
— Form 3468 ITC
— Form 4255 ITC Recapture
— Form 4562 Depreciation and Amortization
— Form 4626 Alternative Minimum Tax
— Form 4797 Sales of Business Property
— Form 8824 Like -kind Exchanges
— Schedule M -1 Reconciliation Report.

CustomReportWritingSystem

•
•
•
•

Select columns to report.
landscape and portrait orientations.
Duplica[e to add as manycustom reports as you need.
Supports printing on legal size paper, allowing more fields
to appear on custom reports.

Calculations

• F:ach depreciation element is maintained separately for
each depreciation book, including cost, date placed -inservice, Section 179 (bonus depreciation), business use ob,
depreciation method, rate, convention, and life.
• Up to 200 separate short tax years.
• Up to 99 user - defined depreciation books; all calculated
automatically.
• Full support and edit - ability of AMT, ACE, and E &P
depreciation books.
• Program offers 221 depreciation method choices based on
ten methods (table or formula), five depreciation rates, ten
averaging conventions, and fifteen property types.
• Election to apply the "Allowed/Allowable" role in calculating
gainsand losseson asset sales.
• Automatic determination and application of mid - quarter
convention.
• Automatic determination and application of Section 179
investment limitation and expense reduction.
• Sale of Asset Calculations:
— Section 1231, 1245, or 1250 Property
— Ordinary and Capital Gain
— Depreciation, Section 179, and ITC Recapture
— Excess Depreciation
— AMT, ACE, and E &P Gain /Loss
— Section 291 Adjustment.
• Like -kind Exchanges (Section 1031):
— Automatic creation of like -kind property received with
properly computed basis (per depreciation book)
— Deferred Gains.
• Investment Tax Credits:
— Transitional, Energy, and Rehabilitation
— Special Buis Reduction Rules.
• Special abbreviated recovery lives for Indian Reservation
property.
■ Section 179A, Clean Fuel Automobiles, is supported
throughout program.

ImportCapabilities
• Import utility converts data from:
— CSI Depreciation Solutions for DOS/Wndows*
— CLR/RIA GoSystems Fixed Assets (no import
necessary; just load program and go!)
— FAS First Step- (formerly FAS- for Windows•)
— FAS 2000•
— FAS 1000°
— AICPA Depreciation
— CLR Deprecation (Prentice Hall)
— FAMAS (E.F. Haskell)
— BNA Fixed Asset Management System.
• Generic import capability imports data from Excele (or
Lotus *) spreadsheets, or anyCSV (comma - separated
values) file. (A CSV file is a type of ASCII text file, also
referred to as a "comma - delimited" file.)
• Easy -to -read, illustrated Import Guide walks you through
import process with step -by-step instructions.
• ND Import Wizard speeds and safeguards conversion/
import process.

ExportCapabilities

• Utilityexports depreciation expense data in a format readable by:
— ACE Writc -Up (CLR/RIA).
• Support is included for export of journal entry information in a
format that meets the above mentioned program's specifications.

ElectronicHelp/Documentation

• Well- written, fully- indexed user manual explains complete
operation of program and includes a brief tutorial.
• Comprehensive Import and Report Guides.
• Onlinedocumentationprovidescontext-sensitivehelpmessagesfor
menu commands, button commands, and operation procedures.
• Online help is searchable by topic or keywords.

TechnicalSupport

• Toll -free telephone technical support included in price.
Hours are Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
Eastern time, with extended hours during tax season.
• Web site (www.bnasoftwam.com) provides updamble tax
rates, maintenance releases, FAQs, and more.

Training/DataConversionServices

• Hands -on and classroom -style training classes and data
conversion services are available. Visit www.bnasoftware.com
or call 1- 800 -424 -2938 for more information.

SystemRequirements
Pentiura175 MHz with 16 MB RAM, running W ndows*
95/98/2000/NT, and a CD -ROM drive. BNA Software
recommends a Pentium /133 MHz with 32 MB RAM.
Information subject to change without notice.
AU product names referenced berrin arc registered trademarks of
their respective companies.

"ThemainadvantagesofNextDimension
aretheeaseofuseandthereliabilityand
integrityofthecalculations.
Randomtestinghasalwaysresultedinthe
samenumberswithNextDimension.
Inanotherwel-knownsystem,Ihaverun
aregulardepreciationreportandcompared
itagainsttherelatedtaxform.
Thenumbersweredifferentandtheir
technicalsupportcouldnotexplainwhy
thereweredifferences:'
B E T T Y H A N L O N , A S S I S T A N T TA X M A N A G E R ,
Q U A N E X C O R P O R A T IO N

To Order Call Toll -Free 1 -800- 372 -1033

The Enterprise Edition
is so flexible you can
easily transfer assets
between departments,
cost centers, locations,
and any other asset
text field an unlimited
number of times with
all history preserved.

ForinformationonTrainingor
DataConversionServices
call1-800-424-2938
The more powerful Enterprise Edition
has all the functionality of Next
Dimension but offers exclusive features
including the ability to handle consolidations, perform asset transfers, asset
splits, mass dispositions, mass like -kind
exchanges, and more. If your company
has demanding fixed asset management
requirements, then the Enterprise
Edition is for you.

Partial dispositions
and partial transfers
are easy! And split
assets can be split
again ... and again.
After splitting, assets
can be transferred
anywhere, or disposed,
or left alone.

To see whether Next Dimension or the

Enterprise Edition is right for you, see
the handy comparison chart on page 5.

ID: ND000270

Acptasbon Cost: 29.500.00

How many pieces do you want to s* the asset nto?

The Enterprise Edition includes all
the features of Next Dimension,
plus ...
• Unlimited asset transfers with all prior
history retained
• Asset splits to facilitate partial dispositions and transfers. Assets may be split
multiple times.
• Mass dispositions and mass like -kind
exchanges
• Company (file) consolidations
• And more!

Cancel

Help

99,
The Enterprise Edition
can handle all your
fixed asset management needs from the
partial disposition of a
single asset to mass
operations on multiple
assets.Enterprisecan
even consolidate
company files easily —
no matter how many
assets each file
contains.
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beingabletoimportorconvertdataand
useitwithoutreadingamanual. . .
Iconverted13divisionstotheEnterprise
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theoriginalonesbeforeIattended
training.Itrulyfeelwecanhavethe
systemdowhateverweneedittodo."
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ProgramFeatures
System Feattays

■ Windows" 95/9&2000/NT,
as Dynamic online analytical processing (OI.AP) capabil6.
• Built with a Sybase database and has 32 -bit processing
capabilities.
• Extensive online help system.
■ Built -in backup, restore, and compress capabilities.

Company and Boni Features

• Company (file) consolidations.
■ File security system with which authorized users can enter
their own passwords.
• Company templates to facilitate new company setup.
• Configurable asset list.
• Calculates depreciation for GAAP, TAX, AMT, ACE,
E &P, and up to 99 user - defined books.
• Audit trail available for every depreciation book and for
any time interval (month, quarter, or year),
■ Mass company update allows you to update any number
of selected companies in a single batch operation.

Asset Entry and Maintenance Features

• Entry or import of an unlimited number of assets.
• Open timeline.
- Historical data for all assets can be viewed at anytime.
- All reports can be generated for prior, current, and
future years,
• Full data entry validation.
• Full audir trail: onscreen Asset Viewer details all calculations
ofexpense, gain /loss, and balances, by month, quarter, or
year for each individual asset. Disposal date is also displayed
on Asset Viewer asset tab.
• Ability to reconstruct depreciation for a single asset or for
all assets for any depreciation book.
• Open structure provides information about and control
over data defaults used to create data.
• Defined current period shades selected time intervals as
"protected."
• Allows you to preserve all values reported in the past, and
to make any corrections in the future.

Asset Operation Features

•

• Unlimited asset transfers between departments, cost centers,
locations, and any other asset text field with all history retained.
• Asset splits to facilitate partial dispositions and partial
transfers. Asset may be split multiple times.
• Mass disposition allocates all items of proceeds and
expense to all assets being disposed as directed.
• Expert system guides you through editing assets.
• Mass asset operations: copy /delete /retire.
• Mass data change by date.
"Pick lists" for all data text fields as part of the Add Asset Wizard.
• 33 additional user - defined fields.
• Each customizable, user - defined field may be assigned a
name, a "pick list," and one or more default values.

ProgramWizards

•
•
•
•
•
■
■
•
■
■
•
■
■

Add Asset Wizard
Asset Split Wizard
Dispose Asset Wizard
Edit Book Data Wizard
Edit Accumulated Depreciation Wizard
Mau Data Change Wizard
Edit Asset Type Properties Wizard
New Company Wizard
New Template Wizard
Consolidation Wizard
Mass Company Update Wizard
Import Wizard
Export Wizard

ReportingFeatures

• Batch report management system allows creation,
maintenance, and printing of batch report files.
• Reconciliation- oriented reports support fixed asset
accounting, tax, property tax, and management needs.
• Focus periods allow you to define both the start and stop
dates for any report you run,
• Direct access to any suet derail in a report via an onscreen
Asset Viewer.
• Asset -by -asset detail or subtotals -only options.

Tax & Accounting Solutions

■ Five -level asset grouping criteria.
■ Reports can be grouped by acquisition date to support
property tax reporting.
■ Full support for asset selection through savable queries.
• Asset count is automatically printed for each report
grouping level.
■ Page header report options.
• Report legend.
• Can ele t w have any report force a page break at any
report grouping level.
• Copy or save any report definition for later recall and reuse.
• Print to screen, printer, or file.

■ Section 179A, Clean Fuel Automobiles, is supported
throughout program.

ImportCapabilities
• Import utility converts data from:
- CSI Depreciation Solutions for DOS/Windows'
- CLR/RIA GoSystems Fixed Assets (no import
necessary; just load program and go!)
- FAS Asset Accounting- (formerly FAS Encore- )
- FAS First Step- (formerly FAS' for Windows°)
- FAS2000m
- FAS1000`
- AICPA Depreciation
- CLR Depreciation (Prentice Hall)
- FAMAS (E.F. Haskell)
- BNA Fixed Asset Management System.
• Generic import capability imports data from Excel* (or
Lotus ") spreadsheets, or any CSV (comma - separated values)
file. (A CSV file is a type ofASC1I text file, also referred to
as a "comma - delimited" file.)
• Easy -to -read, illustrated Import Guide walks you through
import process with step -by -step instructions.
• ND Import Wizard speeds and safeguards conversion/
import process.

Tuft suite ofstandard reports, each infinitely
customizable, including:

• .Asset Reports:
- Net Book Value tiummary
- Asset Comments
- Asset Record.
■ Activity Reports:
- Asset Transfers
- Asset Splits
- Asset Balance Reconciliation
- Asset Acquisitions
- Asset Dispositions
- Asset Exchanges
- Mid - quarter /Section 179
- Journal Entry.
• Calculation Reports:
- Comprehensive Depreciation
- Depreciation Expense
- Calculation Basis
- Gain /Loss
- Calculation Revisions
- Depreciation Comparison.
• Projection Reports:
- Asset Depreciation (annual and monthly)
- FASB 109.
• Property Tax Report:
- Personal Property Tax Report.
■ Filcable Tax Forms and Worksheets:
- Form 3468 ITC
- Form 4255 ITC Recapture
- Form 4562 Depreciation and Amortization
- Form 4626 Alternative Minimum Tax
- Form 4797 Sales of Business Property
- Form 8824 Like -kind Exchanges
- Schedule M -1 Reconciliation Report.

ExportCapabilities
• Utility exports depreciation expense data in a format
readable by:
- Solomon IV
- ACE Write -Up (CLR/RIA).
• Support is included for export of journal entry information in formats that meet the above mentioned programs'
specifications.

ElectronicHelp/Documentation
• Well- written, fully- indexed user manual explains complete
operation of program and includes a brief rutorial.
• Comprehensive Import and Report Guides.
• Online documentation provides context - sensitive help
messages for menu commands, button commands, and
operation procedures.
• Online help is searchable by topic or keywords.

TechnicalSupport
• Toll -free telephone technical support included in price.
Hours are Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
Eastern time, with extended hours during tax season.
• Web site (www.bnasoftwarc.com) provides updatable tax
rates, maintenance releases, FAQs, and more.

CustomReportWritingSystem
■
•
■
•

Select columns to report.
Landscape and portrait orientations.
Duplicate to add as many custom reports as you need.
Supports printing on legal size paper, allowing more fields
to appear on custom reports.

Calculations
• Each depreciation element is maintained separately for
each depreciation book, including cost, date placed -in- service,
Section 179 (bonus depreciation), business use %,
depreciation method, rate, convention, and life.
• Up to 200 separate short tax years.
• Up to 99 user - defined depreciation books; all calculated
automatically.
• Full support and edit -ability of AMT, ACE, and E &P
depreciation books,
• Program offers 221 depreciation method choices based on
ten methods (table or formula), five depreciation rates, ten
averaging conventions, and fifteen property types.
• Election to apply the'Allowed/Allowable" rude in calculating
gains and losses on asset sales.
• Automatic determination and application of mid - quarter
convention.
• Automatic determination and application of Section 179
investment limitation and expense reduction.
• Sale of Asset Calculations:
- Section 1231, 1245, or 1250 Property
- Ordinary and Capital Gain
- Depreciation, Section 179, and ITC Recapture
- Excess Depreciation
- AMT, ACE, and E &P Gain /Lou
- Section 291 Adjustment.
• Like -kind Exchanges (Section 1031):
- Automatic creation of like -kind property received with
properly computed basis (per depreciation book)
- Deferred Gains.
• Mass Like -kind Exchange.
• Investment Tax Credits:
- Transitional, Energy, and Rehabilitation
- Special Basis Reduction Rules.
• Special abbreviated recovery lives for Indian Reservation property.

Training/DataConversionServices
• Hands -on and classroom -style training classes and data
conversion services are available. Visit www.bnasoftware.com
or call 1- 800 - 424 -2938 for more information.

SystemRequirements
Pentium /75 MHz with 16 MB RAM, running Windows*
95/98/2000/NT, and a CD -ROM drive. BNA Software recommends a Pentium /133 MHz with 32 MB RAM.
Information

BNAFixedAssets
NextDimension,
EnterpriseEdition

subject to change without notice.

Allproductnamesreferencedherein air registered trademarksof
their respective companies.

"IhavefoundBNASoftware'sTechnical
Supporttobeveryresponsivetoour
questionswiththorough,welthoughtout,
andaccurateanswersthatwere
communicatedinawaythatmadeiteasy
forthequestionertounderstand.
Thisisabiginfluenceonourdecision
tocontinuewithyourfixedassetprogram
inthefuture:'
B OB P ALMER, S E N I O R F IN A N C IA L A N A L Y S T,
DEC O, LLC

To Order Call Toll -Free 1 -800- 372 -1033

Case Study as published by Business Finance, August 1999

Food Manufacturer Automates
Asset Management With Next Dimension
Replacing Older System Saved Hours
Of Work Each Month
California Pretzel Co., Inc. is a private label snack food manufacturer that supplies,
among other things, pretzels for grocery
stores and other vendors under the vendor
label. It provides product for several leading national food store chains and has an
asset base of about $20 million.
Although it's not a large company,
California Pretzel still needs to keep a
close check on its 950 -odd assets. But
until 1990, that function was handled by
pencil and ledger sheet, according to
California Pretzel's fixed asset cost supervisor, Al Cailteaux. "Everything was done
by hand. It was an old, archaic accounting system. Everything was in books,
written in by pencil and pen," he says.
"Every asset had a ledger card - the
name, when it was bought, the cost, and
then the depreciation was manually
entered each month."
It was a slow, cumbersome process
until California Pretzel discovered the
BNA Fixed Asset Management System in
1990. And while that product brought
California Pretzel into the modern age,
the company reached its maximum asset management efficiency last year with
BNAs new program, BNA Fixed Assets
Next Dimension.
Next Dimension's features are perfect
for California Pretzel, which needs to
deal with asset management only once a
month. It's almost completely automated, so training time is minimal. It has an
open timeline, so reports can be generated
for prior, current and future years - and
historical data for all assets can be viewed
at any time.
Monthly depreciations are quick and
easy, Cailteaux notes. "It takes maybe 10 or
15 minutes. All I have to do is do the calculations, and then I have the totals," he says.
"I print a complete set of reports at the end
of each year for myself - maybe 50 reports
and also for the parent company (GFI
Industries). I have a slow printer, but it only
takes 4 hours to print all 50 reports."

The robust reporting segment of Next
Dimension has also proven to be a boon
for California Pretzel. The batch report
management system allows for the creation, maintenance and printing of batch
report files, while reconciliation- oriented
reports support fixed asset accounting,
tax and management needs. Furthermore,
the custom report- writing feature lets
Cailteaux create almost any report he

"Next Dimension's
features are perfect for
California Pretzel,
which needs to deal
with asset management
only once a month."
needs from information on California
Pretzel's database. "If I want to segregate
out certain types of equipment and run a
report for that equipment only, I can,"
Cailteaux says. "You can design any kind
of report out of your asset base that you
can imagine."
A full audit trail lets California Pretzel
view details of all calculations of expense,

gain /loss and balances by month, quarter, or year for each asset. Additionally,
all values reported in the past are preserved, so Cailteaux or his staff can make
corrections in the future.
This functionality has already come in
handy, Cailteaux says. "I just took over
the asset systems of a couple of other
companies that [California Pretzel's parent company] owned and put them into
BNA," he recalls. "It wasn't very complicated at all. It was simple because I can
adjust the depreciation." It would have
been cumbersome to make corrections in
the old systems, Cailteaux says. "I would
have to go asset by asset and enter everything in individually - all the costs and
book depreciations and tax depreciations.
Before BNA, it would have taken at least
100 hours." With BNA, Cailteaux says,
the process takes only a couple of hours just the initial entry of the figures.
How does Next Dimension fit into
California Pretzel's future? "We're nowhere
near the capacity of this system," Cailteaux
says. "It wouldn't be worthwhile to buy
anything else - it can be built up way
farther than our capabilities will ever be."
�

FEATURES
Company (file) Consolidations
Asset Transfers
Partial & Mass Dispositions
Ilisset Splits

NEXT DIMENSION
_

ImportsBest!"FASAsset Accounting"'(formedyFASEnaorell)
Import Capabilities
General Ledger Export Capabilities
File Security System
Company Templates
Expert wizards
Mass Data Change
Like -Kind Exchanges
Open Timeline
Unlimited Number of Assets
Data 'Pick Lists"
33 Additional User - Defined Fields
Batch Reporting Management System
Fileable Tax Forms and Worksheets
Custom Report Writing System
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP)
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BNA SOFTWARE
www.bnasoftwore.com
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YES! Please rush me the foIIowlng BNA Software program(s), for the number of designated users
specified, and bill me for the total amount plus any applicable state sales tax. I'll receive the
latest release of the program(s), a network password where appropriate, documentation, and
toll -tree telephone technical support for all licensed users. In addition, I'll receive any new
release of the program(s) Issued in the next six months after purchase at no additional charge.

(NO P . O. W , es , plea s e)

BNAFixedAssetsNextDimension

Program /documentation (one license) (BAND01) .... ..........................$1,"s
Additional licenses (1 -9) (13AND11) _ licenses @ $175 ea. s
TOTAL =

BNAFixedAssetsNextDimension,
EnterpriseEdition

Program /documentation (one license) (BAND06) ...... ........................$2,048
Additional licenses (1 -9)

licenses @ $195 ea. =

(BAND16)

TOTAL =

BNACorporateTaxAuditAnalyzer

Program /documentation (one license) (BNAS30) ..... .........................$1,498
Additional licenses (1 -9) (BNAS87)

licenses @ $495 ea.=
TOTAL =

A Sales
p
p
I$

BNA

Tax Rates and Forms (One -year subscription with monthly CD updates. The Network

Use

version of this program allows for up to five designated users.)

Rates & Forms with
Rates File Generator
$1,550 Single -User (SURF22)
$1,895 Network (SURF23)
Rates Only
$595 Single -User

Rates Only with
Rates File Generator
$995 Single -User (sURF1e)

Rates & Forms Only
$1,150 Single -User ( stgaron)
$1,495 Network (SURF02)

$1,295 Network (SURF19)
Forms Only

(SURF1o)

$895 Network (SURF11)

$595 Single -User

(3URF12)

$895 Network (SURF13)

TOTAL =

ALSOAVAILABLEFROMBNASoftware..
BNAIncomeTaxPlanner
with Fifty States

Program /documentation (one license)
Additional licenses (1 -9)

(BNAS4e)

( BNAS05) . . . . . .

...........................$795

_ l i c e ns e s @ $ 1 95 ea . =
TOTAL =

BNAIncomeTaxPlanner

Program /documentation (one license) (BNAS09) ...... ...........................$495

(federal calculations only)

Additional licenses (1 -9) (BNAS46) _ l i c ens es @ $175 ea. _
TOTAL =

BNAEstateTaxPlanner

Program /documentation (one license) (SNAS2e) ...... ...........................$995
Additional licenses (1 -9) (BNAS27) _ l i c e n s e s @ $195 ea. =
TOTAL =

BNA706Preparer

Program /documentation (one license) (BNAS60) ...... ...........................$595
Additional licenses (1 -9)

(BNAS61)

licenses @ $150 ea. _
TOTAL =

BNA709Preparer

Program /documentation (one license) (BNAS06) ...... ...........................$395
Additional licenses (1 -9)

(SNAS87)

licenses @ $75 ea. =
TOTAL =

GRAND TOTAL:
State sales tax will be added where applica ble. To get a quote f or orders i nvolv ing more than the lis ted number of additional li cense s, to order copi es of
the sof tware for multiple locat ions, or to order additi onal documentation, plea se call BNA Softwa re, to ll -free, 1- 800 - 424 -2938. Standa rd fulfillme nt for
these programs is either 3.5" disks or CD -ROM. Prices subject to change without notice.
BAND5 0 7

Mail orderformto:BNACustomerRelations,P.O.Box40947,Washington,D.C.20077-4928

Powerful and
sophisticated, the
Analyzer handles up to
15 years for up to five
scenarios at once and
supports carryovers
and carrybacks.

If A Corporate
Audit Is Clouding
Your Skies ... We
Have A Silver Lining!
A must for audit survival, the BNA
Corporate Taal Audit Analyzer allows
you to see the dynamic interplay of
corporate tax attributes over multiple
years. Fast, accurate, and efficient to use,
BNA provides an independent source of
tax calculations and extremely flexible
multi -year /multi- scenario analysis, and
supports logs and forms that facilitate
IRS /taxpayer communication. Widely
used by the IRS and the corporations
they audit, BNA is the program everyone can agree on!

The program's special
view options — such as
the ability to see a
return "as filed,"
"as adjusted," and
"difference" — are
invaluable for making
audit adjustments.

The most powerful corporate tax
engine available, BNA ...
• Computes federal income taxes for
domestic corporations and automatically handles the carryback and
carryover of NOLs, credits, capital
losses, contributions, and more
• Shows the dynamic interplay between
corporate tax deductions, credits,
limitations, and phaseouts — over
multiple years
• Handles up to five scenarios with up
to 15 years each
• Offers a virtually unlimited number
of custom worksheets and notes
attachments
• Provides extensive reports to support
the full range of the tax audit
engagement
• And more!

Reports are easily
viewed onscreen.
Printing is a snap!
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www.bnasoftware.com

BNA SOFTW ARE

BNACorporateTax
AuditAnalyzer
ProgramFeatures

• Computes federal income taxes for domestic
corporations and automatically handles the carryback and carryover of NOLs, credits, capital losses,
contributions, and more.
• Handles up to five scenarios with up to 15 years each.
• Allows user to see the dynamic interplay of various
tax scenarios over multiple years.
• Instantaneous calculations of all years.
• Multiple worksheets can be open at the same time
for viewing or printing.
• Input and output worksheets can be viewed
simultaneously.
• Worksheet List provides fast access to all worksheers.
• Users can create a virtually unlimited number of
custom worksheets and descriptive notes attachments.
• Print preview capability lets you see reports onscreen.
• Program supports long file names.
• Provides extensive reports to support the full range
of the tax audit engagement.
• Program can link data from an Excel' spreadsheet
to a program input worksheet.
• BNA Software Web site may be accessed from the
program.

Calculations
Regular Tax

• Includes all changes in tax rates since 1975.
• Automatically prorates for rate changes.
IN Calculates special 5% and 3% taxes that eliminate
the benefits of lower rates. Flat 34% tax for personal
service corporations.
Alternative Minimum Tax

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjusted Current Earnings (ACE) adjustment.
Phase -out of the $40,000 exemption.
Limitation on AMT net operating loss deduction.
The minimum tax credit.
The environmental tax (1987- 1995).
Excess book income adjustment for years prior to 1990.
Repeal of AMT for small corporations after 1997.
Add -on minimum tax for years prior to 1987.

Net Operating Losses

•
•
•
•
•
•

20 -year NOL carryover (15 -year before 8/6/97).
2 -year NOL carryback (3 -year before 8/6/97).
Election to relinquish the NOL carryback period.
Section 382 Limitation for NOLs.
SRLY NOL carryovers.
Special 10 -year, 5 -year, and 3 -year NOL carrybacks.

Dividends- Received Deduction

• Deduction for dividends from domestic corporations,
public utilities, and affiliated corporations.
• Applies 70% and 80% (85% prior to 1987) taxable
income limitations.
Contributions Deductions

• Applies 10% limitation (5% prior to 1982).
• 5 -yearcontributions carryover.
• Special adjustment under IRC Section 170(d)(2)(B).
General Business Credit

■ 20 -yearGBC carryover (15 -year before 1998).
■ 1 -year GBC carryback (3 -year before 1998).
■ Applies the 35% reduction to regular investment
credit carryovers.
■ Computes the 25% offset of the tentative minimum tax by the regular investment credit and the
empowerment zone employment credit.
■ Section 382 Limitation for GBC carryovers.
■ Keeps track of the separate components of the credit.
■ Calculates the add -back to income of credits under
IRC Sections 87 and 280C.

Other Credits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative Minimum Tax Foreign Tax Credit

Minimum tax credit.
Section 382 Limitation for MTC.
Nonconventional fuel credit.
Qualified electric vehicle credit.
Orphan drug credit (included in GBC after 6/96).
Qualified zone academy bond credit.
Foreign tax credit (see below).

• Parallel but completely separate calculations for
alternative minimum tax.
• The 90% limitation for the AMT FTC under
Section 59(a)(2)(C).
■ Simplified AMT FTC election.

RevenueAgent'sAdjustments

Short Taxable Years

The program handles a signifwant portion ofthe paperurork
auonaied with Internal Rnmue service examinations under
the Coordinated Examination Program (CEP).

• Any year may be less than 12 months.
• Annualize regular tax under general rule of Section
443(6)(1).
■ Specify optional method under Section 443(b)(2).
• Annualize AMTI under Section 443(d).
• Apply conditions imposed by Rev. Proc. 92 -13.
Years Prior to the Analysis

• In addition to the 15 years ofanalysis, 15 years of
carryovers from prior years are allowed.
• The program can handle up to 30 total years,15
years of carryovers plus 15 years of analysis.
• Similarly, up to 10 years of carrybacks to prior years
are also available.
Passive Limitation far Personal Service
Corporations and Closely -Held Corporations

•
•
•
•
•

Five -year phase -in rules.
Handles both losses and credits.
Allocation of disallowed losses and credits to activities.
Net active income for closely -held corporations.
Separate limitation for AMT purposes.

Special Rules for Personal Service Corporations

•
•
■
■

Limitation on salaries paid to owner - employees.
Flat tax rate applied.
Includes special short - period calculations.
Section 444 election for fiscal years.

Alternative Tax on Capital Gains

• Compares the alternative tax on capital gains with
regular tax and selects lower tax.
• Includes 1979 and 1987 changes in alternative tax
rate.
State Taxes

• Allows entry of rate schedule (for a single state).
• Provides for adjustments to federal taxable income.
• Permits entry of state credits.

ForeignTaxCreditCalculations
Foreign Tax Credit

• Up to 999 separate limitation categories (baskets).
• The limitation fraction for each category.
• Carryovers and carrybacks of the FTC for each
category.
Foreign and United States Losses

■ Allocation of foreign losses to income in other
categories.
• Allocation of overall foreign losses to U.S. source
income.
• Recapture of overall foreign losses from prior years.
■ Recharacterization of foreign income as income in
other categories.
• Allocation of U.S. losses to foreign source income.
• Carryover and carryback of U.S. and foreign source
NOLs.
■ Ordering rules of Notice 89 -3.
Indirect Fotrign Tax Credit

■ Foreign taxes deemed paid under Sections 902 and 960.
• Foreign dividend gross -up.
• Up to six tiers of foreign subsidiaries.
Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income (FOGEI)

• Only one separate limitation category.
• Carryovers and carrybacks of FOGEI taxes.
• Recapture of FOGEI losses.
Deduct Foreign Taxes

• Supports the deduction of foreign taxes for any year
in lieu of claiming the credit.
• Calculates the foreign tax credits absorbed from
other years.
• Calculates "proforma" income tax as required under
Reg. Section 1.904 -2(d).

Specifically, the program:
■ Prints forms:
— Form 4549 -A (Income Tax Examination Changes)
— Form 4549 -B
— Form 5278 (Statement- Income Tax Change)
— Form 5701 (Notice of Proposed Adjustment).
• Maintains logs:
— Proposed Adjustments Log
— Information Document Request (IDR) Log
— Entity Log.
■ Data for audit logs can be entered directly into the
browse screen or via an edit dialog box.

OtherProgramFeatures
Types of Corporations Handled

• Domestic C corporation that is not a personal
holding company.
• For members of a controlled group, allows allocation
of rate brackets, exclusions, and limitations.
Taxable Years

•
•
•
•

Handles any taxable year after 1975.
Allows taxable years ending in any month.
Handles 52 -53 -week fiscal years.
Handles short taxable years.

Flexible Printing

• Footnotes and headers in reports.
• Printing to a file for further editing by word processor.
• Ability to transfer files to a spreadsheet.
Special View Options

• Difference view — differences may be viewed
between two cases (for example, a new column of
data will highlight the differences between a filed
tax return and the same return after proposed
adjustments by an IRS revenue agent).
• Swap cases and years.
• Hide cases, years, FTC categories.

ElectronicHelp/Documentation

• Help messages available for every input, output,
and calculated row in the program.
• Help messages also available for every dialog and
menu item.
• Well- written user manual explains complete operation
of program and includes extensive tutorials.

TechnicalSupport

■ Toll -free telephone technical support included in
price. Hours are Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. until
5:00 p.m. Eastern time, with extended hours
during tax season.
■ Web site (www.bnasoftware.com) provides updatable
tax rates, maintenance releases, FAQs, and more.

ProgramBridge

■ Automated interface exists with:
— CLR's GoSystem (1120)

SystemRequirements
20 MB free disk space running
Windows' 95/98/2000/NT 4.1 or later.

Information subject to change without notice.

Tax & Accounting Solutions

To Order Call Toll -Free 1 -800- 372 -1033
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Just put the CD in the drive and go!
Updated on a monthly basis, BNA Sales
& Use Tax Rates and Forms puts all
your sales and use tax rates, forms, and
instructions at your fingertips. The
optional Rates File Generator helps you
import rates into other software applications. Many users say BNA has reliably
replaced systems costing thousands of
dollars more!
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With BNA, you'll find ...
• Complete look -up table of sales & use
tax rates for all U.S. taxing jurisdictions with easy search by state, county,
city, or ZIP code (covers all current
ZIP codes as issued by the USPS).
• Over 1,500 sales and use tax forms
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Reliable Compliance
At An Affordable
Price.

Lookup is easy for a
complete table of rates
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The program's
comprehensive library
of state, city, and local
tax forms and their
instructions is at your
fingertips. There's also
built -in calculation
ability with every form
as needed.

1 r r, r 1 1 M nr 1

: m

and their instructions, including

exemption certificates, business
registration, powers of attorney, and
many others
• State and local rates for sales and use
tax as well as the combined rate,
including effective dates and prior
rates
• Most forms are government- approved
for filing; built -in calculation ability
with every form as needed
• A convenient "What's New" feature
lets you see what's changed since last
month's release
• Interim rate changes are easily checked
on the BNA Software Web site
• Optional Rates File Generator
• And more!

R.rr111•

. .

The optional
Rates File Generator
lets you easily export
sales and use rates
in three simple steps!

IlikeBNASales&UseTa>r
RatesandForms.
Ithinkit'seasy-to-use,
comprehensive,andfitsour
needsperfectly.
MIC HAEL BIE LEWICZ , CO NTR OLLER ,
AM E R I C A N E AG LE , I N C .

BNA SOFTW ARE
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BNASales&UseTax
RatesandForms
ProgramFeatures
Rates
• Complete look -up table of sales tic use tax
rates for all U.S. taxing jurisdictions with easy
search by state, county, city, or ZIP code
(covers an current ZIP codes as issued by the
United States Postal Service).
• Shows state and local rates for sales and use
tax as well as the combined rate.
• Indicates special rates (split, override,
maximum) and special districts (transit,
school, water, police).
• Effective dates and prior rates included.
• Rates table automatically calculates tax
liability from the taxable amount.
• Rates database can be customized so you can
quickly access the jurisdictions you're most
concerned with.
• Interim rate changes are easily checked on the
BNA Software Web site.
Forms
• Comprehensive library of over 1,500 state,
city, and local sales & use tax forms and their
instructions (including exemption
certificates, business registrations, powers of
attorney, and many other forms related to
sales and use tax).
■ Fast finding by keyword or number, even for
multiple jurisdictions.
■ Forms and instructions look and print just
like originals; all fileable forms are government approved.
• Produce scannable forms with the Barcode
and Scanline Wizard to guide you.
■ Display of due dates and filing information.
■ Can create templates of forms for regular
monthly filing.
■ Easily accessible instructions for nearly all
forms.
■ Built -in calculation ability with every form
where needed.
Rates File Generator
■ Quickly and easily exports the sales & use
rates of any or all states (including state,
county, city, and combined rates) and saves
them as a text document in ASCII format.
■ Automatically applies the correct overrides to
each jurisdiction.
■ Helps automate the importing of rates into
virtually any appropriate software application.
Automatie Calcrdations
■ Rates table automatically calculates tax
liability from the taxable amount.
• Built -in calculation ability with every form
where needed.
■ Easy override and restore features.

■ Options let you round numbers, hide
decimal points, insert commas, put negatives
in parentheses, date stamp forms or
instructions, etc.
■ Standard Windows calculator available at any
time.
Otber Program Features
• Monthly updates are plug and play — just put
the new CD into the drive and go!
• Convenient "What's New" section on every
monthly disc lets you see what's changed
since last month's release.
• View settings let you view your forms full width on any monitor or magnify any
portion you want. You can easily size the
forms to fit your screen so you won't have to
scroll from side to side.
• Automatic transfer of taxpayer and preparer
data to forms and schedules.
• Import client information from previous years.
• Typewriter feature allows notations anywhere
on form.
• Font feature lets you fill in forms with any
font, in any size you like.
• Forms print out perfectly, whether filled -in or
blank.

FlexibleComponents
■ Buy only the capabilities you need - Rates and Forms with Rates File Generator
— Rates and Forms
— Rates with Rates File Generator
— Rates only
— Forms only.

ElectronicHelp/Documentation
■ Well- written user manual explains complete
operation of program.
■ Online help available from anywhere in the

"Weonlyhavepositivethingstosayabout
BNASales&UseTaxRatesandForms.
Wecangetratesforeverything,
it'supdatedmonthly,andtheformscome
withallthenecessaryassociated
documents.We'vereallygottenalotof
benefitfromitsofar."
KATHY LONG, TAX SUPERVISOR, HANES HOSIERY

"It'sanicelittlepackage."
I . J . , SR. ACCOU N
rAN T ,
MAJOR FASHION RETAILER

program.

TechnicalSupport
■ Toll -free telephone technical support
included in price. Hours are Monday to
Friday, 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Eastern
time, with extended hours during tax season.
■ Web site (www bnasoftware.com) provides
updatable tax rates, FAQs, and more.

SystemRequirements

Theratesareupdatedformeautomaticaly
andthatsavesmealotofgrief.
MARIANNE TALOR, FIN.1H.R. MANAGER,
HARLEY DAVIDSON DEALER SYSTEMS

486 or higher processor, 4 MB RAM, 4 MB free
hard disk space, VGA or better monitor, CDROM reader, and a Mouse (optional), running
Windows" 95/98/NT. Virtual memory (swap
file) enabled. The program supports all
Windows - compatible printers and all popular
networks.

Information subject to change without notice.

Tax & Accounting Solutions

To Order Call Toll -Free 1- 800- 372-1033
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Taxes I Anthony R Curatola, Editor

IRAs and IRS Notice 2000 -39
THE ROTH IRA PERMITS TAXPAYERS AND
tax advisors to grapple with the decision to convert an
existing IRA into a Roth IRA. If taxpayers decide to convert, two complications may face them. On one hand,
taxpayers may learn that they were not eligible to make
the conversion after making it. On the other hand, the
value of the investments converted (and therefore taxable) may drop and therefore may be worth less than
their converted value. The solution to the problem is to
revoke the conversions.
Section 408A(d)(6) permits a taxpayer to return a contribution (or conversion amount) and its earnings from a
Roth IRA to a traditional IRA. In so doing, the contribution (or conversion) is "recharacterized," which means it
is treated as if it were made to the traditional IRA from
the beginning. It's as if the conversion never took place.
( For more details, see the December 1999 and January
2000 columns or IRS Reg. Section 1.408A -5, Q &A -1.)
Under a recharacterized contribution, the transferred
earnings from the Roth IRA to the traditional IRA are
likewise treated as being earned by the traditional IRA.
The earnings amount is not included in gross income and
is not subject to the early distribution excise tax.
The catch, so to speak, is to transfer both the contribution (or conversion) amounts and the earnings. Although
the contribution or conversion amounts are known, calculating the earnings amounts causes some difficulty. Sections
408(d)(4) and 408A(d)(6) specify a calculation method, but
it does not reflect the actual earnings and losses attributable
to the contribution or converted amounts.
The old calculation method (see Reg. Section 1.408 4(c)(2)(ii)) bases the earnings amount on the income
earned by the IRA during the transfer period — defined as
beginning on the first day of the taxable year in which the

contribution is made and ending on the date of the distribution from the account.
But this method has a serious flaw: The earnings are
based on the first day of the year and not the first day of
the contribution. The difference in the date can either inflate or deflate the true earnings attributable to the contribution, depending on market fluctuations.
The IRS responded to the earnings flaw in the old calculation method by proposing a new one, which appeared
in Notice 2000-39 [IRB 2000-30, p. 132]on July 24, 2000.

According to the Notice, the net income attributable to a
contribution made to an IRA after December 31, 1999
(that is, new method), is computed as Net Income = Contribution * [(ACB –AOB) / AOB]. ACB is the fair market
value of the IRA immediately prior to the distribution (or
recharacterization transfer) plus the amount of any distributions made during the computation period. AOB is the
fair market value of the IRA immediately prior to the contribution (or conversion) plus the contributions.
EXAMPLE: Rita makes a $2,000 contribution to her
IRA on May 2, which had an FMV of $10,000 on JanuN o v em b er 2 0 0 0
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set of facts. The calculations are:
Old Method: $500 * [($15,000 —

ary 1 and $11,000 on May 1. Rita
learns on August 1 that she will be
able to deduct only $1,500 of the
contribution. Thus, she requests
that the trustee withdraw the $500
and its earnings from the IRA on
August 1. The FMV of the IRA prior to the withdrawal is $15,000. The
earnings attributable to the contribution under the old and new calculation methods are $125 and $77,
respectively, a $48 difference for this

$12,000) / $12,0001 = $125

New Method: $500 * [($15,000 —
$13,000) / $13,0001 = $77

Although the new calculation
method applies to both recharacterized contribution and withdrawn
contribution from an IRA, there are
a few items that taxpayers need to be
aware of First, the net income can
be negative for a withdrawal from an
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Let's think — You can study for your CMA/
CFM Exam in a generic seminar, or simply
by 'hitting the books; with no personalized
help and no promise you'll pass all or any
part of the exam.

personal instructor and tutor, customized study session analysis, TexTutor®
on- screen help, exam overview and prep
tips, immediate full -text answers to
every qu estion a nd a completely individualized study method.

Or. You can sit down at your discretion
for a one -on -one, interactive power
study session with the test review that
guarantees you'll pass.*

In fact, only The MicroMash Way® lets
you study for your CMA/CFM Exam the
same way you take it on the computer.

...

MicroMash brings you never - availablebefore features like built -in on -disk

Old way vs. new way.
It's way easy to call this one.

V:J
Mi croMash

1- 800 - 272 -PASS
Ref #2232
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IRA under the new method. This is
now consistent with the rules for a
recharacterized transfer.
Second, if a taxpayer establishes an
IRA (or Roth IRA) with contributions
and makes no other contributions or
distributions to or from that IRA,
then the subsequent distribution of
the entire account balance of the IRA
will satisfy the IRA earnings withdrawal requirement. Additionally, the
subsequent recharacterization transfer
of the entire account balance of the
Roth IRA will satisfy the Roth IRA
earnings withdrawal requirement.
Third, in the case of an individual
who owns multiple IRAs (or Roth
IRAs), the net income calculation is
performed only on the IRA (or Roth
IRA) designated by the owner as
containing the contribution that is
to be distributed (or recharacterized)
as a returned contribution. More
important, it is that IRA (or Roth
IRA) that must distribute (or transfer) the contribution.
Fourth, if the IRA (or Roth IRA)
is not normally valued on a daily basis, then the fair market value of the
asset at the beginning of the computation period is deemed to be the
most recent, regularly determined,
fair market value of the asset. In this
case, it is the FMV that coincides
with or proceeds the contribution
(or conversion) date that is used.
Next month I'll address some of
the issues covered in the final regulations for the Roth IRA. ■
NOTE: If you want to submit an article to the Tax Column for publication consideration, please send it directly to Tony Curatola at
curatola@worldnet.att.net.
Anthony P. Curatola is Joseph P. Ford
Professor of Accounting at Drexel
University, Philadelphia, Pa.

Introducing CAP! (Collaborative Analytical Processing)
To make the most of valuable corporate data, you must be
able to share information not only from the top down, but
the bottom up, and laterally. Rigid corporate structures
often make this difficult, and inflexible analytical software
doesn't help.

More than 15,000 decisionmakers in many of the world's
largest companies already know the advantages of
MIS DecisionWare. Find out how you can improve your
information flow, too.
For a free demo CD,

The answer: Collaborative Analytical Processing, powered
by MIS DecisionWare, MIS DecisionWare adapts dynamically
to the way your business works, and lets users access data
in any format, improving workflow. "Waterfall modeling"
enables top decision - makers to create an analysis chain and
give important departments the ability to use it. This helps
your company identify market potential, expand your
competitive advantage and get an accurate overview of your

see us at:

w w w . mi s a g . c o m

or call us at:

800 - 647 -3177.

To find out about partnering with us, visit us at
www.misag.com/partners.

current position. All with the speed you need to compete in
"Internet time.'

,MISDECISIONW ARE

MIS AG (Inc.) • 150 John F. Kennedy Parkway • Short Hills • N1 07078 • Phone: 800 - 647 -3177 • info @misag.com
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THERE'S SOMETHING
SPECIAL ABOUT
SPECIALISTS...
WE DO A BETTER JOB.
A specialized staffing firm attracts the most
highly qualified members of the worldorce —those
who want to be certain that their skills will be used
for appropriate, challenging assignments.
Accountempsspecializes only in placing qualified
temporary accounting and finance professionals.
Our professional Staffing Managers have significant
industry experience so they can better understand
your needs and ensure our candidates' skills
are custom matched to your specific job
requirements.

ps

accounre

You can depend on Accountempsto provide the
very best professionals to get the job done right.
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Specialized Financial Staffing"
1.800.803.8367
www.accountemps.com
From an independent survey of
Fort une 1000 executives

Accountemps. EOE

For a FREE Salary Guide, call or
visit our online Career Center.
Accountemps Is the leader in specialized financial staffing, with
more than 280 offices worldwide. Accountenrps is a division of
Robert Half International. recognized by Fortune magazine as
one of "America's Most Admired Companies:'
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What's Ahead for Electronic Billing
and Payment? Kathy Williams, Editor

CONTROLLERS'
CONFERENCE

HOW FAR ALONG IS YOUR COMPANY WITH ELECTRONIC BILL PRESENTMENT

INM's 2001 CFO/

and payment (receiving your bills via the Internet and paying them online or sending
invoices to customers and receiving payment online)? Apparently the process hasn't
caught on as quickly as everyone had anticipated, according to a market study by Doculabs, Inc., a Chicago -based research firm specializing in e- business technologies. Although
there has been some adoption in the 132C area, especially among utilities, the 13213 market
is immature, mainly because the available software is still too unwieldy and functionality
is lacking, Richard Medina, an analyst at Doculabs, says.
Here are a few EBPP trends financial professionals need to be aware of:
1. Syndication of billing —the key to critical mass is to let customers access and pay their
bills the way they want, so companies need to syndicate their bills or deliver them through
multiple distribution points such as a biller site (like a credit card company), consolidators (who work with billers and payers), banks, personal financial management sites (like
Quicken), and portals (like Yahoo).
2. EBPP as a revenue source —in the 132C space, companies can use detailed customer
profiles for targeted marketing such as promotions, cross - selling;,
up- selling, and advertising, and billers can act as consum
service providers, business service providers, and vertical
portal providers (like Dairyland Power providing power
and billing to 40 cooperatives in four states).
3. 13213 applications are different— there's a chargeback to
the business customer; the bills are larger, yet a smaller
number of users view them; applications need to be developed for occasional users and power users; payment systems are different, especially in the areas of workflow and
security; one -to -one marketing opportunities still exist, but more for cross - selling than for
target marketing or personalization; integration with back -end systems such as accounts
receivable and accounts payable is key to making the system work; there should be integration with e- commerce applications such as procurement; treasury management issues
involve cash flow projections, receivables management, and approval processing.
4. Software vendors and financial institutions overlap —there are distinct areas of overlap
and competition between software vendors and financial institutions in the electronic
billing market.
The most important part to look at more in depth, Medina says, is customer relationship management because it presents the biggest opportunity for companies to enhance
their revenue. ■

Controllers' Conference focuses on how
the CFO /controller
can create strategic
value for the entire
organization by leading from the finance
function.
Some of the topics
that will be covered
are risk, relevance,
and val ue cre ati on;
the shareholder perspective in th e new/
ol d econ omy; val ue
reation and the
value- adding
accoun tan t; lea ding the finance
tea m i n val ue
creation; and ROI
on h u m a n
capital
from the
CFO's perspective.
The Conference is
February 11-14, 2001,
in Orlando at the
Renaissance Hotel
Orlando- .Airport. For
full information about
the Conference, discou nts , and h ow to
register, call 1 -800638-4427.ext. 224. ■
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BRAVO, ACCOUNTINGSLEUTHS
WhenIreceivedtheOctober issueof

Objectivity —A Necessary Ethical
Premise I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

Strategic Finance, I was intrigued by
the title of one article, "Accounting

AMERICAN BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS ARE PULLED IN MANY DIRECTIONS. WITH

Sleuths." I read it with great interest

stress floating between the personal and professional sides of life, it's easy to have a distorted view. Dwelling on symptoms rather than causes, we can find ourselves caught up
in circumstances, losing sight of the real problem.
Ethical dilemmas are no different: Objectively viewing a situation or behavior is critical
to our understanding of reality. First we must recognize the problem, and then we must
find the correct steps to deal with it. Here's a case study about ethical behavior in the office.
Patricia is a member of middle management. Her boss, Frank, spends much of his
day surfing the Internet, e- mailing friends, and talking to his assistant. Patricia works
very hard on the projects Frank assigns in addition to her regular duties.
When she approaches Frank for help on moving a project report forward, he is usually less than helpful and is unresponsive. After some time, he returns the draft report
he requested with no comment and any questions unanswered. Then, within days,
Frank is back at her office looking for the final report he already had received as a draft
and expecting it to be completed.
Frank comes to the office late and stays late,
isn't always accessible during the same busines
hours Patricia and her staff work. Frank's
flirtatious behavior toward his assistant
causes Patricia to feel uncomfortable in their
presence. Her frustration with her boss's
behavior has been building over several
months. She calls the IMA Ethics Hotline
hoping to confirm what she believes is the
correct way to respond to her situation. The
counselor notes that objectivity is one of the IMA Standards of Ethical
Conduct and points out the section dealing with resolution of ethical conflict.
From the outside, it's apparent that Frank's unresponsiveness to Patricia's requests
for guidance is adversely affecting her work. She is unable to complete assigned projects in a timely manner. The limits to her authority aren't clear, and she needs Frank
to fulfill his role by clearing roadblocks and managing relationships with other departments. Patricia believes her uncomfortable feelings involving her boss's behavior with
his assistant could be construed as a hostile work environment and thus a form of sexual harassment under the law.
From the inside, Patricia must maintain her objectivity and set aside her personal
feelings of frustration to see the causes and productivity results of the problem rather
than dwelling on its symptoms. As set forth in the Standards' resolution of ethical conflict, her first efforts could be directed to Frank in a confidential setting. They may be
unaware of each other's expectations, and such a meeting could set things right. Frank
c on t i nu ed on p ag e 24
also may be unaware that his perceived romantic interest

asI knowmost of thepeoplewho
were interviewed for the article, and I
know that they are exactly theright
onesto feature. Thearticlewas well
written, timely, and informative. It is
thekind of piecethat almost any personinvolvedwithfinancial accounting
should berequired to read.
Dennis R. Beresford, CMA, CFM
[Former chairman of the
Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB)]
IN PRAISE OF OLAP
I read with great interest Heidi Hollenbeck's(ConsumersEnergy) articlein
your September issue. Asthetechnical
managerononeof thefirst OLAPsolutionsimplementedforConsumers
Energy(ontimeandunderbudget, by
theway)andasanewmemberto
IMA, I am curiousonseveral points.
Havetherebeenmanyarticleson
OLAPinthemagazine, and,ifnot,why
isthat?Arethereanyplansfor OLAP
articles in upcomingissues? Hnot, I'd
like to suggest the topic.
Asaone-timepracticingCPA,Iam
extremelyexcitedaboutOLAPand
want to shout it from therooftops.
Pete Ferrara, CPA

Wewelcomeall opinionson
articles and columns published
in Strategic Finance.
E-mail correspondenceto
KathyWilliamsat
kwilliams@imanet.org
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Levitt Gets Personal I

Stephen Barlas, Editor

tants getting even further away from

Senate Hearings

what he says should be their core

Levitt was much more circumspect

addressed the National Association

business of auditor services. He then

when he went before the Senate

of State Boards of Accountancy in

shot the AICPA a sharp dart: "I

Banking Committee a few weeks

ARTHUR LEVITT'S FRUSTRATIONS
boiled over in September when he

Boston. Levitt, who has been battling

understand the current AICPA lead-

after his Boston speech to defend the

most of the big accounting firms

ership holds a financial stake" in the

SEC's proposal to limit the consult-

over the SEC's auditor independence

e- commerce site.

ing services auditing firms can offer.

proposal, had some unflattering

Levitt also berated the AICPA

But at those hearings, Barry Melan-

things to say about the AICPA, which

for its alleged opposition to rein-

cun, the AICPA president, was pres-

he no doubt blames for orchestrating

vigorating the Public Oversight

ent to offer the other side of the

the opposition. First, he mentioned a

Board. Some prefer that the POB

story. Melancon said the SEC proposal had the "potential for unin-

new Internet portal on the AICPAs

remain "listless," Levitt said, allud-

website. Levitt used the portal, which

ing to the AICPA's refusal to share

tended and disastrous consequences."

lets accountants order goods such as

responsibility with the Board for

That might have been viewed as self

computers and furniture for their

selection of nominated chairs of

serving had not Phillip Livingston,

clients, as an illustration of accoun-

POB committees.

the president continued on next page

Performance Scorecards
0 GOING THROUGH PERFORMANCE SCOREa n d s : Measuring the Right Things in the Real
World is just like reading a short novel. Richard
Y. Chang and Mark W. Morgan have written

P
ERFORMANCE
=
CRRECARRS
mama t 1k, Ito, ihm, 1e ihrPut World

competitive advantage. They clarify outcomes, improve end - to-end visibility of work
processes, and eliminate the time and

a book in which different scenes and dialogue

expense of tracking irrelevant information.
Chang and Morgan use their unique nar-

y

present the concepts of measuring and performance scorecards. It's as if you're watching a

rative and dialogue style to explain the sixRnhgid9. (han? IINddIII.IlIonen

ph as e p er forma nce s core ca r d ma na gemen t

•

training video, and I wish more books would

linking scorecards to business, firms gain a

adopt the style.

cycle. They de vote a chapter to each phase

Chang and Morgan introduce performance score-

and conclude ea ch with a measu reme nt case stu dy.

cards with three types of business leaders: those who

During the "compile" phase, a compa ny mu s t ga t he r

know the score and know they are winning, those

input from its strategic objectives and targets, identify

who know the score and know they are losing, and

customers and key requirements, define core process

those who don't know the score. The authors define

chains, document high -level process flows, gather

the scorecards "in simplest terms" as a set of business

existing measurement data, and pl an the scorecard

measures that let you and your work team focus

de ve lop me nt a gen d a .

attention on the vital few measures for success. By

Businesses create score-

continued on next p a g e
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in his assistant creates a difficult situation. Or he may be too distracted
to realize that his behavior has a
negative impact on others.
Patricia also could seek a confidential meeting with Frank's boss.
Given the circumstances, she may
feel unable to speak to Frank directly. She must be careful to couch her
comments in highly objective terms
and address the real problems that
are adversely affecting her work.
Dwelling on reality rather than the
frustration of the situation will foster an environment in which solutions can be found.
Objectivity allows us to view
reality and work toward solution of
ethical dilemmas in real terms.
Emotional, personal response can
cloud our judgment, and it only
allows treatment of the symptoms
brought about by these dilemmas.
So as objectivity is an important
part of the IMA Standards of Ethical Conduct, it also serves us well in
helping to resolve very personal
issues that come out of our professional lives. No one is immune to
experiencing ethical dilemmas. But
we do possess the resources for resolution if we maintain objectivity in
our viewpoints. ■
Constance A. Davies

of the Financial Executives Institute,
been there to back Melancon up. He
told the senators that corporate
financial types would prefer the
"consulting services /independence"
issue be handled by the Independence Standards Board. But if the
SEC is determined to go forward,
Livingston listed the kinds of consulting services auditors should be
able to provide: advice and support
in the evaluation and design of internal controls and incidental assistance
in preparing financial statements for
subsidiaries and other constituent
units where they are clearly inconsequential to the overall audit. Auditors
should not provide bookkeeping and
other related accounting services to
audit clients, he added.

cards in the next phase. Companies
define key result areas and relate
business objectives to those areas,
brainstorm potential measures,
select the key indicators, define
them, and develop action plans for
compiling and reviewing them.
In the "cultivate" phase, companies conduct systematic reviews
with the performance scorecard to
monitor and improve business performance, determine appropriate
targets, and refine objectives and
measures to be more relevant and
results -oriented.
The "cascade" phase involves
strengthening links to improve the
visibility of business performance,
aligning efforts toward business
goals, clarifying targets, establishing summary measures as needed,
and refining steps and reviewing
results.
During the "connect" phase, businesses connect objectives and
measures to the individual by
reviewing the performance management process, developing an
individual performance plan, conducting coaching sessions, providing evaluation summaries, and
reviewing links and outcomes.
The last phase, "confirm," validates the effectiveness of measures: assessing whether a business
has the right ones and the right
number, prioritizing and acting on
improvements, identifying measurement issues, and establishing a
process to refine the scorecard
continually.
In short, performance scorecards
help management translate strategies into measurable actions and
meaningful business results. Can
any business afford to be without
one? ■
Riyad M. Sakatan, CPA

Connie is the controller ofDimeling
Schreiber & Park, an equity finance
firm in Philadelphia, Pa. She serves
IMA as an Ethics Hotline counselor
and can be reached at cdavies @mail.
dsynartners.com.
Curtis C. Uerschoor, CMA, CPA, CIA,
CFE, Ed.D., is the Ledger & Quill
Research Professor, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, Chicago.
His e-mail address is cverscho@
co ndondepaul.edu.
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Cost Recovery Periods
One issue that will come up in 2001
is cost recovery periods for corporate
assets. The Clinton administration
quietly released a study last July that
suggested, without exactly stating it,
that tax recovery periods needed to
be brought into the 21st century.
Rep. Arno Houghton (R.- N.Y.),
chairman of the House Ways &
Means oversight subcommittee, held
hearings on September 26 so that
corporate types could make suggestions on what needs to be done
when the new owner of the White
House arrives in January. Dorothy
Coleman, vice president of tax policy
for the National Association of Manufacturers, made it clear that her
group wants an accelerated depreciation system that shortens useful lives
to one year. Companies should be
able to expense capital equipment in
the year it is purchased. But she said
that doing so would be worth little if
the corporate alternative minimum
tax remained on the books. ■
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HowtoPlanYoure-CommercePathtoProfitability

,

1

,i

BY C I N D Y L E R O U G E , C P A , AND AN GE LA P I C A R D
If you watch children play with Legos, it's obvious they're making up their creations as they go
along. Snap. Snap. Snap. Add a wheel here. Add a block there. As they push their thingamajig,
pieces fall off.
Many brick - and - mortar companies are treating their e- commerce initiatives the same way.
They quickly snap on a website as if it's just another piece of the business. No surprise that the
snap- and -go approach has been popular, given the race to keep pace with the e- commerce revolution. But recent shakedowns have eliminated some competitive clutter and provided us with
the lesson that adding "dot -com" alone isn't the keystone for success. Only those who build a solid structure by approaching their e- commerce initiative in the same way a company builds a
high -rise will succeed: First they first draw a blueprint, then they lay the foundation, and then
they build the structure.
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fire, then aim approach
to - commerce will surely lead to
corporate ir j ury. How do you not
ority survive, but thrive?
So before you start snapping pieces together to build
your website or revise one that isn't up to par, you'll have
to strategize your company's path to profitability (P2P).
To do so, couple the best practices that have emerged
from the e- commerce gold rush with the radical application of good business sense. Here are the architectural
design and building blocks for evaluating and actualizing
your e- commerce potential.

FORMULAFORSUCCESS
What are you up against as you swim in what appears to
be the shark - infested waters of e- commerce? Whether
jumping in for the first time, looking for ways to keep
afloat, or going back in after drying off from your last
experience, you'll face similar, yet different, challenges
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while navigating these waters. Unfortunately, there's no
one -size -fits -all success formula for pure -play or bricks to- clicks Web ventures. With mounting pressure to be not
only the first but also the best to market, the ready, fire,
and then aim approach to e- commerce will surely lead to
corporate injury. How do you not only survive in a -commerce, but thrive?
"Winning solutions come from keen insights into
what's right for the business, not just what's new. And
that's what makes market leaders, says Jason Stine, senior
consultant with the Atlanta office of marchFIRST. That
means you must evaluate if and how you can benefit
from the various features the Internet and online commerce can offer. For bricks -to- clicks, it's best to view
e- commerce activities as a way to expand the business.
Whether or not an enterprise believes it needs an ebusiness plan, it should at least document its vision in the
context of today's business environment, according to
Robert Watts, custom solutions director with CIBER,
Inc., a technology consulting firm that orchestrates
e- business acceleration. The e- business plan positions the
organization to be proactive to the forces of competition,
Internet technology, new business models, and supplier
and customer demands. Leslie Jones, partner in the strategy department with the Atlanta office of marchFIRST,
adds that a documented e- business plan can facilitate
"raising external funding, achieving organizational buy in, and effective e- commerce execution."
But an e- business plan differs dramatically from a traditional plan. E- business planning must be more flexible
and directive than a traditional business plan because it
has to keep pace with the speed of e- commerce. (See
Table 1 for a comparison.) An e- business plan consists of
many elements:
♦ Scope and priorities. How will the e- business initiative fit into the overall organizational strategy?
♦ Constraints and risk. Have you analyzed the marketplace and your technical environment, and is your
organization ready for change?

Table2
CHARTERPHASE:
DRAWTHEBLUEPRINT

ALIGNPHASE:
LAYTHEFOUNDATION

FRAMEPHASE:
BUILDTHESTRUCTURE

Clarify and communicate the
business vision /mission

Benchmark industry best practices

Define the scope, and prioritize
specific opportunities

Analyze the markets, customers,
and competitors

Assess the competition, and evaluate
market trends and projections

Determine business requirements for
priority opportunities

Consider business /market drivers

Review key processes— current,
future, and possible gaps

Specify high -level costs /benefits /risks
for priority opportunities

Establish the business context for
e- business strategy

Evaluate technical context —
IT strategy, structure, constraints,
existing integration of ERP systems

Plan a strategy to minimize the impact on
constraints and risks

Set priorities for e- business
initiatives, and identify measures
of success

Conduct readiness assessment of
processes, technology, organization,
customers, and partners

Manage interdependencies with technology,
infrastructure, and business partners

Solicit support /sponsorship, and
establish leadership

Prioritize e- business opportunities
for core business processes

Create the organizational structure
required to enable transformation
Establish the process for ongoing
leadership of the e- business strategy
Identify the impact on all constituents
Propose a phased implementation plan
Demonstrate creative and cognitive design
for the look /feel and navigation plan
Validate plans with stakeholders
Develop initial high -level architecture

• Interdependencies. What new relationships will be
formed or existing relationships affected by the
e- commerce initiative?
• Leadership. Who makes up the steering committee
that will lead the planning, develop the initiative, and
designate resources to actualize plans? Who'll maintain and update the e- business structure once it has
been created?
• Impact on constituents. How will this effort affect
stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, partners,
and employees?
What do all these elements add up to? The plan mobilizes an enterprise. It sets course with a clear message. It
identifies sponsorship. It defines roles. It maximizes the
evolution in the organization and culture. The plan leverages technology and aligns technical and business architectures for increased agility, making the organization
more responsive to industry, competitor, customer, and

partner changes as well as demands.
CIBER, Inc. identifies the critical phases for development and execution of a successful e- business plan:
CHARTER PHASE: Draw the Blueprint
ALIGN PHASE: Lay the Foundation
FRAME PHASE: Build the Structure
(Table 2 illustrates the relationship of these phases and
the components of each phase.)

DRAWTHEBLUEPRINT
The challenge is to move a plan from boardroom vision
to real -world profits. A bricks -to- clicks enterprise may
underestimate the organizational impact of implementing e- commerce initiatives. To reap the greatest gains, it
must orchestrate with precision the right combination of
tools, timing, talent, and tactics. Here's what the blueprint
of the plan will accomplish:
♦ Clarify and communicate charter, vision, and mission.
N ovem b er 2 0 0 0
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• Analyze markets, customers, and
competitors.
• Establish business context for
e- business strategy.
• Set priorities for e- business initiatives and measures of success.
• Solicit sponsorship and establish
leadership.
Now let's take a look at each of
these objectives.

CLARIFYANDCOMMUNICATE
CHARTER,VISION,ANDMISSION
Creating a clear vision and mission
sets the foundation for success.
E- commerce should strengthen
your current organization by being
in sync with the business mission,
structure, and strategies. The
e- commerce initiative should be
part of the chain that holds the
current and future prosperity of the
business together:
• Overall business strategy should
link to standard success goals.
( What are standard success
goals? Are they part of a traditional plan ?)
• E- commerce strategies should
link to the business objectives
required to meet the overall business strategies.
♦ The measures of e- commerce
success should link to the e- commerce objectives.
Figure 1 depicts the series of links.
"Focus on the true levers of growth within your business;' advises Matt Jochim, director of strategy with the
Atlanta office of marchFIRST. How do you do this? Worry about the bottom line. From the current business
structure, determine the value added to the bottom line
as products or services progress through business functional areas. Compare the current value -added stream to
your industry, market, and organizational goals. Then
target e- business to the gaps that exist between actual and
desired levels of value -added increments to the distribution, production, marketing, sales, and customer service
functions. The gaps that fit with your overall business
objectives should be included in your levers of success.
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At the core of an information
vision lies the acquisition, dissemination, and use of timely, significant information that you can
enhance by looking through a
cyber lens. Start high and a -magine how to address the gaps. Think
fresh for the present and how to
refresh for the future to sustain
any competitive advantage you
gain. Determine what internal
strengths exist now to support the
e- business efforts. Depending on
where you find value- stream gaps,
ask questions like, "How could ebusiness distinguish our product
or company, help us introduce
new products or services, expedite
distribution, or improve market
access ?"
For most bricks -to- clicks it won't
be a question of business to consumer (132C) or business to business (13213) but how to effectively
implement both in the most cost effective and fastest timeframe possible. At the heart of a B2C vision
statement lies the goal of customer
satisfaction and loyalty. To immediately respond to e- customer
demands, you must cultivate and
reinforce a strong e- customer service culture through employee
training and empowerment.
Although B2C has captured the majority of media
attention and press coverage in the last few years, 13213
promises lucrative opportunities on a much larger financial scale. In a B213 vision, the concept of customer
includes alliances and strategic partners working together
to develop and enhance efficient supply chain management (SCM) and Web - enabled enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Winners in the online world will be
those companies that integrate their front - office, back office, and Web -based processes in the most effective
manner.

ANALYZEMARKETS,CUSTOMERS,COMPETITORS
This part of the planning activities evaluates opportunities according to where you are today as an enterprise and

identifies who composes your present market. Here are
some of the key questions to consider:
• How will e- commerce impact customers, business
channels, and market segments?
• Can e- business solutions reduce dissatisfaction with
our products and services?
• How do our e- commerce initiatives compare to those
of our competitors?
• Can e- commerce attract customers from our competitors and /or generate new customers?
• Can e- commerce technologies change or remove barriers to doing business with our company?
Look for opportunities to move your company up the
food chain by redesigning existing products or services
and identifying ways to add new and enhanced resources
for current and future demand. Specifically, isolate how
the e- commerce initiative will give you a competitive
advantage, and estimate the duration of that advantage.

ESTABLISHBUSINESS CONTEXTFORYOUR
E-BUSINESSSTRATEGY

your vision and the endgame desired. The models range
from cautious incremental improvements to radical reinvention. For some companies, e- commerce initiatives will
be more of an evolutionary experience with incremental
improvements that become integral parts of the core
business. If you can sustain such changes with minimal
upheaval and are consistent with the culture, then nurturing e- commerce growth within the existing enterprise
is appropriate. But in situations where the traditional
hierarchy, corporate culture, or cost constraints are barriers to fast development and deployment of e- commerce
initiatives, it may be more prudent to create a separate
business unit within the existing organization.
In some cases, the e- commerce initiative may unleash a
radical, revolutionary, and potentially disruptive force
within the company. This situation is a prime candidate
for a joint venture or an initial public offering (IPO)
spin -off business model. Although a spin -off business is a
more complex and risky undertaking, it has the potential
of unlocking substantial shareholder value and allows for
tracking of the stock as a separate business.
Of course, most bricks -to- clicks will fall in between the
two extremes. Regardless of the endgame you select, your
primary goals will be to increase value for customers and

No doubt, e- commerce is going to introduce new
elements into your business. These elements can have a
positive impact in the following forms:
♦ Globalization,
• New sources of revenue,
• Target market expansion,
• More efficient links in the supply
chain, and
Based on research findings reported by Jill Albrinck, Gil Irwin, Gary
• Web - enabling legacy applications.
Neilson, and Dianna Sasina in an article titled "Stages of Evolution,"
The disruptive impact of e- business on
published in the third quarter 2000 issue of Strategy + Business
bricks -to- clicks can be significant. In
magazine, "Virtually all companies pursue E- business opportunities
today's competitive landscape, organizain a strikingly consistent way, passing through four consecutive
tional structures and operational practices
stages of development -1) grassroots, 2) focal point, 3) structure
that have served traditional businesses
and development, and 4) endgame."
well are suddenly obsolete in a cyber
Many businesses begin their e- commerce experience at the grassenvironment.
roots stage during which different e- initiatives are being tested
Adding an Internet presence affects the
throughout the organization, but there's little, if any, centralized coorcorporate culture, and, consequently, the
dination. Although this may be the seed that begins the growth
culture impacts how easily you can adapt
process, an extended stay at this stage may lead to:
and implement e- commerce efforts. Com♦ Possible fragmented brand image and consumer confusion,
panies like Dell, Flextronics, and Cisco
♦ Greater expense,
have successfully moved processes online
♦ Turf battles,
because the processes were already
♦ Missed opportunities,
streamlined and conducive to relationship
♦ Duplication of efforts, and /or
channels. But not every company operates
♦ Lack of communication across divisions /departments.
like a Dell.
The less time at the grassroots stage, the better. To move out of
One very critical step will be to select
the grassroots phase, companies need an e- business plan.
an appropriate business model based on

Pulling Up the Grassroots
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GIBER, Inc.
www.ciber.com
Headquartered in Englewood, Colo., and backed by 27 years of information technology
consulting experience, CIBER serves client businesses from 35 CIBER offices, 15 DigiTerra offices, and four Neovation offices in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.
The company delivers e- business solutions to Global 2000 clients and rapidly scaling
companies through six National Practices:
• Strategy and enterprise integration,
• Wireless,
marchFIRST
• Internet services,
www.marchFIRST.com
• Business intelligence,
Based in Chicago, Ill., with 9,000 employees in 14
• Network integration /security,
countries, marchFIRST delivers strategy, brand
• Outsourcing.
building, and technology solutions. marchFIRST
serves big -brand clients that want to leverage their
Here are a few compelling
brand strength to create new markets, midsize
reasons CIBER thinks you need an
companies that want to transform their market
e- business plan:
and become the category leader, and dot -coms—
• Position the enterprise to be
both pure plays and spin-offs.
proactive not reactive to the forces

jo,
or

of competition, Internet technology,
new business models, and supplier
and customer demands.
• Set direction with a clear message, identify sponsorship, define
roles, and maximize the evolution in
organization and culture.
• Improve customer service and
reduce costs.
Without an e- business strategy, a
company will be reacting to each
new wave of Internet hype and
market shift.
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Here's why marchFIRST believes
you should document your e- business
initiatives:
• Ensure the initiative will contribute
positively to long -term shareholder
value.
• Focus efforts on the most valuable
initiatives.
• Manage effectively across initiatives
and business units and help communicate the vision and plan for successful
implementation.
Many businesses have become reactive
with respect to their e- business efforts,
feeling that they need to do something
because the market demands it.
This often leads to less- than -optimal
investments.

on,

Financial forecasting in an
e- commerce--environment is more
like focusing
the distance using
a kaleidoscope rather than a
telescopef
however, one universal tactic: An organization shouldn't
merely seek to keep pace with e- commerce but to exploit
opportunities to gain competitive edge. So scratch the ebusiness projects that don't add value or at least rank
those that do not add value subordinate to those that do.'
To maximize return, first determine which objectives
SET PRIORITIES FOR E- BUSINESS INITIATIVES/
are mission - critical priorities with a strong link to your
MEASURESOFSUCCESS
specific business objectives. Then determine the critical
success factors —the limited number of targets that deliver
"Expenditures of cash and effort should take into consideration market conditions, support broader business
the "biggest bang for the buck." These targets may include
objectives, and provide a tangible return to the organizanot easily quantified e- commerce desirables such as:
tion," Matt Jochim advises. "In keeping with our mission
• Contributes to desired image in financial markets.
to address gaps in our value stream, we define e- business
• Enhances image for marketing purposes.
success as the extent of value added to the organization.
• Differentiates the company from the competition.
Filling value- stream gaps has the ultimate goal of increas• Increases customer satisfaction.
ing earnings per share, return on investment, and market
• Improves business processes and delivery time.
share. But since value -added gaps and business objectives
For example, Figure 1 illustrates how a company will
are company- specific, we can't provide a cookie- cutter
track its objective to increase customer satisfaction by
formula for measuring and forecasting success. There is,
tracking online account hits and responses to online surveys. By moving up the chain, you can see
how these measures become critical success
factors that link to the company's mission critical objective — improve customer service —which is ultimately expected to
According to the Gartner Group, business -to- business e- commerce
increase net profit by 5 %.
should grow to $2.18 trillion in 2002. This imminent explosion of
As you measure the value, keep in mind
B2B activity is fueled by a combustible mix of technology spending,
that financial forecasting in an e- commerce
investment financing, and the efforts of bricks -to- clicks businesses
environment is more like focusing on the
to implement e- commerce initiatives.
distance using a kaleidoscope rather than a
The business -to- consumer predictions are compelling as well.
telescope. Both forecasting and accounting
Based on the April 17, 2000, report "The State of Online Retailing
for returns and costs on e- business are
3.0" by The Boston Consulting Group for Shop.org, the trade associmultidimensional. Success indicators
ation for online retailers, business- to-consumer revenues will ininclude both hard -core quantified financial
crease from $33.1 billion in 1999 to more than $61 billion this
factors as well as soft -core nonfinancial facyear. Everyone's getting in the game.
tors like increased customer service.
Neither type of measure alone provides
shareholders while decreasing the costs of operation. But
no matter the model, moving inefficient business processes to the Internet is never the answer. This approach merely shifts a bad process to a Web -based format and does
little to correct inherent problems and inefficiencies.

Yes, We Said Trillions
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the complete direct link to the portion of revenue or
market share actually attributed to e- business. Traditional
forecasting and ROI formulas don't include these soft core factors. In looking only at hard numbers such as
online purchases for a B2C or estimates of cost savings
for a B213, an organization would miss the networking,
knowledge, service, and preexisting "brick business"
impacts the e- commerce initiative may have that touch
many sections of the bricks -to- clicks organization.
To facilitate the measurement of hard -core numbers,
you may have to segregate forecasting, budgeting, and
accounting associated with e- commerce initiatives based
on the business model implemented, such as division
reporting and project accounting. With strong budgeting,
accounting, and project management, you may be able to
adequately assess expenditures including hardware (such
as server), software (such as hosting or in -house applications), and development and service providers (such as
security or quality assurance). Estimating revenues attributed to e- business is more of an art with elements of
uncertainty. Still, there are indicators. For example, you
can look to the revenues of other bricks -to- clicks or
clicks -only companies to provide some direct revenue

indicators or flag the dot -com purchases from your site.
If your e- business initiative can fill the value- stream
gaps identified and contribute to financial targets using
only quantifiable financial indicators, you may be comfortable proceeding with the e- business plan, but don't
stop there. Analyze whether soft -core benefits, like
strengthened relationships with suppliers, will address the
shortage when deficiencies exist.
Measuring these soft -core benefits is difficult. That's
why during the planning process you must determine the
information system requirements and reporting tools
needed to provide data for measuring soft -core goals.
This approach will ensure that you capture the appropriate data and compare it to the established business objectives and value -added gaps. You may have to build some
of the data - capturing needs into your website in the form
of surveys, counters, and tracking. Other approaches
include phone surveys or interviews.
Be realistic. Measuring every potential soft -core item
wouldn't be cost effective, so hone in on mission - critical
items that tie back to your e- business strategy. Your
biggest bang for the buck may be to improve delivery
times by a certain amount, so focus on measuring that

Only one stock plan management program
Why get stuck with anything else

E+ TRADE
B U S I N E S S

SOLUT IONSsm

1- 888 -456 -81961 wu,a,.bu.tu:e.+.t.etrizde.enm

*E *TRADE Bank, E *TRADE Securities, Inc. and E *TRADE Business Solutions Group, Inc. are wholly owned subsidiaries of E *TRADE Group, Inc. E *TRADE Bank deposi
are not deposits or obligations of E *TRADE Bank, and are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of the principal invested. E *TRADE Securities, Inc. Member NASD/SIP
or its subsidiaries.
System response times may vary due to a variety of factors, including trading volumes, market conditions and system performance.
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success factor. This targeted approach is no different from
a building inspector investigating specific items to determine that the structure is sound and worthy of habitation. Just as an inspector's code of standards depends on
such things as geography, zoning, and class of structure,
critical e- commerce success factors are specific to the
industry, company, and even different operational areas.

ly on the art of management enabled by the science of
technology. In addition to the challenge of automating
processes, you'll need to manage change as people react
to having their roles, functions, and even their compensation affected by the introduction of e- commerce initiatives. That's a critical factor, so be sure to mobilize and
motivate employees so you'll all be on board your a -business initiative together. ■

SOLICITSPONSORSHIPANDESTABLISHLEADERSHIP
Note: This closes our discussion of drawing the blue-

print. The December 2000 issue will explore the Align
Phase: Lay the Foundation and the Frame Phase: Build
the Structure.
Cindy LeRouge, CPA, is a A.D. candidate in information
systems and decision sciences at the University of South
Florida. Her research focuses on end -user training, IS
strategies, and social informatics. You can reach Cindy at
lerouge@tam,pabay.rr.com.
Angela Picard
a Web interface consulting firm. She
specializes in "she commerce" and user - friendly interfaces.
You can reach Angela at Picard @tampaba .ry r.com.
owns

Strategizing requires visionary leaders. The management
game is difficult to play without a "fixer," a person or
group with the prestige, visibility, and legitimacy to facilitate, deter, bargain, and negotiate effectively. A lead executive must champion the e- transformation process. You
also need to form a centralized group of 30 to 50 people
that sets priorities and organizes the company's a -business efforts. This group establishes common goals, devises a cohesive Internet /e- business strategy, and helps to
build a critical mass of buy -in throughout the organization. It's also important to have a vertical and horizontal
communications strategy that includes a mechanism to
capture feedback.
The success of e- commerce businesses will hinge large-

tomes together like this.

e insured up to $100,000 by the FDIC. Securities products and services offered by E *TRADE Securities, Inc. are not insured by the FDIC,
2000 E *TRADE Business Solutions. All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of E *TRADE Group, Inc.
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Is your company's
financial management system
as strong as it needs to be?
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MaximizeyourERPorGeneralLedgerinvestmentwithCartesis
our ERP system contains valuable data that provides

How effective is Cartesis? So effective that many of

you with just part of your financial picture. Most

the world's largest corporations have already chosen

ERP systems are strong in certain areas but fall short in

us and it is the reason why we are the industry leader

others. That's why Cartesis has developed a single

in client retention. To find out for yourself how to

Web- enabled Strategic Financial Management

strengthen your financial system's weak link, give our

application able to handle your most complex needs

sales department a call at ( 877) 964 -0202 or email us

in corporate and divisional planning, financial

at ussales(a.cartesis.com

Y

consolidation, tax reporting and strategic analysis.

CARTESIS c
delivering excellence in business anahllr

IMA

www. c ar t es i s . c om

CORPORATEALLIANCEPARTNER
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GENUINE ASSETS:

BUILDING BLOCKS OF
STRATEGY AND SUSTAINABLE
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
B Y JOEL L I T M A N

The successful creation of a great, executable strategy can be as complex as it is critical to your
company's future. Strategies must be designed to generate sustainable competitive advantages
so you can dominate old and new markets. Done correctly, the process includes extensive
competitive analysis, internal and external interviews, market research, and numerous workshops and brainstorming sessions involving representatives of most or all of the constituents
of the business model in consideration. But the most important thing to do to enhance your
ability to forge successful, executable strategies is to identify and leverage your Genuine Assets.
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Genuine Assets are all of the tangible and intangible

hers of the Dow Jones Industrials. Underlying the analysis

traits and resources that make an organization unique. As

is the kind of hard - nosed, quantitative cash flow and val-

the "building blocks" of strategy, their combination forms

uation research performed for large, institutional money

the basis for creating sustainable competitive advantages.

managers to whom the assessment of strategy must be

And only through these advantages can you plan and exe-

explicitly linked to valuation for stock buy- and -sell deci-

cute corporate initiatives that lead to higher returns,

sions. Every organization must take a frank, objective

higher growth, and, ultimately, increased market value.

look at its Genuine Assets and the benefits it stands to

Without this process, you may overlook key ingredients

gain when including them in the strategy development

to successful strategy and end up struggling to compete

processes.

without differentiation.
The Genuine Asset process of discovery and use is the

FIRST,THEDEFINITION

culmination of years of experience consulting clients

gen•u•ine

authentic, actual, true

ranging from start -up entrepreneurial ventures to mem-

asset

advantage, resource, an item of value owned

We spend a great amount of time identifying and quantifying the
company s Genuine Assets....The real gems are the resources
and advantages you discover that are almost never listed on a
balance sheet or anywhere else in the financial statements.
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TABLE1:

EXAMPLES OF GENUINE ASSETS

RELATIONSHIPS

PROCESSES

• :•
• :•
:•
•:•
:•
•:•
•:•

•:• Core competencies
•:• Distribution or channel power
•: Economies of scale or scope

Unique partners and alliances
Key vendors
Unique competitor relationships
Unique government relationships
Key customer /buyers
Financier links
Special employee /union relationships

PHYSICAL
• :• Specialized or well - located property
Specialized or well - located plants or warehouses
d• Specialized or well - located equipment

ATTENTION

•:• "Eyeballs"
Traffic: foot, vehicle, other
: • Auditory attention
•:• Other mental attention

TECHNOLOGY
+ Domain names
: • Unique software or code
: • Hardware infrastructure

BRAND EQUITY
Reputation
4• Awareness

FINANCING
•
•
•

Deep pockets
Ease of access to equity such as venture capital
Ease of access to cheap debt such as leasing or bonds

MANAGEMENT
s• Special characteristics of the Board, CEO, and
executive team such as industry relationships
Special reputation
: • Strong leadership
Strong teamwork
A "deep bench"

s

WORKFORCE
INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
In -house technical expertise
: • Specialized market experience
Research and development
• : Patents and trademarks
:• Unique data or information or the ability to gather it if

Access to quality interim personnel
•: Access to personnel for peak and trough workflow
management
Good employee culture
Employee knowledge or other special characteristics
Strong recruiting capabilities

necessary

Sure, a Genuine Asset may be a factory or warehouse
or some specialized machinery. It also may be a website
or Internet -based channel exhibiting impressive visitor
reach and frequency. In fact, strategies for marrying digital "clicks" and traditional "mortar" assets have garnered a
lot of press. Yet even this view is limited. If the last few
years have taught us anything, it's that business success is
driven by leveraging all of a company's Genuine Assets
whether digital, physical, people, or anything in between
or beyond.
When working with clients, sometimes we spend a
great amount of time identifying and quantifying their
Genuine Assets like the ones listed in Table 1. The real
gems are the resources and advantages you discover that
are almost never listed on a balance sheet or anywhere
else in the financial statements.

LEVERAGINGGENUINEASSETS
Extensive market analysis shows that companies that Continually outperform their competitors demonstrate an
ability to fulfill unmet customer needs in large and fast growing markets —they pick the right industry to play in.
These icons of industry excel in one or more of three
areas. Companies like Abbot Labs, Dell, Schwab, and
Coca -Cola display their prowess in designing business
models that allow them to innovate faster, operate more
efficiently, and /or create powerful brands. The following
examples show how companies have leveraged Genuine
Assets to satisfy needs through these three methods.

ConvertingCaptiveAttentiontoValue
Property managers have realized there's inherent, unrealized value in the people trafficking through their building
N o ve m b er 2 0 0 0 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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lobbies and elevators every day. One company, Captivate
Network, Inc., has created a technology for sending electronic Web -like pages to a viewing screen placed just
above eye -level in elevators. People in the elevators spend
their 30 seconds or more viewing a slideshow of news
and trivia accompanied by advertising. The concept uses
valuable and previously underutilized time and attention.
Ten major real estate companies have selected Captivate
Network to provide this service in their buildings, giving
much recognition to the realizable value.

AccessingUniqueInformation
One home appliance company uncovered a Genuine
Asset in their appliance repair operation when they realized the valuable information that repair people could
access when inside a customer's home. In one minute, the
worker can make observations as to other appliances purchased, complementary brands to theirs, physical home
placement, and so on. This kind of information can be
invaluable to sales, marketing, research and development,
and partnering and alliance strategies.

THESINGULARADVANTAGESOFASTART-UP
I've heard this saying: "In a rational world, there is no
reason for a start -up business to occur." In other words,
established companies can bring so many resources to
bear in a new initiative that a start -up venture should
have a difficult time even competing. The advantages
named range from cheap capital access to brand equity to
established distribution and logistics capabilities —not to
mention relative economies of scale and scope.
Despite this "irrationality," entrepreneurial ventures
flourish, though they fight for each round of financing,
struggle to hire whole offices from scratch, and face a
host of other issues. The Genuine Assets unique to startup ventures rationalize their existence and can be leveraged to overcome other weaknesses. Let's look at some
examples.

GenuineAsset:LackofChannelConflictandCannibalization

American Express has vaulted into the top 10 ranking of
public accounting firms through acquisitions of regional
CPA firms over the last several years. With all of their
financial offerings, from mutual funds to credit cards,
American Express is betting that the CPA's trusted -advisor relationships can be leveraged into previously
untapped cross - selling and up- selling opportunities.

New, stand -alone companies don't have to compete with
preexisting distribution channels — making it far easier to
charge forward in new channels. The established relationships that Compaq has had with its VARs (Value -Added
Resellers) make it far more difficult to create a direct sales channel like the one Dell enjoys. The relationship
that's a special advantage to the old business model creates a genuine liability in the new one. The freedom to
develop new distribution channels without existing relationship issues can be a fantastic advantage.

ManagementandBoardExperience

GenuineAsset:LackofBureaucracy

In a recent interview, Vinod Khosla, a venture capitalist
with Kleiner Perkins, remarked that one of his firm's
greatest assets is that they have "screwed up more than
anyone else on the planet in bringing new technologies to
market." (Harvard Business Review,July- August 2000.)
This may sound like a quizzical asset at first, but their
knowledge and skills have been time - tested in launching
new ventures, helping companies like Amazon.com,
Excite, and Juniper Networks make their mark in the new
economy. Kleiner Perkins has been one of the most successful venture capitalist firms in the Silicon Valley.
Of course, these companies also enjoy extensive industry relationships, access to deep pockets, and other
advantages. The right combination of Genuine Assets creates the foundation for successful execution of a strategy,
and sometimes those are gained through innovative partnerships and alliances. In other cases, it can even be the

Established firms (most large corporations) can be easily
bogged down by political infighting and lumbering
bureaucracies. When competing in Internet time, all that
red tape can ensure a losing place in industries where
speed is a distinct edge. The start -up has far fewer
hindrances.

TappingintoCustomerRelationships
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lack of certain barriers to success that's most valuable.
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GenuineAsset:Immediate"Only-Child"Attention
When a new corporate initiative is simply a small percentage of management's total responsibilities, executives may
have far less incentive to spend the time that start -up
entrepreneurs could devote. Because the start -up's management —and their compensation —are generally being
evaluated on the basis of the start -up's performance alone,
they give it their full, undivided attention, knowing that
failure will hit their personal compensation more directly.
Combine this with the heavy use of equity as part of man-

To successfully navigate through shifting trends, we must
revisit current and planned strategies and reexamine the
building blocks of strategy, your Genuine Assets.
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gets the right strategic partner or investor. It can also be
accomplished if an established company's management is
willing to create and launch initiatives with start -up -like
qualities. Certainly, this requires more complex planning,
but companies willing to seek the advantages of both perspectives find that the costs are far outweighed by more
successful strategy execution.

100& %#22.100

Management must deal with major social and economic
changes in their businesses brought by trends in the
needs of people and companies. To successfully navigate
through shifiting trends, you must revisit current and
planned strategies and reexamine the building blocks of
strategy, your Genuine Assets. The following three major
sources of change can be the start of your thinking about
what opportunities and threats need to be considered:
• Breakthroughs in Science and Technology,
• Statutory and Regulatory Trends and Changes, and
• Population and Culture Shifts.
These three categories provide a fertile ground for recognizing forces of change that can affect a company in significant ways. Enron is a great example of a company that
has leveraged its unique sets of resources and expertise to
capitalize on the advent of all three of these major forces.

EnronLeveragesItsGenuineAssets
agement and employee compensation, and you have an
incredible way to get immediate owner/management
alignment in a new venture. The ability and willingness to
heavily distribute equity is a Genuine Asset of a start -up.

Strategically dormant utility companies that were formerly just distributors of gas and electricity have been scrambling to take advantage of massive deregulation in the
energy industry. Merger and acquisition activity has been
heavy, but there's a lot more potential. Energy companies

GenuineAsset:"TabulaRasa"Beginnings

enjoy Genuine Assets that range from worldwide energy

When embarking on new initiatives, particularly new
e- businesses, corporations have an uncanny way of allowing their idiosyncracies and real-world hang -ups to
remanifest themselves in the new initiatives. There's a
serious advantage to having a "blank slate" from which to

pipeline systems to the simple, captive attention drawn by

start a new venture.
The key point of the start -up discussion is to recognize
the advantages that established and start-up companies
enjoy and to find ways to leverage both in new ventures.
The best of both worlds can be attained if the start -up

the monthly electric bill. How can these be leveraged into
creating new businesses?
Interestingly enough, with one of the largest systems of
gas pipelines in North America, Enron has succeeded in
leveraging its expertise and physical assets into creating
massive information pipelines. Enron created an extensive network of fast information transmission lines and
now boasts "virtually unlimited bandwidth" through the
Enron Intelligent Network. Enron has secured significant
N o ve m be r 2 0 0 0 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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agreements and partnerships with companies ranging
from BellSouth to Blockbuster. The success of their business model capitalizes on Genuine Assets that became far
more valuable with deregulation, breakthroughs in information technology, and increasing demand by businesses
and their customers for information and information
access. Enron successfully entered what might at first
appear to be an unrelated industry by using its resources
and expertise in innovative ways that other energy companies have overlooked.
Management must be quick to realize and capitalize on
unique advantages in the face of social and economic
change. A significant part of strategy development is the
tracking of these changes and recognizing the opportunities and threats that make some assets more valuable and
others obsolete.

GENUINEASSETSANDVALUINGSTRATEGY
Recognizing how to use a Genuine Asset best is a critical
issue, and the value of those assets depends on their context within a particular strategy. Three questions can help
you to better determine the value of a strategy:
♦ How does the Genuine Asset increase your ability to
fulfill unmet needs?
• How does the Genuine Asset help you better target
large and /or fast - growing markets?
• How unique are the Genuine Assets?

FulfillingUnmetNeeds
Business strategies must be designed to fulfill unmet
needs. When you do an extensive needs analysis of a customer, the question of fulfillment shouldn't be a simple
binomial yes -or -no but should speak qualitatively and
quantitatively to how much the need is unmet and how
far the strategy, when executed, will go to fulfill it. This
goes far beyond basic supply- and - demand analysis
because you aren't determining only volume of need but
the quality of it.
The more that customers are in need of your products
and services, and the farther you can go to fulfill them,
the more they will pay. On the other side of the equation,
the more efficiently you can put the resources and activities together to create the offering, the more return you
generate. The extent to which Genuine Assets allow you
to do this better than your competition highlights their
value as sources of sustainable competitive advantage.

Largeand/orFast-GrowingMarkets
It isn't enough that you be able to fulfill unmet need, but
42
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there must be a lot of it to justify your investment. What
good is a 90% operating margin if you can only generate
$100 in sales a year? Your strategy must not only be valuable to the customer but be valuable to lots and lots of
customers. The strategy must target a large enough market to justify your investment of time and resources as
well as the Genuine Assets to support that market size.

ForecastingandValuationwithGenuineAssetAnalysis
Any valuation model should recognize the importance of
answering these questions, so forecasted revenue growth
and returns should be gauged accordingly. The presence
and uniqueness of significant Genuine Assets can justify
premium -level operating margins. The presence of the
necessary resources and expertise to target large and/or
fast - growing markets supports expectations in revenue.
The overall strength of the unique advantages and
resources provides additional data for estimating riskiness
by adjusting cash flow expectations and cost of capital.
When a company has the evident Genuine Assets to
manage through times of change and upheaval, it can
expect to achieve sustainable competitive advantages that
will translate into returns that slowly fade to the company's cost of capital over time on revenues that grow as fast
as long -term industry expectations.

ASTEPINTHESTRATEGY
Identifying Genuine Assets is one of the most important
steps in a solid strategy design and development process
that supports the creation of sustainable and renewable
competitive advantages. Successful companies carefully
identify forces of change that can make their current
strategies obsolete. They learn to create new strategies
leveraging the Genuine Assets that can become more valuable in changing markets. Finally, the value of a strategy
depends on the uniqueness of the Genuine Assets that are
being leveraged. Ultimately, this is your company's path to
business sustainability, higher returns on investment, and
long -term breakthrough value creation. ■
Joel Litman is a senior principal with Diamond Technology
Partners, a firm that combines business strategy with information technology to create innovative digital strategies. He
has worked with companies ranging from small start -ups to
large industrial corporations in strategy design, execution,
and valuation. He welcomes comments and questions and
can be reached through Diamond's Chicago office at 875
North Michigan Avenue, the John Hancock Center, Chicago,
IL 60611 or by e-mail at Joel .Litman @DigitalStraMgy com.
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Lncial Executive of the Year
Get Ready for
the Ultimate Challenge!
For the fifth consecutive
year, AOC — financial
staffing and recruiting
specialists — and the
Institute of Management
Accountants (IMA), have
joined forces to honor the
outstanding performance
and accomplishments
of financial executives.

AwardCallforNominations

Up to 24 Winners Will Receive:
• A gourmet gift basket
delivered to their place
of business
• A complimentary
two -year membership
to the IMA
• A beautiful crystal award
engraved with their
name and presented

at a special function
held in their honor
• An official proclamation
certificate from the IMA
. Significant national
exposure via a major
advertising and public
relations campaign
conducted by AOC

aoc.

To nominate a f inancial executive, go to www.aocnet.com /f inancialexec
or call 800 327 -1117, ext 335. Don't wait! Nominations must be in by 11/20/00.

Can you make the final cut?
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Paul Burmeister,
CFO of RoweCom

BREAKING NEW GROUND

For every senior financial manager building or restructuring a dot -com or overseeing the melding of Old and New Economy components in a business, there are
staggering risks and rewards.
The Internet's early promise and the investment community's flagrant disregard of financial and business rules in assessing dot -coms is, mercifully, over. All those who were dazzled by the promise of spectacular ROI based on nothing have learned hard lessons. Starbucks wrote off its full $20.6 million
investment in living.com, a furniture e- tailer, while Chase Manhattan Bank's venture capital arm saw operating revenue halved because of Internet investments gone sour. Nordstrom, NBC, CBS, and Heidrick &
Struggles, to name a few, have suffered from poor dot -com investment strategies.
Although ardor for dot -coms has cooled recently, no one has suggested that the New Economy will
disappear. Finding models that combine the best elements from the Old and the New is the challenge for
CFOs and other top decision makers.
The CFOs you'll meet in this and upcoming issues of Strategic Financeare breaking new ground in
e- commerce. All are achievers at established firms intent on mastering the world of "clicks and bricks."
These are their stories.

Paul Burmeister

Managing
e-F'o ance at
RoweCom
BY

MAR L E N E

PI T UR R O

Paul Burmeister is a typical groundbreaking CFO, if such a term can be
applied to the topsy -turvy world of e- commerce. Educated at Cornell
University, earning a B.S. degree in civil engineering and an MBA in
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finance and operations analysis, the 47- year -old left the security of his
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position as Fidelity Investments' CFO last February to join the rough-
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and - tumble upstart RoweCom of Westwood, Mass.
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RoweCom is a B2B e- commerce firm specializing in
the development and operation of Web -based services
that help businesses manage the acquisition of magazines,
newspapers, journals, and books. While the task may
sound prosaic, it's part of "knowledge management," an
attempt by companies to gain competitive advantage by
managing and sharing information /knowledge within
their organizations. According to a Pricewaterhouse Coopers and Conference Board study of 200 executives at
158 large global companies, 80% of the group have
knowledge management programs. PwC partner Karen
Vander Linder, the report's team leader, notes that: "Companies recognize that by making better use of knowledge,
their performance will improve because thay can make
smarter and more innovative decisions, break down
internal barriers, reduce product development time, and
enhance customer relationships' And consultancy Vero nis Suhler and Associates reports that U.S. businesses
spent approximately $38 billion on knowledge resources
in 1997 and will spend $51 billion by 2001.
RoweCom is pursuing market share in knowledge
management in financial and professional services, high tech, healthcare, and academia, all heavily dependent on
keeping curent. It allows companies to purchase 60,000
serials online as well as eight million discounted books
via its strategic partner, barnesandnoble.com.
A publicly traded company [NASDAQ: Rowe], RoweCom has grown rapidly, largely by acquisition, since it
began operations in 1994. In 1999 it acquired Corporate
Professional Service of Montvale, N.J.; U.K. -based Dawson Information Services; and International Subscriptions Agencies of Brisbane, Australia. Its acquisition of
Dawson bought it a presence not only in the U.K., but in
France, Spain, and Canada as well.
As with other dot -coms, understanding RoweCom's
financial performance is complicated. Businesswire
reports that second quarter 2000 revenues were $38.9
million versus $2.0 million for the same period in 1999;
gross profits almost doubled on a percentage basis,
increasing to $ 4 million, or 10.3% of revenues, compared
to $113,000, or 5.7 %, a year ago. Six-month revenues
were $90.6 million versus $3.7 million for '99. One of
Burmeister's first actions was to revamp RoweCom's pricing to sustain margins of 9.5% to 10 %. Gross margin
continued to improve, almost fully compensating for top line shortfall.
Like the rest of its dot -com brethren, RoweCom's rising
revenues and profit margins coexist with the high costs of
launching the business. The company reported a second46
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quarter operating loss of $13.9 million, or $1.34 per
share.
How is CFO Paul Burmeister managing RoweCom's
finances in this mixture of the New and Old Economy?
What does he think the future holds for finance in them?
Let's take a look.
Q: You had an awfully nice position as CFO of Fidelity
Investments. What persuaded you to move to RoweCom?

A: I came to the conclusion in my eighth year at
Fidelity that I needed to find something new to do. There
seemed to be lots of great opportunities in the Boston
area, and I wanted to think them through.
My last day of work at Fidelity was 1/31/00, and I
thought I'd have some time off to plan my future. But my
strategy failed. I started at RoweCom right away [February 3] because it had a compelling combination of an
outstanding e- commerce story with the presence of a
highly stable, profitable brick - and - mortar business.
What really sold me was the management team. These
are not Generation Y kids but a seasoned bunch of professionals from diverse backgrounds. Dick Rowe (CEO) is
a Harvard professor who got into this business to take a
traditional paper -based company into the electronic age.
Jim Kryzwicki, the president of North American operations, had a distinguished background at Lotus and IBM.
I knew them both from the board of directors of the
Greater Boston YMCA and felt comfortable with them.
Please don't get me wrong about Gen Yers. It's just that
I'd rather work with than for a 27- year -old. I like some
gray hair at a company. Those folks know that markets
can turn down, and they don't panic when it happens.
Q : Our readers are always curious about how CFOs
became proficient in IT. How did you do it?

A: I'm old enough that I started engineering school
with a slide rule. When I was a sophomore in college in
the '70s we were using computers only for analytic purposes. I was an early user of APL [a programming language, introduced by IBM in 1968 as an interactive
language for handling data arrays] for financial applications that you would do on a spreadsheet since there were
no electronic versions at the time. Then I learned VisiCalc
and Excel. Maybe I was dragged kicking and screaming
into each new change, but I adapted. The truth is, I've
been involved with technology because I'm really lazy. I
wasn't going to do a budget on a spreadsheet with 17
columns and a pencil if I could get a computer to do it.
Q : How did your experience at Fidelity, particularly your
responsibility for central sys tems operations and telecoms.
help prepare you for the " clic ks and mortar" world?

A: By late '95 I saw the Web's potential. At Fidelity we
rolled out a Web -based EIS [Executive Information System] in 1996. We kept building on it, adding more components and services as the Internet grew in versatility.
Q : A recent survey of CFOs by Andersen Consulting
showed serious conc erns about companies having the necessary structure and culture to be s ucces sful at acommerce. W hat's important in getting the intangible elements
right?

A: I'm not sure there's any magic to it. What it boils
down to is that the e- commerce revolution is letting customers reexamine their relationships with vendors. If
your customers don't love you, they'll leave you, so you
have to have a structure that's customer focused. The Web
is all about people providing services for people. Your
corporate structure has to provide delivery methods that
your customers love.
An interesting element in e- commerce's value is that it
N ovem b er 2 0 0 0
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unmasks the problems that exist
in your organization. That's why
it's causing a revolution in the
way business is done. Customers
are looking at different ways of
doing business. Take the example of electronic banking. Maybe
the bank down the street makes
you pay a dollar every time you
see a teller while an a -bank
doesn't. It gives customers pause
about the service they're getting.
The grass is always greener on
the other side of the fence, and
now there's another side of the
fence —e- commerce —to look at
as well as the Old Economy.
Customers don't just complain
about poor service —they switch
because there aren't many barriers to leaving.
RoweCom is a prime example of how e- commerce
changes business processes. In the past you got your magazines from several different places. You were inundated
with lots of paper. All this paper was built into the customer's process of dealing with various publications.
In contrast, the electronic process is highly streamlined
in terms of renewals, and it gives us great visibility. This is
a good model for, let's say, a Microsoft employee who's a
knowledge worker. Studies say that the storehouse of
knowledge we need to do our jobs turns over every three
to four years. That means every year 25% of our knowledge becomes obsolete. That's why companies have chief
knowledge officers (CKO), so that people can keep their
knowledge current.
RoweCom's K Store has newspapers, magazines, books,
and distance learning, and we plan to add more a -journals and databases. For now, subscribers can visit the K
store, and we also use push technology to tell them about
publications they may want to purchase. Based on the
customer's purchase history, we can deliver an e-mail
message: "Here's a book you need." With 240,000 periodicals, seven to eight million books from Barnes & Noble,
and 12 million text - searchable abstracts and "click to"
articles, we can help people choose what they need.
We also have control of purchases built in according to
each company's work rules. For example, a company may
not care if you order Time or something inexpensive like
that. They worry about aggregate purchasing or a very
expensive publication like Brain Research at $24,000.That
48
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expenditure is okay if you are a
neurosurgeon, but it isn't for
just anyone.
We have tools that control
purchasing, rules that say, "An
employee at this level can purchase up to five items at up to
$50 each this year." Corporate
finance people love this because
they can track and control
spending.
Q : The Andersen Consulting
survey we talked about earlier
also raises CFO concerns about
accelerated timelines for
planning and budgeting and
"virtual closes " by 2005. Your
comments ?

A: Long -range planning is
what I'm having for lunch. Any CFO has to grasp the
fundamentals —the baseline —to see if you're hitting your
budget for the year. With e- commerce we have to remain
flexible because things are changing so fast.
We need to determine the appropriate metrics. Some
dot -coms forget the difference between growing in profitability and just spending lots of money. Good companies like GE and Fidelity don't forget about having a
balanced scorecard. What's novel is that New Economy
companies are now getting studied in B schools. What
we're finding out is that there's a range of metrics, such as
the number of customers and customer satisfaction, that
aren't just financial. There's more to it than ROI. Managing by the financials just doesn't work any more.
As for a virtual close, we did a hard close in one business day. E- commerce tools allow you to get away from
paper. Soon we'll be virtually paperless in accounting;
some companies are there today. Monthly closing is
becoming a formality. It confirms what you already know.
Q : What's the value of e-commerce's new tools?

A: The real value of new tools like supply chain management is to get more complete integration of the enterprise in real time. Eventually we will measure company
performance in real time.
Enterprisewide systems are integrated end to end, from
supply chain management to the closing of the books.
That's what SAP envisioned years ago. The difficulty of
implementing such a system is the lack of integration of
end -to -end management processes. The monkey wrench
is that gathering data and changing processes from dis-

decisions are still done face -to -face. B2B with big dollar
decisions is still done via personal relationships. It's not
like a consumer choosing Amazon.com versus barnesandnoble.com for the latest Harry Potter book.

parate and incompatible systems is agonizingly slow. But
it is possible.
Q: The financial community is struggling to reassess its
approach to capital investment and rate of return regarding dot -toms. Your thoughts?
A: The marketplace temporarily relinquished reality
when dot -coms started to get big. But the madness
couldn't last forever. A return to reality was inevitable,
like gravity. April and May of
this year signaled such a return.
Speaking about the value of
measurements like rate of
return, what happened with
dot -com valuations is that
financial people saw a revolution in the way commerce is
being done. They saw winners
and losers, and the winners
would win fantastically. They
became subjective, suspending
rationality because they didn't
want to lose out on the incredible wins. Then they became
objective again. Now dot -coms
have to get ahead of the pack to
succeed.
There's also the matter of our assessment tools, which
we're just not using much anymore. Perhaps the objective
tools have to be left behind because the emphasis now is
on growth. We ask: "What makes sense for a company's
growth ?" A combined revenue stream synergy fueled by
future acquisitions? Back -office synergies gained by
rolling things together? Multiplicative rather than additive synergies?
I guess that a marriage of burn rates is too scary for
most financial people to contemplate. Eventually we will
develop new tools that measure economic value added by
e- commerce. Ditto for capital asset pricing model. New
concepts have to come along. They should all be built on
the same fundamentals, though. It's still better to have a
dollar today rather than tomorrow.
Q: Please explain how your distribution channels (direct

management.
Let's compare it to football.
1
Say you're watching CNN and
the crawl along the bottom tells
you the score. First it's tied at 00, then 7 -0 Giants -Jets, then 7 -7. If you watch the game
live instead, you're seeing the action in real time. If you
suited up and went into the game as tight end, you'd really know what was going on. That's what's happening to
financial managers now. We're in the game, and we're visible. We look at the drivers of expense and sales every day,
not at the end of the month. That's the exciting part of
being in finance right now.
We're all witnesses to growing impatience about the
Internet at every level of consumer. People have been
reading about the Net for five years, living it for two
years, and now they just want things done promptly and
correctly on it. They assume that you can move fast and
get barriers out of the way. We have to offer top quality
and fast service. When you said you would deliver it is
when you have to deliver it. It's all pretty exciting. ■

sales force. intranet, Internet, telesales) mesh?
A: Sorting out distribution channels isn't unique to
RoweCom. Our information is Internet based and
accessed by a knowledge worker on his /her intranet, but
the buying decision is being made by the CKO, CFO,
head of procurement, head librarian, or whatever. We've
had limited success with telesales because the big

Marlene Piturro, journalist and managerial consultant
based in Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in psychology and an MBA in organizational development /finance.
She has written widely about the integration ofaccounting
and IT in various business publications. You can reach her
at mpiturro @aol.com.

that's transforming the corporate finance function so that
It enables a -biz. How about that?

A: I think it's a great opportunity. Even though it has
been assumed that the role of
finance people is to keep score,
I'd rather play the game than
keep score.
There's growing recognition
that the enterprise exists around
a core of technology and service
and that all systems have to be
fully integrated. What's happening is that the wall that existed
between business management
and financial management is
disappearing. It's enterprise

a
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Q: As the CFO of a dot -com you're part of a movement
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WHATYOURBUSN
I ESSSHOULDKNOW
B Y BR I AN L . M C G U I R E , C M A ,

ecent attacks against web sites such as Yahoo,
Amazon.com, E *Trade,
and eBay plus periodic virus outbreaks such as ILOVEYOU and
Melissa should remind companies
that security issues must remain a
primary concern for everyone
doing business on the Internet.
The Internet opens new doors for
a company worldwide, but it also
opens the company up to security
vulnerabilities.
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PA.
TOAVOIDUSINGTHEINTERNET
BECAUSEOFSECURITYRISKSWOULD
LEADTODECREASEDMARKETSHARE.
Businesspeople
who participated in
Ernst & Young's sixth annual
.F
Information Security (EYIS) survey, for example, believe that "as
connectivity grows, driven by eCommerce and the Internet, so does risk [from
industrial spies, foreign governments, competitors, and even legitimate business partners]:' The
Information Infrastructure Standards Panel is growing
concerned as intruders become even more sophisticated
at stealing or destroying information. And the threat isn't
limited to external perpetrators. Disgruntled employees
actually are more likely to commit some type of computer crime against their former employers. They're more
familiar with system weaknesses, and they're better able
to cover their tracks. The Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT®) at Carnegie Mellon University receives
multiple daily reports of security breaches, an increase
from the one every other day reported in 1990.(Current
reports are available at www.cert.org lsummaries /CS2000- 03.htnil.)
In the EYIS survey, more than 59 % of the participants
reported financial losses in the past year due to system
downtime, system failures, or security breaches, yet only
4 1 % of the organizations had Business Continuity Planning (BCP) in place. In approximately 4 5 % overall, BCP
wasn't even in the budget.
How can you manage the threat of Internet security if
your company is conducting or contemplating business
online? Access to information on the Internet is decentralized, so the security of the information should also be
decentralized. Setting up security measures involves time,
money, and inconvenience for everyone involved —and all
levels of management need to be involved.

HOWDOESYOURCOMPANYUSETHEINTERNET?
The Open User Recommended Solutions (OURS) Consortium is a task force made up of 60 corporate users and
computer vendors. OURS has identified several steps
companies should take to establish Internet security.
52
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First, a company must identify how it will use the Net,
and then it should assess the risks involved and perform a
cost /benefit analysis to determine if the benefits outweigh
the potential costs.
In the EYIS survey, 80% of those reporting provide
some degree of remote access to their organization—dialin, leased line, Internet, or Virtual Private Network (VPN).
This is just one of several good reasons to perform a risk
analysis. For example, in a healthcare organization patient
information is extremely confidential. This high degree of
confidentiality demands rigid information security. That
means a healthcare organization most likely would assess
its potential risk as high. But a company with information
of very little value on its system may assess its risk as low,
with fewer required security measures.

IDENTIFYPOSSIBLETHREATS
After a company identifies how it will use the Internet, it
needs to identify the threats that are present online,
OURS suggests. Here are nine basic threats that cover the
areas that should be of greatest concern for any company:
1. Data destruction,
2. Interference,
3. Modification /replacement,
4. Misrepresentation /false use of data,
5. Repudiation,
6. Inadvertent misuse,
7. Unauthorized altering/downloading,
8. Unauthorized transactions, and
9. Unauthorized disclosure.
The objective is to make an attack on your company's
computer system as difficult as possible. Deterrence is the
logical approach because a good hacker can get into
almost any system. A recent survey of IS managers and
security experts defined Internet security as just one other issue that must be dealt with and made part of the
overall business plan. To avoid using the Internet because
of security risks would lead to decreased market share.
For most companies, the benefits of the Internet outweigh the risks.

FINDSAFEHAVEN

access a system. These devices, which have been compared to home alarm systems, typically combine hardware and software and sit between the internal network
and the Internet. Access may also be authorized by
packet filtering, which blocks packets that don't meet
the security policy guidelines. A new alternative to the
traditional firewall is SOCKS 5.0. SOCKS is a network
protocol that can be set up on a server to watch and
restrict traffic with other servers. This approach works
at the session level to authenticate the network user,
control access to the network, and encrypt messages. A
SOCKS frequently asked questions page is available

The final suggestion of the OURS group is to match the
threats to the company with the appropriate security
technologies. According to the Consortium, there are six
sets of controls that can be implemented to help prevent
security threats:
1. User ID /Authentication controls,
2. Authorization controls,
3. Integrity controls,
4. Confidentiality controls,
5. Accountability controls, and
6. Availability controls.
User identification and authentication typically involves passwords. But
passwords can be relatively simple for
computer criminals to break. The credit- card -sized smart card is a more efficient device for authentication. It
contains a small microprocessor that
can store 10 to 20 public -key certificates. Currently the cards are being
used to sign and encrypt documents
with password tokens and keys. These
cards can also generate one - time -only
passwords that must be authenticated
by a network. With the SecurID card
from RSA, the user is assigned a
SecurID smart card that generates a
new code number every 60 seconds
that is unique to that user. When the
holder of the card logs on to the network, he or she enters this number
plus a PIN or phrase forming a pass code, which is used by the RSA
ACE /Server to authenticate him or her,
thus allowing access to the network.
Because the system depends on something you know (PIN) and something
you have (the smart card), if the card is
lost or stolen, half of the required pass code is still missing. Smart cards are
expected to gain wide acceptance over
the next five years because their digital
signatures provide electronic proof of
identity and privileges over the Net.
Firewalls are one of the most effective security measures to ensure
authorization of anyone trying to

The sixth annual Information Security Survey is available from Ernst &
Young LLP at www.ey.com /security. Go to the eRisk Solutions section of
the Library page.
For a solid, basic text on the risks, technologies, and strategies, the
O'Reilly book Web Security & Commerce by Simson Garfinkel and Gene
Spafford offers a complete overview (almost 500 pages) in a very readable form. www.oreilly.com
NetworkWorldFusion offers two security - related newsletters: "Security
Alert," a weekly digest of key security bulletins, and "Network World on
Security," a twice- weekly series of tips and news on securing your network. www.nwfusion.com/securi
offers a widely distributed e- newsletter and website with
thousands of pages of security information. www.securilyportal.com
InfoWar posts numerous articles each day on topics such as privacy,
computer viruses, and espionage. www.infowar.com
he Computer Security Resource
Inter (csrc.ncsl.nist.gov) has
formation about security issues for
ivernment agencies, companies, and
vidual users.
The Computer Security Institute
(www.gocsi.com) is an organization
that provides education to
information and network security
professionals.
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securing the information of a business is
a distributed process, and everyone in
the company must accept and face the
challenge.
Availability controls ensure that the system is up and running and available to all
authorized users. Developing a contingency plan will help ensure timely recovery
in the case of a security attack. A proactive
approach is the best way to avoid these threats, but a contingency plan is wise because even the most secure systems have break -ins.
Security measures are expensive to implement. There
are hardware and software costs as well as personnel
costs. A good network security system requires a highly
trained IS staff to administer it. These IS personnel are
responsible for security as well as the contingency plan
for the company. From its security investment, the company will gain a competitive advantage and decrease its
losses —in data, network downtime, and productivity and
customers —if the contingency plan ever needs to be
implemented. By minimizing these losses, the company
minimizes financial losses as well.

NOONECONNECTEDTOTHEINTERNETIS
100%SECURE.MANAGEMENTMUSTVIEW
ITSCOMPUTERSYSTEMASITWOULDANY
COMPANYASSET.ITMUSTBEPROTECTED.
at www .socks.nec.com /socksfaq.htmi.
Cryptography can be used to ensure integrity as well as
authentication. Encryption is an important form of cryptography that uses mathematical formulas, or a key, to
convert messages into alphanumeric code. A recipient
who has a copy of this private key can decipher the code.
Encryption is a relatively safe way to transmit data, but
the sender and receiver have to keep the key confidential.
This problem has been relieved somewhat through a two key system using public and private keys. In the widely
used RSA system, a readily available public key is used to
encrypt the information. Once encrypted, the information can be deciphered only by someone who has a
matching private key. The strong encryption of longer
keys is so resistant to attack that the government has classified this kind of coding as munitions and, until recently,
banned its export outside the country.
Confidentiality controls are similar to integrity controls. Encryption, for example, is used for confidentiality
as well as integrity. Private intranets are used to protect
confidential information, but these networks are often
open to security problems as well. Many of these
intranets have a link to the Internet or a wide area network (WAN), and these links open the internal networks
to hackers and other potential threats.
Companies tend to overlook accountability controls.
Audit mechanisms, logs, and policies are three examples
of important measures that should be undertaken to
ensure accountability. Audit mechanisms could include
records of access to the Internet, or logs, which also could
let management view records of both internal and external use of the system. Logs can be an essential part of the
audit trail as can a real -time monitoring system.
But the most overlooked accountability mechanism
is the development of a set of guidelines for management and employees to follow. Guidelines for both privacy and security issues will emphasize the importance
of security. The policy should state when security measures are appropriate and when they aren't. Management has to accept the new security policies because
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THERE'SALWAYSMORETOKNOW
A company that's using the Internet for business must
remember that no one connected to the Internet is 100%
secure. For this reason, management must view its computer system as it would any other company asset. It must
be protected.
Although Internet security is currently a problem, it
isn't a problem that's best solved by avoiding e- commerce.
There are a number of security measures available. The
real decisions involve how much and what kind of security your company needs. With appropriate caution, your
company should be able to successfully use the Internet to
its fullest potential. And financial professionals should
make sure they're involved in the process because their use
of the Internet will add to the bottom line. ■
Brian L. McGuire, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is an assistant professor in the Department ofAccounting and Business Law at
the University ofSouthern Indiana. Brian specializes in the
area ofaccounting information systems, and he can be
reached at bmcguire @usi.edu.
Sherry N. Roser, CPA, is the accounting manager of
Roundy's, Inc., Southern Division. She can be reached at
nroser @roundvs.com.
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of each such purchase (minimum $5).

The information in this application is accurate as of 5 /0O.The information may have changed
after that date. For more current information, please call MBNA at 1-800- 523- 7666.TTY users,
please call 1- 800 - 833 -6262.
*Certain restrictions apply to this benefit and others described in the materials sent soon after
your account is opened. Preferred Card Customer benefits differ: there are additional costs for
Reeggistry
benefits.
benefit.
Bank, NA., is the exclusive issuer and administrator of the Platinum Rua credit
card program. MBNA America, MBNA, and Platinum Plus are service marks of MBNA America
Bank, N.A. MasterCard and Visa are federally registered service marks of MasterCard
International Inc. and Visa U.S.A. Inc., respectively; each is used pursuant to license.
©2000 MBNA America Bank, N.A.
ADG -IAHA -5/00
AD -05 -00 -0002
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Your
annual salary
Other
income#

$

,

+$

,

Total household
income
$

Relatio nsh ip:

X

Years
there

Source of other incomet
#Alimony, child support, or separate maintenance income need not be revealed
if you do not wish it considered as a basis for repayment.

t -MORE APR INFORMATION The current promotional Annual Percentage Rate (APR) offer for cash advance check
and balance transfer transactions made with either account is 3.9% through your first
four statement closing dates, commencing the month after your account is opened.
When your minimum monthly payment is late (that is, not received by its Payment
Due Date), or when the promotional offer expires, the APR that will be applied to all
new and outstanding cash advance balances (consisting of cash advance check and
balance transfer transactions) will be 15.99% for both the Platinum Plus and Preferred
accounts. Should your payment be late, the non - promotional APR will be applied to all
new and outstanding cash advance check and balance transfer balances as of the first
day of the billing cycle in which the payment was late (or never received). MBNA may
allocate your payments to balances (including new transactions) with lower APRs
before balances with higher APRs.
-CONDITIONS I have read this application and everything I have stated in it is true. I authorize MBNA
America Bank, N.A. (MBNA) to check my credit, employment history, or any other
information and to report to others such information and credit experience with me.
I understand that the acceptance or use of any card issued will be subject to the terms of
this application and the Credit Card Agreement that will be sent with the card, and I agree
to be responsible for all charges incurred according to such terms. I am at least 18 years
of age. I consent to and authorize MBNA, any of its affiliates, or its marketing associates
to monitor and/or record any of my telephone conversations with their representatives
or the representatives of any of those companies. l understand that If this credit card
application is approved for an account with a credit line of less than $5,000,1 will
receive a Preferred account. I accept that MBNA may, at its discretion, periodically
consider any account for an automatic upgrade. Information about me or my account
may be shared among MBNA and Its related companies for marketing or administrative
purposes. I may prohibit such sharing of information, other than
information pertaining solely to transactions or experiences
between me and MBNA (or an MBNA - related company), by
writing to MBNA at PO Box 15342, Wilmington, DE 19850 and
,(tr
including my name, address, home phone number, and the
applicable MBNA account number(s).
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Companies have
used it to court

BY ALAN LEVINSOHN

individual investors
ower and clout of institutional investors have grown

and raise substantial

in the last three decades to such auspicious heights

capital without

that the individual investor's been nearly eclipsed.
Yet clairvoyant corporate officials never abandoned vigilant
support for maintaining a base of individual shareowners.

Wall Street underwriting fees.

After all, a base of shareholders comprising myriad individuals may cost more to service than a cadre of institutions. But individuals are helpful in a variety
of ways: They vote with management, hold their shares longer, and sell at a lower threshold than

0
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institutions. That helps gird the stock price and temper volatility. What's more, individual share -
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owners overwhelmingly buy goods and services from companies in which they have a financial
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interest — sornetimes zealously — helping not only to boost the top line but also build "brand

r
N

equity." Above all, individuals can be a reliable and consistent source of low -cost capital.
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direct stock purchase plan is a flexible way for
the treasurer to raise capital. It can also become a
powerful marketing tool.

The

Financial managers who've long embraced individual
shareowners are typically among those whose companies
sponsor DRIPs.
Otherwise known as a dividend reinvestment plan, the
DRIP has evolved for more than three decades. Over
time, companies have raised —quite literally— billions
upon billions of dollars through these plans — without
paying the usual 6 % or 7 % of capital raised in a secondary offering to an investment banking underwriter or
syndication. Meanwhile, investors who've bought shares
directly from issuers have avoided paying a wealth of brokerage commissions.
"People who discover the world of DRIPs are surprised
by it," Charles B. Carlson says. Today, 1,200 companies
offer a direct investment plan, and three million people —
minimum— invest in them, Carlson estimates. He, of all
people, should know because he has advised many of
them. A money manager and chartered financial analyst,
Carlson is an author of several books and writes two
newsletters about direct stock investing.

GENESISOFANINNOVATION
DRIPs began in the 1960s when Citibank, as transfer
agent for Allegheny Power System, devised a way to make
it easier for Allegheny shareowners to expand their holdings at low cost and add support for the stock.
Rather than paying dividends to shareholders in cash,
Citibank pooled Allegheny DRIP participants' dividends,
bought the company's stock in the open market at substantially reduced brokerage commissions because of the
large order size, and distributed the newly acquired shares
to the individual investors' accounts.
The idea caught on. By 1970,Citibank had 160,000
shareholders from four companies —AT &T, Gamble Skogmo, Stewart - Warner, and Allegheny Power —who
plowed back $40 million of dividends into new shares a
year. Merrill Lynch adopted a similar program at the
same time for shareholders of Cleveland Electric Illuminating, Emerson Electric, Gulf States Utilities, Rollins,
Inc., and Dillon Companies.
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Over the years, dozens of new investment features were
added —above all, direct purchase of shares, discounts,
and higher investment ceilings. Regulatory approval was
streamlined in 1994,which turbocharged the growth of
the next- generation DRIP —the direct stock purchase
plan (DSPP). Overseas companies adopted DRIPs
through their American Depositary Receipts (ADRs),
which, in essence, are their stocks that trade in the U.S.
Plan administration was cleaned up and automated and
individual investment accounts organized at brokerage
firms to include customers' DRIPs.
These developments were aided and abetted largely by
people working for stock transfer departments of commercial banks, brokerage firms, and investment banks,
each of whom had something to gain: administration of
new accounts, generating trading and brokerage commissions on other products, or writing innovative new
plans —or, potentially, all three.

REGULATORYREFORMFUELSGROWTH
By 1982,there were six DSPPs. Over the next 12 years
that number would rise only to 52.But from 1995 to
2000,DSPPs rocketed to 600 plans.
James J. Volpe explains, "It normally would cost a company $250,000 to $300,000 in legal expenses and five to
24 months for the SEC to approve a simple direct stock
purchase plan' Volpe, a shareholder services professional,
who for 12 years was with Equiserve and First Chicago
Trust Co., joined ChaseMellon Shareholder Services in
September 2000.In 1992,he and fellow members of the
Securities Transfer Association wrote two standard
plans —a bank - sponsored DSPP and a company -sponsored DSPP —both of which the SEC adopted as "preapproved models" at year -end in 1994.
Thereafter, "any company that follows the basic format
can enroll for a no- review filing with the Commission for
a company- sponsored plan, and it will be approved without legal review, case citings, studies, and an approval
process by the Commission staff," Volpe says. That cut
Securities & Exchange Commission approval time of a
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Sourc e: Charle s B. Carlson, DRIP Investor

company- sponsored DSPP to three or four months.
Another reason for the surge in DSPPs during the late
1990s was that 200 foreign companies with American
Depositary Receipts that trade on U.S. exchanges adopted bank - sponsored direct investment plans. It occurred
swiftly and easily: The Bank of New York Co., Citibank,
and J.P Morgan —the only three transfer agents who
administer ADRs in the U.S. — developed a standard
bank - sponsored DSPP plan for ADRs, according to
Carlson. "And they went to all their [ADR] clients and
said, `We have this plan, do you want to do it ?' And most
said sure.'

DRIPSBUILDBRANDEQUITY
The corporate official who typically manages financing
activities is the treasurer. He or she usually has a host of
capital sources and ways to manage them. Shares for a
DSPP can come from a new issue, from those held in
treasury, perhaps from a buyback, or through open market purchases. That makes the DSPP "a very flexible way
for a treasurer to raise equity," Volpe explains. Moreover,
the DSPP can be used to release shares held in a treasury
position back into the marketplace in a "very quiet,

unobtrusive way," he adds.
Many treasurers for whom funds raised through a
DSPP are but one source of capital use the plans as powerful marketing tools, turning their "affinity groups" of
constituents into shareowners, who then become fiercely
brand -loyal customers.
As consumers, individual shareowners are more likely
to buy products from companies whose stock they own.
Bain & Co. reported this year that, in fact, 83% of shareholders are more likely to do this. They'll spend 54%
more than nonshareholders, visit stores or websites 68%
more often, and are two to three times as likely to refer
friends to the company.
Carl T. Hagberg, who worked in the shareholder services business for 33 years (since he was 16) at the old
Manufacturers Hanover Corp., is now an investor relations consultant. He runs a website under his name and
writes a newsletter in which he reports the following:
♦ JC Penney stockholders spent 52% more money at
JC Penney stores than nonstockholders.
♦ Real Goods Trading Corp., a catalog merchandiser,
reports that its stockholders bought twice as much as
other buyers.
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"Aggregator" DRIP Websites are saying to
Corporate America: "Work With us ifyou merely
Want to broaden your shareholder base."
♦ Texaco, whose DSPP
is "one of the best -marketed and best performing," discovered an
"overwhelmingly positive correlation between
Texaco stock ownership
and a preference for
Texaco products."
"Even if your
company doesn't sell
consumer products,"
Hagberg advises, "sponsoring a direct investment plan will add franchise value, or `brand equity. "' He
estimates that brand value accounts for 5% or more of a
company's market capitalization.

NEWLEADING-EDGEDSPPS
Tricon Global Restaurants, which owns KFC, Pizza Hut,
and Taco Bell and operates more than 30,000 restaurants,
filed an S3 shelf registration with the SEC in September
2000 for a direct stock purchase plan called Yum Direct.
Tricon paid $67,000 for all expenses related to the registration of the plan, which is administered by Equiserve, a
transfer agent jointly owned by BankBoston Corp. and
State Street Corp. Equiserve is the largest administrator of
DRIPs and DSPPs.
According to the filing, investors can buy Tricon stock
with a minimum initial purchase of $250, $25 thereafter.
They can make automatic monthly investments in Tricon
from a checking or savings account up to $250,000 a year.
But there's no provision for shareholders to make a
"request for waiver " —in other words, ask the company's
permission to invest more than $250,000 a year.
To Richard Ainsberg of Bear, Stearns & Co., Tricon
apparently isn't interested in using the plan to raise
funds; it's essentially designed to increase Tricon's shareholder base and make restaurant patrons stockholders.
Ainsberg, a managing director in Bear Stearns' treasury
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department, advises
corporations on developing DSPPs. His plans,
which he calls "super DRIPs:' reputedly come
with leading -edge
features —such as the
option to potentially
raise $10 million to
$100 million a month,
he says.
"We are generally
involved in every super DRIP that's put in
place, primarily because of our background, our experience, and our knowledge of the product," he claims.
Recent Bear Stearns clients for whom Ainsberg helped
put together DSPPs are Equity Residential, Entergy Corp.,
Duke -Weeks Realty, Michaels Stores, Pride International,
Western Resources, Duke Energy, and Winstar Communications. "We always believe a company has a right to
know all there is to know about their financing alternatives," says Ainsberg. It's this approach that guides his liberal inclusion of features, which may or may not be
tapped but nonetheless are included in his clients' DSPPs.
While Ainsberg's integrity is above reproach, in truth,
Bear Stearns' expertise in direct stock plans did not
come only by representing corporations' best interests.
(See "Exploiting the DRIP Discount the Bear Stearns
Way :' p. 61.)

401(K)SBRING
INDIVIDUALSINTOTHEMARKET
Growth and increasing sophistication of direct stock
plans can be pegged largely to the decade -old corporate
shift to defined contribution 401(k) plans. The ironic
twist is that it may have created massive mutual fund
complexes — almighty institutions themselves. But it
began to make individual savers think like investors
again. And the pendulum began to swing back.

"It made us all our own money managers and gave
website that says, "Want to buy our stock? Click here."
everybody the confidence to go out on their own," CarlAnd it clicks over to Buyandhold.com. In so doing,
son says. Once many people got comfortable managing
Buyandhold is effectively disintermediating the traditionmoney through their 401(k), they wanted to own individal bank- sponsored DRIP program and the transfer agent
ual stocks. And "DRIPs have certainly benefited from
administering that plan, Carlson notes.
that," he adds.
"For three years, I've been preaching to transfer agents
So, too, have online discount brokerages, whose growth
that they have to get Web - enabled," Carl Hagberg says. He
full- service brokers long ignored —ultimately at their peril. Internet trading
and personal finance portals gathered
momentum in the late 1990s. Most all
of the big traditional Wall Street brokerages were forced to "stoop to conBear, Stearns & Co.'s investment bankers and treasury officials may
quer" the discounter. They've come out
bring integrity and financial creativity to the services they provide
with their own cut -rate Internet tradcorporations, but the genesis of the firm's involvement in direct ining accounts in place of—or in combivestment plans came at the expense of companies who discount
nation with —their pricey brokers.
their
shares to DRIP participants. It harks to at least 1980.
The latest twist on the DRIP concept
Back then, more companies than today who sponsor DRIPs feahas been the advent of Internet "aggretured a discount —as much as 5% —off the market price of their
gator" sites, sometimes called "synthetic" DRIPs. They're essentially Internet
stock to plan participants who reinvested their dividends in new
brokers that allow investors to consolishares —as a way to reward loyal shareholders.
date their existing DSPP or DRIP
Bear Stearns runs the world's largest securities lending operation
accounts and invest in select companies
out of its treasury office. Securities lending is used by arbitrageurs
that may or may not have their own
and short -sale speculators. Many exploit the discount feature of
company- sponsored plan. These new
DRIPs to turn a quick profit. Collectively, they hammer the DRIP
entrants, which began in the last year,
sponsor's stock price and, in essence, appropriate the discount
are outfits such as Buyandhold.com
from the company.
and Sharebuilder com.
Here's one way the dividend reinvestment arbitrage scheme
Aggregator portals are for companies
works. Prior to the dividend record date, arbitrageurs amass a large
who already have their own plan and
stake in the company's stock, while at the same time selling the
want more distribution or who don't
stock short. In a short sale, a speculator sells borrowed shares,
have a plan and just want one, not to
hoping their price will fall and that the borrowed shares can later be
raise capital or run affinity programs
repurchased at a lower price.
but simply to have a presence. The plan
When any dividend is paid, the shares fall by the dividend amount
sponsor pays nothing to be included
paid. So both the shares the arbitrageurs hold and those sold short
on Buyandhold.com; buyers pay the
fall by the value of the dividend. The arbs then use the shares purfees, Carlson says.
chased to replace those they borrowed. But they still owe the stock
"Companies like Buyandhold.com
lender a sum equal to the cash dividend payment. As DRIP particiare going directly to Corporate Ameripants, the arbitrageurs receive stock, not cash, as a dividend, which
ca and saying, `forget about these
they sell in the market. And since they acquired that stock at a dispaper -based systems of DRIP investing;
count. they earn an immediate profit equal to the discount.
if you don't want to use the plan to
According to a series of reports in The Wall Street Journal and
raise money and you merely want to
American Banker from 1990 to 1993, Bear, Stearns & Co. not only
use it to broaden your shareholder
base, work with us."'
developed discount reinvestment arbitrage but was "among the
Buyandhold characterizes its model
most aggressive and talented" at using it. The firm still is, if not for
as a "virtual" direct stock plan. The
its own book, then for stock - lending customers.
issuing company puts a button on its

Exploiting the DRIP Discount
the Bear Stearns Way
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advocates wholesale scrapping of any
paper -based shareholder administration
system. "It's stupid for people to send in
forms to get forms and then park them
behind the toaster, only to return them
months later. This is not the way the new
investor wants to be investing.'
Not so for ChaseMellon Shareholder
Services, according to Jim Volpe.
"ChaseMellon is very well positioned
from a technology perspective. They've
made some intelligent investment decisions in their technologies, and that
was part of my personal decision in coming [here]," he
says. "The Internet technology we have is probably
leading edge and head and shoulders above those I
would consider my competition." It's not only for
DSPPs. Rather, ChaseMellon's systems are designed for
"the general shareholder base of the clients who hire
us ... basically an investor service provided the way
investors want it, not the way I —as a treasurer — should
force them to receive it.'

NEWWAVEOFOSPPSLOOMING?
But the growth of DSPPs has recently slowed, from five to
10 new plans a month to about two, according to Carlson. "If you look and see who's adopted these plans, a lot
of companies with a close affinity with the consumer—
the restaurants, soft drinks, oils, utilities, communications, telephones, retailers —have already done it. And
that's been a big driver of these plans," Carlson observes.
But that doesn't mean the legacy of direct investing
will continue to slide. Carlson predicts the next group of
DSPP adopters will be Internet companies.
In May 2000, Yahoo! Inc. became the first major Internet
company to introduce a DSPP. As originally designed,
Yahoo! Stockdirect was accessed electronically through
Yahoo's investor relations site. It was set up and run by an
aggregator portal called Stockpower Inc. whose business
model had issuers pay it an annual fee based on the number of investors who bought shares. But last month, Stock power, which had Home Depot, K -Mart, Radio Shack, and
BPAmoco also as clients, suddenly went out of business.
But Yahoo! Stockdirect continues. Investors are routed
to the transfer agent, Equiserve. Like 75 % of DSPPs
today, Yahoo's plan comes with a bevy of fees. That's
because finance managers are asking, "What are the costs?
And how can I defray those costs ?," Carlson observes.
Direct stock purchase plans typically have more features
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than dividend reinvestment plans. At
one time companies absorbed the costs
of their DRIP. But transfer agents charge
more for extra features. And companies
offering these robust plans want to pass
on some of those costs.
Yahoo's plan is typical— perhaps
cheaper than many DSPPs today. Under
Yahoo! Stockdirect, existing shareholders
pay $5 to join. Purchases cost $2 per
transaction plus 54 a share. The automated monthly purchase program costs
$2 a month. Selling Yahoo shares costs
about $10 plus 12¢ a share. The company says that all fees
go to the transfer agent.
With an annual maximum investment of $150,000 and
no "request for waiver" in the prospectus, Yahoo isn't
using the plan to raise capital; it wants people to visit its
website and buy products from companies with whom it
has joint marketing agreements.

THESHAPEOFTHINGSTOCOME
Carlson believes Yahoo's DSPP is the shape of things to
come. "Yahoo will jump -start activity and interest from
Internet companies that are really consumer - oriented
companies, whether it's portals or Internet retailers. And
they make sense for structural reasons: These are people
you can touch via electronic mail; they're a natural for
offering their stock directly online.'
Volpe also anticipates a rebound in new DSPPs —but
for different reasons. He thinks it will come because of
the shorter settlement cycle of securities transactions to
trade date plus one day(T +1)beginning next year, plus
the continued shift to "book- entry" of stock trades. In
other words, the transfer agent transfers ownership of
stock through bookkeeping entries rather than exchanging paper stock certificates.
Faster and more automated transaction processing and
recordkeeping will make the DSPP easy to add on. Companies will come to see it as just another component of a
platform of shareholder services if recordkeepers use the
Internet "intelligently, minimize cost, and increase availability to investors worldwide," Volpe says.
In the last 10 years, certainly over the last five as the
electronic economy changed many people's lives, a full
democratization of Wall Street has dawned. Today, 40.5%
of U.S. households own individual stocks or mutual
funds, Forrester Research reports.
Once again, the sun shines on the individual investor. ■
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It's time to think more strategically
about capturing innovation
across your organization.

Developing Business Process Patentsand IntellectualProperty
BY N E I L F. C AR L S O N

IN THE ANNALS OFCORPORATE ASSET MANAGEMENT, a 1998 ruling bythe U.S.
Federal Circuit Court of Appeals in the case of State Street Bank & Trust
Co. v. Signature Financial Group, Inc. may well be regarded in the same
way historians view Columbus's 1492 voyage —as the event that overturned conventional wisdom and flung open the door to a new world. By
disproving the notion of a flat Earth, Columbus ushered in the Age of
Reason and signaled Europe's assent as a global power. In the same way,
by overturning a previously unassailable principle of U.S. patent law —
that business methods were exempt from patent protection —State Street
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ushered in a new era of intellectual asset management. In a strongly
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worded ruling, the Court laid to rest what it called "an ill- conceived
exemption"
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From then on, anything from software applications to
accounting procedures to corporate structures could be
patented if the applicant could meet the statutory
requirement that the method was new, useful, and
nonobvious. Although the case's economic benefits aren't
immediately evident, for companies willing to navigate
this uncharted territory of the New Economy, business
method patents and related intellectual assets could prove
far more valuable than anything ever imagined by Ferdi-

business methods embedded in it were eligible subject
matter so long as they produced a concrete, tangible, and
useful result. Subsequent cases have solidified the principle that, at least for now, there's no exception for business
processes. "You could patent a new way of distributing a
product, a new way of marketing, a new way of providing
financial advice, a new way to structure a business;' says
Sartori, ticking off a list of eligible patents.

nand and Isabelle.
First, some case history. State Street hinged on the
questionable validity of Signature Financial Group's
patent on a "hub and spoke" method of mutual fund

PATENTENFORCEMENTANDTHEFLOODOF
LITIGATION
Fueled by several high - profile patent infringement cases —
including Amazon.com's suit against Barnes & Noble for
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According to one school of thought,State Street will create
gold -rush mentality toward patents and litigation in which
companies will be suing and countersuing while gobbling up
patents on anything and everything.

it i I+ti41** tl i i

accounting. The patent consisted of two parts. The first
was a financial structure that allowed shareholders the tax
benefits of a partnership while offering them a mutual
fund's economies of scale. The second was a software
application that calculated returns.
But according to Michael Sartori, an attorney with the
firm Venable, Baetjer and Howard, the precedent actually
dates back to a 1908 case involving a system of restaurant
bookkeeping. In that case, the Court ruled that the
accounting method was based on an abstract idea —a
mathematical algorithm —which couldn't be patented.
But times changed in the intervening 90 years, and so
did technology. Software —which is essentially a series of
mathematical algorithms— became a central feature of
modern business. Beginning a few years ago, the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) started issuing
patents on business methods, thus putting the question of
those patents' validity in the hands of the Court. When
State Street Bank sued Signature Financial Group, the
plaintiff argued that Signature's patent on its "hub and
spoke" accounting method was invalid because it was an
abstract idea brought to life through software. But the
Court's decision affirmed that both the software and the
66
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infringing on its one -click checkout method and a similar
suit by Priceline.com against Microsoft subsidiary Expedia Travel —there has been much hand - wringing about
the stormy seas created by business method patents.
According to one school of thought, State Street will create gold -rush mentality toward patents and litigation in
which companies will be suing and countersuing while
gobbling up patents on anything and everything. The
other school of thought sees calmer waters, contending
that companies will refrain from patent litigation
madness and focus instead on licensing and strategic
enforcement.
"The real key is not patent enforcement," says George
Roberts, corporate council to NetKey, Inc., a Connecticut -based technology company that designs, builds, and
operates Web -based kiosks for trade shows and conventions. "It's price, quality, and customer service.' Litigation, Roberts notes, is a "cash intensive" business, and
cases can draw out for years throughout trial and appeal,
draining precious resources away from core business and
operations. For many companies, particularly small companies with limited resources, litigation is the strategy of
last resort. "We've seen the value of our patents, and we'd

like to enhance the value of that
for shareholders and for
investors," Roberts explains.
Before Congress ended its regular session this year, Reps. Howard L. Berman
"We've decided to pursue a
(D.- Calif.) and Rick Boucher (D. -Va.) introduced a bill to limit the number of
strategic enforcement program
patents issued on business methods. Their proposal states that if an inventhat selectively uses litigation, as
well as letter - writing campaigns,
tion merely adds the use of a computer to an established business practice it
to get competitors of our techwon't be patentable. The bill, which is intended to stimulate the dialogue on
nology to either cease and desist
business method patents, also includes a couple of other points. It requires
or pay license fees:"
the Patent and Trademark Office to publish a list of business method patents
Enforcement and licensing are
18 months after filing —even if they haven't been granted yet —and to provide
just parts of an overall business
strategy. "Everybody is looking
an alternative to lawsuits for opponents of awarded patents.
for a source of competitive
The bill leaves much for debate. Does computer use include hardware, soft advantage to keep margins big so
ware, or the Internet? In previous cases, the public has railed against publish they don't have to compete on
ing patents before they are awarded. Will this bill produce a different result?
cost or commodity," says Eric
Finally, is the bill just the beginning of something bigger? Some people specu
King, a patent clerk with the law
late that the legislation may disappear when Congress reconvenes, but the
firm of Lyon Lyon. "If you are
able to get a patent on a business
importance of the topic and the bill sponsors' seats on the House Judiciary
method, that is a powerful way
subcommittee on courts and intellectual property guarantee that business to keep margins up and commethod patents won't be forgotten.
petitors at bay." There are significant downsides as well:
Aggressive litigation is a lightening rod for bad PR.
opened the floodgates to business method patents," says
And in the Internet Age, if a license fee poses too high a
Terri Flynn, an intellectual property lawyer with the firm
barrier, competitors will find another industry standard.
Reinhart, Boemer, Van Deuren, Norris, and Rieselbach,
Still, the earliest business method infringement cases have
noting that responses to software patents can take up to
yet to make their way through the courts, which means
two years. And what if business process patent applicathat the jury is quite literally still out on the question of
tions continue to double every year from here on out?
their eventual impact.
Just to be safe, at the end of July the Patent CommissionThen there's the issue of the Patent and Trademark
er held a business roundtable to help calm the stormy
Office's ability to keep up with the pace of innovation in
seas and to determine the best way to deal with Class 705
the Internet Age. Given the importance of patents and
applications.
other forms of intellectual property to the high -tech
economy, many observers believe that the PTO will be
PATENTSTRATEGY
overwhelmed with new applications in the wake of State
While much of the buzz surrounding business method
Street. But according to Brigid Quinn, deputy director of
patents has come from high -tech companies, State Street
public affairs at the PTO, there has been only a moderate
will eventually force everyone to rethink strategy for
uptick in the number of patents filed for Class 705s, or
managing patents and other forms of intellectual propercomputer - implemented business method patents. In FY
ty. "Even for brick - and - mortar companies, [State Street]
1998, there were 1,300 applications and around 2,700 in
will afford the opportunity to patent business methods
FY 1999. While a 100% increase over a single year may
and processes that they wouldn't have been able to do
seem like a lot, Quinn notes that it's a relatively small
before," Flynn says. One of Flynn's clients, a healthcare
number in the context of the 290,000 applications
company, has filed for patents on its processes for hanprocessed by the PTO in FY 1999. "The sky is not falling,"
dling Medicare reimbursement forms. Seizing opportunishe emphasizes.
ties like these means that all companies, regardless of size
Even if the sky isn't falling, something has changed —
or industry, begin thinking more strategically about capand on this point most everyone agrees."State Street
turing innovation across the organization.
&

Congress Looks at Business Method Patents
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Unless companies develop a culture of innovation and
make patent development a part of their business strategy, potentially valuable processes and innovations will
continue to pass under the radar screen. First and foremost, says Lyon & Lyon's King, "Companies need to
revamp their mind -set. Folks are used to looking at
patents as something that comes out of the R &D labs."
But now valuable patents can develop anywhere, and the
companies that succeed will be the companies that develop tools and processes for capturing, developing, and
patenting their key business methods.
At most software companies —which have been the
leading innovators in business method patents — patent
development is a part of the culture. For companies that
may be lagging on the development curve, the dot -com
crowd may offer some valuable lessons. "It's really a procedural issue," says NetKey's Richards, explaining his
company's patent development process. When someone
develops a potentially patentable product or service, the
developer writes a summary and a -mails it to Richards,
who oversees patent development. Next, a patent review
committee looks over the summaries and decides which
ideas are worth pursuing. Such vetting processes,
Richards notes, are crucial. Not that every idea is worthy
of the $10,000 investment the average patent requires, but
it's better safe than sorry.
The other part of patent development is making sure
that ideas don't walk out the door or get disclosed publicly, thus invalidating a potential patent. Every employee
should be asked to sign a nondisclosure form stipulating
that he or she will not publicly discuss the company's
intellectual property, including new technologies and
business processes. All contracts for outside contractors
and consultants should contain "work for hire" and
"assignment of invention" provisions, which give the hiring company rights to all technology and ideas developed
while under contract. Without such provisions, an outside party could register as a coinventor and have rights
to sell, distribute, and license any technology or methods
developed while under contract.
On top of these precautions, companies also need to
get indemnity from contractors and consultants. In hiring
a consultant, for example, "It will be important to ask
whether or not that consulting firm is using another
firm's patented process," says Alfred M. King, chairman of
Valuation Research Corporation. But while an indemnity
clause may offer financial cover should a consultant be
sued for patent infringement, the plaintiffs could also
serve the defendants' clients with a cease - and - desist order
68
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on the infringed patent. So tread carefully. If that
infringed patent is a supply chain or a financial structure,
a cease - and - desist order could be devastating.

BURIEDTREASURE-PATENTSASINTELLECTUAL
ASSETS
Beyond the mechanics of patent enforcement, companies
need to view patents as nontraditional financial assets.
According to Barry Libert, a partner with Arthur Andersen and author of Cracking the Value Code,patents and
other forms of intellectual property embody a hugely
undervalued asset base. "The majority of value being created in today's economy is through the strategic application of finance to intangible assets — brands, licenses,
patents, information technology," Libert says. According
to his research, $100 invested in assets like software and
intellectual property back in 1972 would be worth
$33,000 today. The same $100 invested in securities
would be worth $1,200, and if invested in physical assets,
it would only be worth $400.
The implications of nontraditional assets are staggering. By Libert's estimates, 73% of a company's value
derives from capital allocation: "Which assets am I going
to invest in, and when am I going to invest in them ?"
Trouble is, most companies haven't yet developed the
strategies and tools necessary to evaluate and invest
strategically in intangible assets. How much is a brand
worth? How much does it cost to develop and keep each
and every customer? What does each employee cost?
What is the value of the company's suppliers? "You've got
to be able to do three things," Libert says. "Count it,
measure it, and report it. If you don't have those three
capabilities, you're probably guessing."
To complicate matters, patenting is just one tool for
investing in intellectual assets. "Patents aren't for everyone," says John Dragseth, an attorney with Fish &
Richardson, noting that trade secrets are often a better
route. A patent lasts only 20 years from the application
date, and after that all bets are off — anyone can copy the
patented material. Trade secrets, on the other hand, last as
long as they are kept secret. And that can be even more
valuable, Dragseth notes. Just ask Coca -Cola, for example,
whose secret formula has remained under wraps since the
company was founded. Add to that the value of Coke's
brand and its loyal customer base, and you begin to
explore a new world of corporate assets. ■
Neil Carlson is a Washington, D.C. -based writer. You can
reach him at chitota@prodianet or (202) 882 -2156.
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borrowing from your

401(k) plan
can be hazardous to
your wealth
BY MILTON ZALL

If you find yourself in a situation where you're contemplating dipping into
your 401(k) account or borrowing from a bank or other source, take a close
look at all your options. You need to protect your financial future.

Take this step only as a last resort so you
can protect your retirement investments.

About 9 0 % of employers now let employees borrow from their 401(k) plans, up
from 67% in 1991,according to Hewitt

Associates, an employee benefits consulting firm based in Lincolnshire, Ill.
Some plans may even let you have more than one loan outstanding. And
according to David Wray, president of the Profit Sharing /401(k) Council of
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America, about a third of all 401(k) participants borrow from their plan. The
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average loan is nearly $6,000, up from $4,400 in 1992.
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If you're older than age 591h, become disabled, get
divorced, or die, money can be removed from your
401(k) plan without anyone paying the 10% penalty for
early withdrawals. But what if you're younger and have a
pressing need for immediate funds? The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) allows two other methods for removing
money from your 401(k) plan account before you retire:
1) a qualified hardship withdrawal and 2) a loan.

QUALIFIEDHARDSHIPWITHDRAWALS
In general, the IRS lets you take a qualified hardship
withdrawal from a 401(k) plan if you use the funds to:
• Pay higher education costs for yourself, your spouse,
or any of your dependents.
• Purchase your principal place of residence.
• Pay uninsured medical costs incurred by you, your
spouse, or a dependent.
• Make payments to avoid being evicted from your
principal place of residence
or to avoid foreclosure
on the mortgage for that
residence.
You can withdraw amounts
necessary to pay any income
11 y
taxes or penalties you reason
ably anticipate to result from
the withdrawal. A qualified
hardship withdrawal generally
doesn't eliminate the 10%
penalty for early withdrawals.
And because you are permanently removing money from
your 401(k) plan, you must
pay income taxes on the withdrawn funds. In addition,
you won't be allowed to make elective contributions into
your 401(k) plan for the 12 -month period following the

is borrowing from your 401(k) account.
Nonetheless, when you need a loan, borrowing from
your 401(k) plan should be your last resort, not your
first. Loans from your 401(k) plan defeat the purpose of
the plan, which is to save for retirement. It's tempting to
borrow from your 401(k) plan —the money's there, and
it's your own money you're borrowing. In addition, the
interest and principal you pay on your loan goes back
into your account. So what's wrong?
Here are the pros and cons of borrowing from your
401(k).

Advantagesofborrowingfromyour401(k)
1. Cash is readily available.
2. There's no credit check since you're borrowing your own money
from your own account. So,

if you're overextended in other
areas, that won't prevent you from getting a loan.
3. You can make plans knowing that you'll get the loan. Most
401(k) plans are quite flexible
and let you borrow money
for any reason. Depending on
the requirements of your
plan, you could even have a
check in about a week. Ask
your employer for a list of
your plan's rules since some
plans have more stringent
restrictions.

Wh e n y 0 u n e e d a
loan, I 0 crowing
- frol
from OR r 401(k)
plan s h o u l d b e
your last resort
not your 1 ir st .

hardship distribution.

BORROWINGFROMYOUR401(K)PLAN
Before you consider taking a loan from your 401(k) plan
account, you should carefully review your financial situation. The first thing to do is ask yourself whether the loan
will be used in a prudent manner. For instance, purchasing a second home or launching a small business may be
a good reason to borrow from your 401(k) plan, especially if you have no other source of funds. Similarly, if you
have a lot of debt and can't get a low -rate loan or have a
financial emergency that can't be handled any other way,
then, of course, one of your options for obtaining money
72
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4. There's a low interest rate. You

pay the rate set by the plan,
which is usually a couple of
percentage points above the
prime rate, usually less than
you would be charged for a personal loan from your
bank. Since your interest payments go back into your
401(k) account, it looks like a good deal— earning a few
points above the prime rate.
5. And you can't beat the convenience. Getting a loan is usually as easy as calling your plan's 800 number, though
some can require a bit of paperwork on your part.

Disadvantagesofborrowingfromyour401(k)
1. You're losing interest income. The

net effect of borrowing
from your 401(k) plan is that you will have less money to
invest and on which to earn interest. The money you borrow from your retirement plan no longer appreciates in
value from interest, dividends, and /or capital gains in
conjunction with the rest of your investment portfolio.
And the money you've borrowed is no longer invested

401(k) Contribution Loans
Many 401(k) plans offer generous

ample, a mortgage or credit card

company matching provisions for

loan requires monthly payments

employee contributions, yet up to

from the borrower. A 401(k) Contri-

20% of workers don't take advan-

bution Loan delays all repayment

tage of this benefit. A recent study

until the borrower has the neces-

found that employees lose $5 bil-

sary financial resources available

lion annually in employer matching

(the 401(k) assets).

contributions because they don't
contribute to their 401(k) plans. Al-

L O AN C O L L A T E R A L

lowing these employees to borrow

Many variations of the 401(k) Con-

in order to fund their unused and

tribution Loan exist. The most im-

underutilized 401(k) benefits pro-

portant consideration is whether or

vides both the employee and the

tion. The 401(k) assets are then

not the loan is secured (the 401(k)

lending financial institution with

used to repay the loan as well as

assets act as collateral in case of

high returns due to employer

any taxes and early - withdrawal

default). The preferred type of

matching contributions. Matching

penalties. The employee retains

401(k) Contribution Loan is an un-

contributions can produce immedi-

the balance of the 401(k) employ-

secured loan, which offers several

ate guaranteed returns of up to

er matching contributions.

benefits. The most important is the

100% for vested employees.
A financial product known as a

avoidance of legal issues since the
LOAN ST RUCT URE

unsecured loan is linked to 401(k)

401(k) Contribution Loan has been

To fund a 401(k), an employee re-

plans in name only. The Depart-

developed to increase 401(k) con-

quires a periodic payment to the

ment of Labor and other govern-

tribution rates and allow workers

plan, which is expressed as a per-

ment agencies regulate the use of

access to their idle employer

centage of his /her salary. This pay-

401(k) assets as collateral for a

matching contributions. The 401(k)

ment into the 401(k) plan is typi-

loan, and they must approve
401(k) loans. An unsecured 401(k)

Contribution Loan is a market -

cally deducted from the employee's

based solution to one of the most

paycheck. These periodic payments

Contribution Loan doesn't require

problematic pension issues and is

into the 401(k) plan continue until

employer approval because it's an

offered by a number of lenders.

the employee terminates employ-

arrangement between the lender

With a 401(k) Contribution

ment or elects withdrawal. At that

and the employee borrower. In

Loan, the employee borrower re-

time, the typical employee takes a

practice, this type of 401(k) Contri-

ceives periodic payments from a

lump -sum distribution and rolls the

bution Loan provides an unsecured
line of credit, which is designed to

lender to replenish the salary re-

401(k) assets into an Individual

duction that comes with participat-

Retirement Account (IRA) for porta-

allow an employee to participate in

ing in his or her 401(k) plan. No

bility and control. Ordinary con-

a 401(k) plan. The periodic

repayment of the loan is required

sumer loan products aren't suited

payments are made directly to the

until the borrower's employment

to funding a pension because they

employee borrower, who uses the

terminates, at which time he or

require immediate periodic pay-

money to fund his or her 401(k)

she elects a lump -sum distribu-

ments to service the loan. For ex-

plan.

and earning money for you. Say you borrow money from

when the stock market is in decline and having some of

your 401(k) at 9 .7 5 % interest, but the money had been

your money uninvested is a positive development.

earning 1 5 % in a stock fund. That 15% is the real cost of
your loan. And you also lose all future compounding on

2. Your repayments aren't tax sheltered. Whether you repay
the 401(k) loan out of your salary or from a bank

the lost earnings. Of course, you might run into a period

account, those payments are made with after -tax dollars
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So, if your monthly interest payment is $600, and you're
in the 28% tax bracket, you'll have to make $832 in gross
earnings to make the $600 payment.
3. Most plans have a five -year window for repaying loans. If you
leave your company (even if it's their decision, not yours),
most plans require you to repay the outstanding balance
within 30 to 90 days. If you can't repay the money, your
loan is considered to be in default, and the outstanding
balance is treated as a taxable withdrawal. You then owe
income taxes on the outstanding balance, and if you are
under age 591/2, you also owe an early withdrawal penalty
of 10 %. This type of development —which happens frequently —often forces individuals to cash in more of their
plan assets to make these payments, and that amount is
also subject to taxes and a possible penalty.
4. It alters your perspective toward retirement saving. Your
retirement money should sit untouched until you retire.
It's too easy to get in the habit of dipping into your 401(k)
instead of saving for things you need along the way.
S. Some plans may charge fees when you borrow from your
account.
6. And what if things are tight, and you're only able to make the

The CCM credential is widely regarded
finance and treasury professionals as one of th

mandatory loan payments and have to forego arry new contributions until you pay off the loan? In that event, borrowing
from your 401(k) plan could leave you with less in your
account at retirement than anticipated, and it could
diminish the account considerably if you lose your job.

THEBOTTOMLINE
Don't think of your 401(k) as a source of emergency
funds. If you must borrow from your 401(k), keep the
loan as small as you can, and keep it short. Repay it
quickly. If you need money, it's better to take out a home equity loan if you're a homeowner. In most cases you can
deduct the interest from your taxes.
Another option is to use money that's currently sitting
in a low- interest rate savings account or money market
fund. Consider borrowing from your 401(k) plan only if
you're left without any other choice. ■
Milton Zall is a freelance writer who specializes in taxes,
investments, and HRIbusiness issues. He is a Certified Internal Auditor and a Registered Investment Advisor. You can
reach him at miltzall@starpower.net.
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"Let's meet." Those two words can make peoPle cringeg because
they realize there's a good chance they could end up wasting valuable time.
That's especially critical these days when most workers find themselves overburdened with responsibilities and with little time to carry out their related duties.
We all know that time is money and, of course, want to spend our time well.
One of the most widely used measures in business is ROI— return on investment. So if time is money, why don't we measure our return on investment of
time spent in meetings? The results could be eye- opening.
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Consider how much money is wasted
C,
u
if just three employees— earning
$30,000, $50,000, and $100,000,
respectively— attend an unproductive
meeting for one hour each week for a
year. In this single scenario, the company loses $4,687.48 annually. Now
think about how many employees
painstakingly sit through needless meetings
wondering why they are even there and worrying
about how much work they have waiting for them at
their desks. The stakes are high.
As with any other business problem, we need to get to
the root cause of the problem if we want to solve it. The
cause of an unproductive meeting is often one or more of
the following reasons: no clear purpose, no agenda, no
ground rules, and no guidelines. Let's take a look at what
you can do before, during, and after a meeting to ensure
its success.

WHYMEET?
To help ensure a successful meeting, you need to have a
crystal -clear reason to meet. After all, if the meeting has
no clear purpose, then why is it being called? Moreover,
do you really need to have the weekly meeting even if
there's nothing new to discuss? Probably not.
If you have a reason to meet, communicate its purpose
clearly. I once attended a meeting that was supposed to
run from 8:30 a.m. until 10:30 a.m. and actually didn't
end until 2:30 that afternoon. It wasn't a meeting —it was
actually a working session. That's one of the problems—
people don't communicate the reason they're calling a
"meeting." We should name the sessions what they really
are. Call it a working session. Call it a brainstorming ses-

sion. Call it a decision - making session.
lust be clear about why the group
needs to get together.
Then draft an agenda, which is a
roadmap to a successful meeting, and
distribute it to the attendees before the
meeting. Yes, before the meeting. No
meeting should be held without first issuing an agenda. Taking this step prepares
attendees to actively participate and keeps the
meeting on track. Ideally, attendees should have some say
as to what will be included on the agenda.
Once your attendees arrive, you should share ground
rules for appropriate meeting conduct to keep the meeting manageable and amicable. All attendees should
review and approve these ground rules because, after all,
everyone has to abide by them.
Here are a few suggestions:
♦ No sidebar conversations.
• No name calling.
• Stick to the agenda.
• No one leaves to make phone calls.
• Everyone gets a chance to speak.
• Respect each other's opinion.
In addition to ground rules, set guidelines, such as the
following:
• Everyone comes prepared.
• Meetings start and end on time.
• No meetings begin after 6 p.m.
Minutes are distributed within two days of the
meeting.

HOWTOGETBACKONTRACK
lust in case you've done everything right and your meet-

To drive home the cost of unproductive meetings, consider this chart.
Salary

Time

Hourly Cost

Time Lost

Cost

.......................................................................................... ...............................
$30,000
1 hour
$15.62
1 hour each week for 50 weeks
$ 781.25

.......................................................................................... ...............................
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$50,000

1 hour

$26.04

1 hour each week for 50 weeks

$1,302.08

$100,000

1 hour

$52.08

1 hour each week for 50 weeks

$2,604.15
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R A I L
When you're preparing for a meeting, remember the acronym RAIL,

you have any thoughts on this? I'd really
like to hear Mary's opinion.'

AFTERTHEMEETING

It's important to take three steps after the
meeting: Do a recap, issue a summary of
Reason: First, determine if you really need to meet or if the inforthe meeting, and issue the minutes.
mation can be shared or obtained in another way. There should be a
First, the recap. Just before the meetclear purpose for the meeting.
ing ends and as a last agenda item, you
Attendees: It's important to invite those pe
should do a meeting recap. It's
ple who can contribute and who are authorizec
important to determine what
worked well and, more importo make decisions. If the decision makers
tant, what didn't, so that you
are unavailable, it's better to postpone a
1
can improve future meetmeeting and wait until they can attend. It's
ings. Ask attendees what
a waste of time to meet and not accomworked well and what could
plish anything because the final decision
be improved. Ask questions
maker isn't there.
like: Did we start on time? Did
Information: Having the right information at
everyone get a chance to speak?
Did
we block any ideas? Were there
the right time can keep a meeting rolling. Consider
sidebar conversations? Did we stick to the
what information can be shared and what's confidential.
agenda?
Then provide the information before the meeting so participants can
Second, the summary. This document
review it. Be sure you have necessary data or reports available at
reminds everyone of the decisions made
the meeting. It's frustrating for attendees when an agenda item can't
and who owns certain tasks. Without a
be completed because, say, the month -end figures aren't ready yet
summary, attendees can come away with
Logistics: Where's the appropriate location for the meeting? What
different opinions of what was decided
and who'll be held accountable.
kind of room setup will you need? In order to have a productive
Third, the minutes. This document covmeeting, you need to plan for items such as audiovisual or computer
ers
the meeting content and decisions and
equipment as well as flip charts.
acts as a historical record. Attendees
should take turns taking the minutes so
the burden doesn't always fall on one pering still gets derailed, here are some helpful tips:
son who's the victim of the "But -you- have - the - nicest♦ If there are sidebar conversations occurring, you can
handwriting!" trap.
ask the group for their cooperation by allowing only one
If you don't change what you're doing wrong, you're
conversation at a time. You could also say something like,
doomed to sit through many more unproductive meet"Peter has the floor now, but everyone will get a chance
ings. Meetings can be time well spent or time with no
to speak." If someone dominates the conversation, you
return on investment. You wouldn't normally throw
can ask, "James, we only have five minutes left, so can you
money away, so why do it through unproductive meetplease summarize your key points ?"
ings? The choice is yours. ■
♦ If there's a negative reaction to what's being presented,
ask the group to share their concerns or feelings.
Kathleen McGlory is the associate director offinance trans♦ If the conversation starts to go off on a tangent, bring
formation at Hoffmann- LaRoche Inc. Her department
the group back to the agenda by stating, "Can you help
focuses on training and development for the finance divime understand how this connects with our topic? It
sion. McGlory has worked at Roche for 34 years and has
seems that we've shifted to another issue.'
held a variety ofpositions throughout the finance division.
♦ If an attendee isn't speaking up, ask the person quesYou can reach her at(973) 235 -4756 or
tions like: "How does this affect your department? Do
kathleen.mW_Iory@roche.com.
which stands for Reason, Attendees. Information, and Logistics.
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of

rules.

If

the transactions themselves were
coded with XM L and integrated
seamlessly into XBRL, the accuracy,
integrity and timeliness

of

the infor-

mation would improve.
0 XBRL tools now being developed are expected to hit the market
over the next six months. XBRLSolutions, Inc., this month released
several tools aimed at simplifying
the process of creating XBRL documents. Included in the release is an
instance document checker and a
taxonomy generator. The combina-

of these tools creates the possibility of individuals or small comtion

panies creating their own XBRL-.
compliant documents with little
need for programming XM L.

Go to

www.xbrlSOlutioriS.COm for further
information.

Neal Hannon has been writing and
giving seminars about the Internet
since 1996. He developed IMA's In ternet Essentials for Financial Pro-

which has been delivered
times throughout the U.S. He is a
member of the IMA's Information
Technology Committee. Hannon has
written a book, The Business of the
Internet, as well as numerous articles for business magazines. He
joined the XBRL.org steering committee in July 2000 and in August
was named IMA's voting representative. In September, he was appointed
cochair of XBRL.org's education
committee.
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Wireless
Everything
The i550plusT' from
Motorola, Inc. is described
as a multi- service digital
wireless handset. The
Internet -ready device integrates digital cell phone,
two -way radio, and
alphanumeric pager with
an Internet micro browser,
two -way e-mail, and fax
capability. The i550plus
handset can also serve as a
wireless modem when it is
connected to a notebook
computer or personal digital assistant. Using an
DEN packet data connection, a user can access corporate e-mail, perform file
transfers, and access Internet and intranet sites. The
handset features call waiting, automatic redial, multiple call forwarding, speed
dial, Quickstorel' number
storage, extended battery
life, keypad lock, backlight
timer, speaker phone, last
10 numbers sent/received,

Motorola iSSOPlusTM
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a missed call indicator,
and plus dialing for faster
access for international
calls. Circle No. 50

Security You
Wear
It's called proximity-based
authentication. What it
means is you can lock
your computer without
turning it off. Ensure
Tedmologies— XyLoc
wireless security system
consists of a lock that
plugs into the computer's
serial port, USB port, or
keyboard and a key that
you wear. The lock is a
transceiver that recognizes
the encryption code in
your key, identifying you
as the authorized user of
that computer. The active
zone can be set from one
to 50 feet from the lock.
The two -way encryption
can be set on stand -alone
client software, or the
XyLoc Enterprise Suite
can be used to manage the
system with browser based management software. Unlike firewall
protection, the XyLoc system protects intellectual
and physical computing
assets from within the
organization where security breaches are actually
more likely to occur. As an
active member of the
Bluetooth Special Interest
Group, Ensure plans to
support the global specification for short -range
wireless connection to all
devices — including
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ual is small, and
the commands
and interface are
easy to learn.
The range of
tools is amazing
for its price
XyLoc
(under $40). All
Wea ra bl e Co m pu te r Lo ck
the automatic
controls for contrast, sharpness, redeye,
phones and appliances —
that use the Bluetooth
image size, and so on are
specification in the future.
there, along with the
Circle No. 51
filters and layers controls
that you find in sophistiwww.ensuretech.com
cated image management
Need Art?
programs. Layers let you
The problem with Adobes
build images that are
Photoshops isn't that it
composites of many
images, backgrounds, and
isn't good. It's the best —
but it's expensive and has
text —each controlled sepa learning curve that
arately. You can move,
resembles a boomerang.
size, and shape the text
without touching layers
The problem with the
under or over it. The final
minimalist programs like
art can be printed, added
Microsoft's Picture Its is
that they have very few
to audiovisual presentations, or exported to the
tools. So where do you
Web. Media Browser, a
turn when you need art
for a brochure, report, or
companion product, gives
a few extra pages on the
you the next layer of manwebsite and would rather
agement of your images
for albums, electronic
not farm the work out?
postcards, slide shows, and
ArcSoft's Photo Studio
2000' is a great middle multimedia presentations.
Circle No. 52
range product. The manwww.aresoft.com

Programs and
PDAs That Read

ArcSoft's Photo
Studio 2000 1"

Seiko Instruments' Smart Pad—looks like another
zippered portfolio for
your Palm, business card,
and a few pens. What's
different is that anything
you write or draw on the
notepad is sent to the

MaybeWeGotItRightthe
FirstTime I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
■ COMPUTERS WRITE TO DISKS — three - and- a- halfs,
hard disks, super and

zi ps '

disks. Humans? We prefer

to write on paper. It seems we always have and probably will continue to do so.
Seiko SmartPadTM"

Actually, it hasn't been always —we've only had this
preference since 4000BC —but handwriting continues

Palm organizer by way of
its infrared port. You can
store the notes on the
Palm, send them to a
desktop application the
next time you hot -sync to
your PC, or e-mail them
directly from the Palm.
The 5" x 8" notepad is
ordinary paper —it's the
pen that transmits the
images. It has a AAAA
battery, and the cap has a
stylus that you can use on
the organizer screen if you
want to shift from the
paper pad to plastic.
Along with its own PC
application, SmartPad has
four Palm applications to
share data with Palm's
Address, Date Book,
Memo Pad, and To Do
list. Circle No. 53
www.seikosmart.com

ware development kits,
the Parascript products
can recognize cursive
handwriting, hand print,
and machine print. High
accuracy and read rates
are created through context sensitivity, data cross validation, and
whole -word recognition.
Banking applications for
CheckPlus include proof
of deposit, remittance
processing, lock box, ATM
check cashing, and data
capture without rekeying.
AddressScript provides
mail sorting help and
FieldScript reads fields for
any type of forms with
unlimited application in
financial, healthcare,
insurance, and government venues. Circle No. 54
www.parascril2t.com

to be an enduring technology. In fact, we don't even
call what we do with computer keyboards and mice
writing— that's called entering or inputting. Humans
write with pens, pencils, brushes, and paper, period.
Assuming that the pen- and -ink mode of expression
is here to stay, perhaps it's time to teach our computers to read what we write. But are they smart enough
to learn, and are we smart enough to dump the
QWERTY contortions that were designed for a virtually
dead technology, the typewriter?
Computers may achieve almost intergalactic speeds
handling numbers, but experts have been trying for
decades to teach them to understand speech and,
more recently, to read our writing. In these areas, the
most powerful machines have proven to be reluctant
learners with serious learning disabilities.
A First Step
One of the more interesting escapes from the keyboard
gulag has been on the Palm /Handspring devices. These
PDAs essentially are notepads tied to Motorola processors. When you take one of these devices out of your
pocket, you push the on button and take a pen in hand.
By touching icons or sliding screens under the moving
pen point, you get to what you want on the screen. Pilots
and Visors can read numbers and letters. The numbers

PDAs like Palm can handle block print letters, but
what happens when you
want your computers to
read cursive handwriting?
Then Parascript LLC's
Total Recognition' family of products including
FieldScript—, CheckPlus—,
and AddressScript' are
needed. Available as end user solutions or in soft-

are the normal Arabic, and the letters are written as
printed capitals. There are some quirks. You write Ws
backwards, and the devices read your As before you
place the cross stroke, but generally there are very few
differences from the way you normally write.
Does it work, and is it easy? Just check the annual
sales growth for Palms and Handsprings. What's surprising is how little credit for the success has been
given to the new handwriting interface of the platform.
Reviewers praise the incredibly efficient memory manParascript's

continued on next page

FieldScriptTM
Novem ber
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continued from p. 85

nology is an indicator light on the

need a magnifying glass to see it —to

agement, the hot -sync, and the Inter-

side. Otherwise, it looks and writes

the naked eye the paper just appears

net connectivity, but few point to the

like a conventional ballpoint.

to have a slight gray cast to it. The

naturalness of its interface. Finally,

The pen is the creation of the

pattern is unique in any part of the

we have a machine that can manage

Swedish company Anoto

page, and the pen knows what part of

our 6,000 - year -old habit of expressing

(www.anoto.com), working with Erics-

the paper you are writing on. This is

ourselves with pen strokes, and we

son and the Bluetooth consortium.

important because check boxes at the

just take it for granted.

The Bluetooth chip is an inexpensive

bottom of the page can have instruc-

radio transmitting device

tions like "e- mail," "fax,"

a keyboard that you can access on-

that can be implanted in

or "save." When you check

screen, and you can tap away as a

phones, desktop comput-

the box, the pen knows to

one - finger typist if you choose to.

ers, PDAs, laptops, and

turn on the radio and send

Maybe it's the sawed -off crotchet

many types of appliances.

the writing to any Blue-

needle that they slip into the body of

The chip was named after

tooth -enabled device (cell -

the device that discourages writing on

the Nordic king Harald

phone, computer, PDA, or

the screen or the fear that you'll

Bluetooth. (See the

network transmitter). Your

But some habits die hard. There is

scratch up the surface. If you have or

own PC or an Anoto man-

plan to get a Palm or Handspring,

aging server out on the

invest in a full -size pen with a plastic

Internet will take it from there. The

nib for writing on these screens. And

pen just sees and sends.

look into the WriteRight replaceable
plastic screen covers; they offer protection over the entire screen. Or buy

The Anoto Pen:
It sends e-mail or online orders.

The applications for this very smart
paper are almost unlimited. Compa-

a roll of ScotchTm removable MagicTM
Tape (the matte surface kind in the

January 2000 "Tech Forum" on

nies can design forms that customers

blue box). Cut a strip and cover the

Bluetooth and Jini at

will use to send back information or

bottom area of the screen where you

www.strategicfinancemag.com.)

orders. Advertisements could be

do most of your writing. It makes a

When you write with it, the Anoto

printed on paper that has the matrix,

nice writing surface, and it protects

pen does three things. A camera cap-

and consumers could check off what

the screen. And then write on it.

tures images at the rate of 100

they want to order, print their address

frames per second, tracking your writ-

and credit -card information in specific

A Second Step

ing. A processor converts that infor-

areas, and then check the send box.

The next logical step on our way back
to basics would be a pen that can

mation into a digital stream, and a
Bluetooth- enabled radio transmitter

Their cell phone, PDA, or computer
could forward the order to Anoto man-

read what we write. No buttons, no

sends it to an outside receiver. The

aging servers or to the company

wires, no transistorized pad of paper.

only switch that you "throw" is turning

directly. Ge -mail (graphical -based

Just the best kind of technology —the

the device on by removing the cap of

e -mail) could be written anywhere

invisible kind. A pen that we can carry

the pen. The rest of the technology is

and sent via your cell phone or other

around and paper that is just a sheet

invisible.

computer.

or pad of ordinary paper. Sounds like

The most fascinating part of the

a vision for another, more advanced

Anoto technology isn't the pen but the

ogy like Parascript's cursive writing

If you were to combine a technol-

paper. It's ordinary writing paper

recognition on the receiving device,

except for a tiny pattern printed on it.

the Anoto pen could create a technol-

be in production by the end of next

The pattern is a not -quite symmetrical

ogy that combines the best of the

year. It's called the Anoto Bluetooth

matrix that the pen sees when you are

new with the most tested and true of

Pen. The Anoto (from the Latin, "I

writing. The pen doesn't see the ink

the old. And the road warrior of the

age, doesn't it?
Well, Flash Gordon's Parker should

88

Ge-mall

scribble ") is large, like some of the

you are laying down, but rather it fol-

future? How about a Bluetooth Viking

more expensive fountain pens, but

lows the path created by the moving

carrying just a cell phone and a pen

the only sign that it packs any tech-

matrix. The pattern is so small you

or Palm and a pen? ■
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SEC's Levitt Continues Crusade

accounting problems, its

net income." The fraud

for revenue recognition

stock dropped 48 %, from

under Chairman Arthur

ena ble d t he compa ny to

and hiding "side letters"

$65 to $34 a share. The

Levitt to nd financial re-

from the company's ac-

porting of cronyism, in-

report inflated earnings
that exceeded analysts'

countants, backdating

stock traded last month at
about $30 a share.

terest conflicts, inefficien-

expectations during suc-

contracts, and understat-

cies, and fraud contin-

cessive quarters from

ing expenses.

> THE SEC 'S CRUSADE

McKesson announced the

Maximum penalties for
securities fraud are 10

ued rolling forward last

1997 to 1999. The alleged

month.

crimes occurred primarily

as one of the largest cas-

years' imprisonment and
a fine of $1 million. Each

Prosecutors described it

The Securities & Ex-

at HBO & Co., an At-

es ever of financial fraud

violation of conspiracy,

change Commission filed

lanta -based vendor of

by corporate managers.

mail, and wire fraud car-

numerous actions

healthcare software, pri-

'McKesson HBOC share-

ries a maximum penalty

against individuals for in-

or to McKesson's acquisi-

holders lost $9 billion in a

sider trading and financial and securities fraud
in late September /early

1

of five years' imprisonment and a $250,000
fine.
In other action, on Sep-

October 2000. Perhaps

tember 27, 2000, the SEC

the biggest involved Mc-

and other federal author-

Kesson HBOC, Inc., the

ities indicted five former

largest distributor of

officers of publicly traded

pharmaceuticals.

companies for alleged

Civil and cri ninal

fraud involving account-

charges for securities and

ing practices and filed 11

accounting fraud filed by

civil lawsuits against

the SEC, the FBI, and the

those and other execu-

Justice Dept. allege,

tives of six companies in

among other things, that

California, Washington,

the two former copresi-

a n d Ne va d a .

dents of HBO & Company

• Slrena Apparel. The

(-HBOC ") "participated in

former CEO and CFO of

a long - running fraudu-

Sirena Apparel Group

lent scheme to inflate the

Inc., a Los Angeles

compa n y's r e ve n ue an d

swi nwear maker, were
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enue in its Form 10 -9,;

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets

and the president and
external auditor of Countryland Wellness Resorts,

PFP Provi des T he Flexibil it y, Power
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tame Your Toughest P rojects

statements.

The financial
forecasting model
pro-formas
for professionals

—theBotomLine

Barney for allegedly
me State
Cost olSales

breaking insider trading
laws. He's accused of tipping off friends and shar-

Overhead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

0

Changes in
Financial Position

0

. /c o 1 X11
11

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

ing the gains from trading stocks in advance of

245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

www. pendock

-o

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

Pendock Mallom ltd.

(800)567-

• Insider trading. The

analyst of Salomon Smith
! Inc

$599
$899
5

actions:

plaint against a securities

" A real winner"

Standard $399

4

Other recent SEC

SEC filed a civil com-

Free telephone support — forever.

Modulo

health resort and casino
in Las Vegas, for lying to
investors in its financial

Pro - formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
P
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated.

Plus

which planned to open a

Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budge!

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit

eight merger and acquisition transactions of the

Variance Analysis
Business Valuations

Discount
Cash Flo

firm's clients and its parent company, Citigroup.
• Fa lse me rger informa t i o n. T h e S E C set t l e d

accused of "cooking the

wire fraud, falsifying cor-

books " - conspiring to

porate books, and lying to

il actions announced that

commit securities fraud

external auditors of a

day were against the fol-

AG, Germany's third -

by falsely inflating Sire -

publicly traded company.

lowing: former executives

largest industrial holding

na s 1999 third- quarter
revenue by shifting

The complaint alleges the
executives of the defunct

of Cylink Corp., a developer of computer network

company, formerly
known as Veba AG, for

fourth - quarter sales into

company failed to dis-

security products, for illic-

issuing materially false

charges against E.ON

the prior period. The al-

close the true state of

itly recognizing revenue;

denials concerning merg-

leged fraud was accom-

Craig's precarious finan-

the president and exter-

er negotiations with Viag

plished by resetting Sire -

cial condition and its cash

nal auditor of Your -

AG, another German

na's internal network

flow in periodic reports

BankOnline, a software

company. SEC Director of

computer clock to fool

and the compan y's TO

company, for issuing a

Enforcement Richard H.

the company's account-

registration statement.

press release that over-

Walker said, "The reach

ing software, according

The defendants also are

valu ed the compan y's

of U.S. securities laws is

to the indictment.

accused of defrauding a

primary asset and trig-

not limited by our bor-

consortium of four banks,

gered a sharp run -up in

ders. In today's global

Electronics. An indict-

inflating accounts receiv-

its stock price; the former

marketplace, false state-

ment charged the former

able, delaying the pro-

CFO of Premier Laser Sys-

ments made overseas

CEO and CFO of Craig

cessing of the sales re-

tems, which manufac-

can harm U.S. investors

• Craig Consumer

88

Other criminal and civ-

civil administrative fraud

Consumer Electronics with

turns, and boosting the

tured medical lasers, for

as much as statements

conspiracy, loan fraud,

value of inventory.

overstating quarterly rev-

made domestically." ■
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By Gary Siegel, Editor

Practice Analysis

Adding Value
As I've described in previous columns, management accountants are playing a new
role: They do more analysis and strategic planning and less statement preparation
and transactional work. They are more involved in decision support and less compliance oriented. They talk a lot about "adding value."
What does adding
value mean to corporate accounting practitioners? How do you
know that you are
adding value in your
company? We asked
these questions of practicing management accountants at six leading -edge finance
organizations: Abbott
Labs, Boeing, Caterpillar headquarters, Caterpillar assembly, Hewlett - Packard, and US West.
The consensus seems to be that adding value means
helping managers run the business. It means providing
relevant information for business decisions, explaining
how the information impacts the decision, and participating in the decision - making process. Management accountants know that they are adding value because people seek their advice for a variety of business decisions.
"I know we're adding value because they get us involved
in a lot of their business decisions," a US West accountant
said. "They call us up and ask for our opinion on things
they are working on. In the old days, they used to make the
decision without our input. In many cases, we would have
to go back and tell them, `Well, this is what you did, and
here's the penalty you're going to have to pay for this. So I
think the proof that we're adding value is that they're getting us more involved in many ways —on the front end be-

fore the decision is
made, during the implementation, and on the
back end for performance evaluation:'
A Hewlett- Packard
accountant concurred:
"...they come to us
more often for information and for assistance:'
Another HP accountant said that adding
value is demonstrated "in the way we are analyzing the
data. We are not just getting the numbers and passing
them on. We look at trends and do in -depth analysis so
that we can say what the implications are, make better predictions, consider all the alternatives, and understand the
consequences and the pros and cons of each alternative:'
"...most general managers or VPs of the business units
rely on their business manager as their right -hand man,"
said a Caterpillar accountant. By business manager, he
means the management accountant.
"At Boeing, we rarely see an organization try to make a
business decision without first coming to us and asking
for some people to support it. This is adding value:'
Another Boeing accountant said, "I think [our value] is
demonstrated by what they are asking of us and how they
use us. Clearly, you can tell by the amount of requests
and the types of requests that we have for data and for
turning that data into good information.'
N ovem b er 2 0 0 0
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To demonstrate the uniformity of
function in leading -edge companies,
a Caterpillar accountant used almost
the same words to describe how she
is adding value: "It's demonstrated
by the amount and kind of information that they get from us."
"I see more people coming to the
accounting and finance groups and
asking for help," said an Abbott Labs
accountant. "They ask for ways that
we can work together, ways to do
things together, and if we can provide more information for their
decision making.'
"Our opinions are sought out on
key decisions. Everybody is interested in how well we are doing relative
to our business plans, to our targets,
and to our longer -term strategic financial goals. We are asked to help
the organization determine what impact their decisions will have on
company goals."
"We're a business unit within
Caterpillar, and in our business unit
each product group needs to make a
profit, so you need to run your
product group as a business. That's a
very difficult thing to do to just
hand it off and say, `Here you go, this
is your business, go figure it out.
Because of this, product group managers need accountants to understand their business because it's not
like a simple all -cash business or a
lemonade stand. It's very complex.
There are a lot of allocations involved. Therefore, they need the accountants to be their right -hand
person to explain to them how well
their business is doing. Beyond that,
our work gets into strategy. We have
to help them put together the strategy and understand their strong
points and weak points. I'd say the
biggest role that I have is being the
glue that holds the groups together."
"As long as the focus is on Wall
90
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Street, on earnings per share, on the
very short term, I think that we'll be
providing more and more value'
"I see more people coming to me
to help them solve a problem.
There's something about the knowledge or what I'm able to add to a
discussion that might not have happened five years ago. So I'd say there
is more value added."
"Managers need information that
is going to help support a position.
Accountants have been well trained
in that at Caterpillar for a long time.
We used to have a joke around here.
If you asked what is the cost of
something, the typical accountant at
Caterpillar would say, `What are you
going to use it for ?' Not because we
are reluctant to give them the information, but we want to make sure
the information is formatted and the
right elements are included. Do you
need a variable cost, do you need a
fully burdened cost, do you need
overhead applied, are you just talking about discretionary cost? The
cost that they really need depends on
the decision they are making. So we
have been trained to say that when a
manager asks for a cost, we don't
give them the cost until we understand what they are going to use it
for. So when the manager says, `We
need to grow, so we are going to
build a plant in Alabama or do a
joint venture in China,' we say, `Help
me understand that. How is this going to work ?' So that kind of thought
process helps us become really indispensable to the manager making
those decisions."
"People ask us for help because of
what we do. Any accountant can do
all sorts of analyses, but until you
dig into what is behind these numbers, you are not going to know
what is really going on. A lot of people won't do that penetrating think-

ing —to go that step deeper. Those
that do are the ones that we trust
with the leadership positions. They
are the ones that are asked for by
every department head in the
group:'
"Most managers, since they are
being held accountable for profits
and costs, want somebody there that
understands these things better than
they do. This is where accountants
add value. Managers want accountants to help them run their business. In the past five years, every single one of these managers who now
has a business unit has at least one
accountant helping him, and in
some cases maybe four to five. When
I say helping them, they are located
with the managers, they go to all
their meetings, they are a part of his
team.'
Summing up, accountants are
adding value because of the nature
of requests for their help and their
partnerships with managers. It's
demonstrated by the seeking out and
involving of accountants versus the
shunning of engagement as was the
case in the past. Most accountants
agree that they are adding more value now. And they think that others
in the organization hold the same
opinion.
Are you adding value in your
company? Do managers perceive
that you are adding value? ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor at the School ofAccountanty,
DePaul University, in Chicago and
president of the Gary Siegel
Organization, an opinion research
and behavioral accounting firm. He is
coauthor, along with James Sorensen,
of Counting More, Counting Less,
the 1999 IMA Practice Analysis.
Gary can be reached at
gsieQel@wppost.depaul. edu.

$1 ,000,000 Term Life Coverage &
Lower Rates than Ever , , ,with IMA!
It 's t rue! The IMA Group Term Life Plan now offers
up t o $1 , 00 0 ,0 0 0 in member co ver age, and up t o
$6 0 0, 0 0 0 in sp o use co ver age - at r at es t hat are lower

than they have ever been! Add a substantial premium
discount and ...

I f yo u al ready have I M A T erm L i f e coverage, you may be

able to increase your coverage and actually decrease what
you have been paying!
If yo u don't have I M A Term L if e coverage, t here has n e v e r

been a better time to enroll!
An opportunity like this may not come again. Call 1- 800 - 225 -6758 today!
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• Cancer Expense Insurance
• Catastrophe Major Medical
• Disability Income
• High -Limit Accident
• Long -Term Care
• Medicare Supplement Insurance
• Member Assistance
• Rx Card
• Small Business Plan
• Term Life
This program is administered by Seabury & Smith, a Marsh & McLennan Company. Some plans may not be available in all states. - The Disability Income Protection, High
Limit Accident, and Catastrophe Major Medical insurance plans are underwritten by The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New York, 3600 Route 66, PC
Box 1580, Neptune, NJ 07754 -1580. -The Medicare Supplement plan is underwritten by Life Investors Insurance Company of America, Monumental Life Insurance Company
in CT, NJ, ME, and HI, and AUSA Life Insurance Company in NY. -The Cancer Expense plan is underwritten by Monumental Life Insurance Company, Baltimore, MD 21201. The Member Assistance insurance plan is underwritten by Unum Life Insurance Company of America, 15 Corporate Place South, Piscataway, NJ 08855. - The Group Term
Life Insurance Plan is underwritten by Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, a CIGNA Company, Hartford, CT 06152.

LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.
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International computer hardware and software supplier is seeking
a degreed individual with 5+ years' experience. Must be success
driven and possess excellent communication skills. Strong knowledge of journal entries, general ledger and Excel are a must.
Knowledge of Oracle and SQL, or related accounting software
experience, are a BIG plus! Salary to $45K.

Cost Analyst
Corporate he adquart e rs for thi s large i nte rnati onal che mi cal

manufacturing company is seeking a professional with a four year degree, preferably in accounting, and 2+ years' experience in
cost accounting. CPA, CMA or MBA is desirable but not
mandatory. This position requires a thorough knowledge of standard costing, good analytical and problem-solving skills, strong
computer skills and a solid knowledge of GAAP. The ideal candidate will be self - motivated with good communication skills. SAP
experience a big plus. The financial analyst will provide financial
support, prepare analysis of monthly manufacturing variances
and material variances for internal customers and assist with
business case analysis and capital expenditure preparation as well
as annual budget and efforts to improve the financial reporting
process. Salary to $55K.
1rI��
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Local company is looking for self-motivated, prompt, organized
and flexible individual, able to work under tight deadlines with little or no supervision. This candidate will provide analytical support to Finance Manager covering areas such as financial statements, cost FX analysis, overseas studio analysis, corporate seminar
coordination, international production reporting and analysis and
ad -hoc analysis, as assigned. Salary to $50K.

Financial Analyst
Responsible for corporate financial reporting functions including
financial statements, multiple consolidations, revenue and expense
analysis and projections, cash flow projections, asset acquisition
and disposition analysis, and maintenance and development of
operating and capital budgeting systems and related reporting.
Also serve as the primary contact with external auditors and tax
advisors and coordinate preparation of schedules for annual audit
and tax returns. Prepare other monthly management reports, and
assist in the maintenance of the fixed asset accounting system.
Candidate must have four-year degree and 3+ years' experience.
Public experience is a plus. Salary to $65K.

Financial Reporting Analyst

Candidate must have a strong mix of both accounting and systems experience, particularly in a fully integrated system roll -out
of BARN. Bachelor's degree required. Must be organized and be
an excellent communicator. Will assist in the roll-out of BAAN
among several manufacturing sites, including training, education
and data roll-out. This is an exceptional opportunity within a
strong, growing company. Salary to $70K.
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Large mutual fund company seeks a Senior Financial Analyst to
establish and maintain a cost and profitability model that will be
utilized for cost of sales by distribution channel, product profitability, broker /dealer profitability and various strategic initiatives. Supporting business unit initiatives from a financial impact
perspective is a key responsibility of this position, as well as the
reporting of financial and business statistics to executive management. A B.S. in either finance or accounting with 4+ years' experience within the financial services industry is required. An MBA
or CPA as well as mutual fund industry knowledge are preferred.
Salary to $68K.

Senior Financ

eporting Accountant

If you value working for a top -notch organization, this Senior
Financial Reporting Accountant position may be for you. This
individual will be responsible for preparing internal and external financial reports on a quarterly basis. This includes analysis
and interpretation of results, providing financial leadership to
product line and senior management, and coordinating and
improving the financial reporting process. Candidates should
have strong knowledge of GAAP, excellent PC skills and strong
organizational skills. Bachelor's degree in accounting required,
CPA is a plus. Candidates should have 2+ years' experience.

Salary to $54K.
A s s i s t a n t C o j i t r o Llw
Do you have hotel experience and a bachelor's degree in accounting? Are you looking for a company that wants and expects you to
grow within their organization?Ideal candidates will have a strong
knowledge of all accounting functions, month-end and year -end
closings and previous supervisory experience. Salary to $50K.

Accounting Managef
Local credit union with over $1 billion in assets seeks an
Accounting Manager. Candidate will manage general accounting
functions (AP /AR/GUFinancial Statements, etc.). Will supervise
a staff of 13. Company offers great benefits. Salary to $60K.

We are curre nt ly searching for a hi ghly moti vate d Fi nancial
Reporti ng Analyst to j oi n a fast -growi ng i nte rnati onal company.
This i ndividual wi ll assist wi th quart erly and annual exte rnal
fi nancial re port ing, assist wi th special projects and prepare external financi al st ate ment s t o accurat el y communi cat e on a ti mel y
basi s the fi nancial results of operations t o invest ors. Also assist in
the pre parat i on of quart erl y and annual SE C fi li ngs, such as

forms 10 -Q 10 -K, etc. Salary to $56K.

Financial Analyst
Interested in being the key support person for the CFO &
Treasurer of an acquisition - oriented publicly traded company?
Key areas of responsibility will include strategic planning, M&A
analysis, business development, treasury analysis, risk analysis
and financial planning. Supervise a small staff of MBAs and
CPAs. Salary to $80K, plus bonus & stock options.

Growing lending company is searching for a productive
Controller. Responsibilities include researching employee benefits, budgets and financial statements, tax- related items and multiple financial operations. Individual will interact with upper
management as well as deliver reports and special projects.
Position offers upward mobility and learning opportunities.
Excellent oral and written communication skills a must, and
CPA is essential. Experience in the financial services area
required. High - energy environment. Salary to $65K.

Internal Auditor
This manufacturer is seeking an entry-level Internal Auditor.
Major responsibilities will include performing both financial and
operational audits, complying with external audit requirements
and addressing special projects as requested by management.
Approximately 20% travel will be required. This great springboard opportunity will require a bachelor's degree in accounting
or finance. Good communication skills, the ability to work as
part of a team and strong PC skills are essential. Salary to $35K.

Corporate Controller
Small but emerging manufacturing company seeks a hands -on
manufacturing generalist with strengths in cost, systems, financial reporting and analysis in a multi -plant operation. Chance to
supervise a small staff for a company that expects to double or
triple in size over the next three years. Salary to $85K, plus
bonus and stock options.

This company is growing fast! They have acquired five companies
in the last year and will continue to expand, with current revenues
at $38 million and expected revenues of $50 million by year's end.
This CFO role will be an integral part of their growth and includes
direct reporting from a Controller and a Business Systems Analyst.
The company is about to implement a new industry- specific computer system called EMS, which CFO will oversee. Further responsibilities will include handling due diligence work for acquisitions
and financing negotiations as well as presenting and reporting for
the Board of Directors. Excellent opportunity to make an impact in
a fast - moving company. This position will require 10+ years of
well - rounded experience, including higher -level financial responsibilities such as M & A work and creative financing techniques. A
bachelor's in finance or accounting as well as an MBA or CPA is a
must. This position will require a dynamic individual who is looking for an entrepreneurial position. Salary to $130K.

Senior Accountant
Diverse online gardening product company is searching for a
dynamic Senior Accountant. This position is responsible for a
variety of general accounting functions, including accounting for
marketing programs, accruals, taxes, advertising revenue and
inventory. This position will report directly to the Controller and
will be responsible for reviewing contracts and accounting for all
marketing programs, reviewing expenses and completing special
projects as necessary. Requires a bachelor's degree in accounting

with 3+ years' general accounting. Must be proficient in Excel.
Ideal candidate will be self - motivated with strong time management and organizational skills. Ability to act independently and
as an integrated team player necessary. CPA a plus. Salary and
benefits to $65K.

Financial Analyst
Progressive corporation is currently seeking a Senior Financial
Analyst. This position will be responsible for various financial
activities including planning and forecasting. Requires meeting
with and presenting to senior management, financial reporting
and analysis. Ideal candidate will be highly motivated to work in
a fast- paced, hi -tech environment. Requires 5+ years of relevant
financial experience and related financial degree. Position
requires superior Excel knowledge, with accounting systems
experience a plus. Experience with ERP and planning systems is
highly desirable. Salary and benefits to $65K.

Internal Auditor
Company in the entertainment industry has an Internal Auditor
position open. Responsibilities for this position include performing financial, operational and automated systems audits at corporate and subsidiary locations as well as reviewing and evaluating
methods of control at automated locations, preparing narratives,
flowcharts and questionnaires, including obtaining and evaluating data and making recommendations to minimize deficiencies.
This position is ideally suited to a manager or senior -level position from a local or national CPA firm, but candidates with previous management and accounting experience will be considered
on an equal basis. A bachelor's degree in accounting, a CPA or
CIA and 3+ years of audit experience are required; minimum of
30% travel. Salary to $70K.

Financial Analyst
An advertising company is looking for a Financial Analyst to be
involved in the budgeting and forecasting for two or more
clients. The position will report to the Account Financial
Manager on a monthly basis to review profitability and budgeting for each assigned client. Responsibilities will include tracking
actual versus budgeted cost, verifying production bill processing
prior to invoicing, working with production on estimates and
P.O. processing as well as balancing the Work -in- Process account
for each job on a monthly basis. Some auditing may be required.
Position will also assist Account Services with any related financial issues. Salary to $34K.

Manager
Automotive supplier is seeking an experienced Finance Manager.
Reporting to the Chief Financial Officer, this individual is responsible for the consolidation of strategic plans, budgets and forecasts,
and analyzing and reporting actual financial results. This position
is also responsible for monitoring and analyzing corrective action
and quality improvement activities in the region. The ideal candidate will have a bachelor's degree in accounting and 8+ years' experience in manufacturing. CPA and/or MBA would be a plus!
Salary to $75K plus approximately 10% bonus.

.................................................................................. ...............................

For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalf.com.
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ACCOUNTING: Openings for Financial
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Analyst Staff. Position requires a Master's

ON THE INTERNET. NOTABLE

GLEIM /FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way to PASS

degree in Busin. Admin. or Finance. Must

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!

the CMA/CFM exams. Over 5,000

have 3 yrs: exp. in the job offered or 3 yrs.'

http: / /www.FINANCIALiobs,com. Michael

questions. Software emulates Sylvan

exp. in financial analysis. All of experience

Muller, Scott Marlow Agency.

computerized format. Per part: books

HELP WANTED

$22.95, software $35.00, cassettes $60.00.

must involve analyzing the financial impact
of busin. investment strategies; developing

CM A /CFM REVIEW

Earn CPE while you study. (800) 87-

& analyzing the costs of capital; evaluating

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD REVIEW

GLEIM. wwwgleim.com.

busin. segment performance; performing

SYSTEM. Pass Now... in a FLASH!Over

financial modeling of domestic and /or int'l

1,000 flashcards. FREE information kit.

NUMERIC KEYPADS

corporate acquisitions & mergers; leading

Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX (609) 724 -0679.

FOR NOTEBOOK PCS

projects valued in excess of $50 million; and

Visit httl2:/ /www.tutorialgroup, com.

GENOVATION offers a

building Excel based spreadsheet fin. mod-

Mention this ad for $20 OFF complete set

variety of high - quality univer-

els. Exp. must also include at least two yrs.
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sal keypads for mobile and desk-
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The Tutorial Group, Inc., 120 Paddock

top computers, providing unmatched ver-
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Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.

satility, simplicity, and programmability.
Genovation has been a leading provider of

special project teams involved in analyzing

numeric keypads since 1989. For informa-

the fin. impact of busin. investment strate-
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gies through the development of fin. fore-

COMPTROLLER TO DIRECT CO &
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casting models, & analyzing costs of capital.

RSQUO; FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES.

833 -0322. INTERNET:

Will manage & coordinate the evaluation of

Direct financial planning, procurement &

www.genovatgon.com

budget forecasting reports, busin. segment

investment of funds using knowledge

performance, & profitability assessments, &

inventory management, manufacturing
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capability, management information sys-
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FINANCIAL ANALYST for int'l accntg.

rate acquisitions, mergers, & projects valued

tems & finance. MBA + exp. Competitive

firm. Degree & exp. req'd. Excel, A/R &

in excess of $100 million related to regulated

salary. Mail or fax resume to Selva USA,

A/P. Competitive Salary. Send resume to

& unregulated electric utility, telecommunications, & other affiliated busin. units. 40

Inc. 2999 N.E. 191st St. #404, Aventura, FL.
33180 (303) 935-6512

Juan Carlos Rios, Rios Smidhum, Inc. 506
N. Armenia Avenue, Tampa, Florida 33609.

hrs /wk. Job located in Atlanta, GA. Salary
range $64,656- $72,796/yr. Send resume to
IMM /FIN Southern Company Services, Inc.,
270 Peachtree St., Bin 954, Atlanta, GA
30303. EOE
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Trees?
I think that I shall never see
A sight as odd as the cell -phone tree.
A tree whose roots are wires in cement
With a tube for a trunk, tall and unbent;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts its leafy arms to say...?
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
But let the cats beware
any birds that arrive
From those microwaved eggs
way up in the sky.
I guess poems are made by fools like me,
And who but a geek could have made such
—With apologies to Joyce Kilmer
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CELLTOWERS "Many people consider [cell] towers ugly and at
neighborhoods.... In order to `hide' cell towers, some operators h
inside structures, like church steeples (paying subsidies to the ow
significant). Others have tried the `tree approach. "' —Dan Brick
www.danbricklin.com/lop-/cefltowers.htm
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r're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.

A

Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.
Creditek Risk Management
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
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In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CREDI TEK
End -to -End Receivables Management

0
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Offices Nationwide

1- 800 - 216-4000
Ask for Chuck Bachman, EVP, Ext. 337
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